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My honors capstone project consists of a macro-driven
Lotus loan amortization program and a dBASE III+ file
structure and loan amortization program for the use of Pat
Yocum at SwedishAmerican Hospital in Rockford, Illinois. Pat
will use these files and programs in order to computerize the
principal and interest breakdown of loan paYments made by
employees of the hospital on loans of their Saver Plan and
Incentive Saver Plan balances. Done manually, this breakdown
process is very time consuming.
Pat Yocum was consulted regarding the project and these
.
programs and files were created from her specifications.
During the design phase, many sources were consulted,
including dBASE and Lotus manuals, hospital personnel from
the Information Systems department, and accountancy professor
Dr. C. William Cummings. My capstone project includes

















Be easy to use
Be able to create employee loan amortization schedules
Provide for bi-weekly loan paYments for loans up to 10 years
in length (260 paYments)
Total each employee's principal and interest breakdowns
quarterly and yearly
Sum all employee principal and interest payments per pay
period, quarterly and yearly
Separate Saver Plan loan and Incentive Saver Plan loan
paYment breakdown totals
Be able to insert $0 or a double paYment into principal and
interest breakdown for pay period and calculate breakdowns from
that point forward
to add a new employee loan during the year and have
calculate breakdowns from first loan paYment forward
*
Automatically discontinue breakdown process when loan paid off
*
Be able to create year end loan activity statements or letters
using database information (form letters)
.LOTUS LOAN AMORTIZATION PROGRAM
Instructional Guide
.
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This macro-driven lotus loan amortization program was
created for the use of Pat Yocum at SwedishAmerican Hospital.
The purpose of this program is to create loan amortization
schedules for employees who have obtained a loan on their
Saver Plan or Incentive Saver Plan balances. This loan
amortization program gives the principal and interest break-
downs of the scheduled loan paYments based upon the term of
the loan.
As specified above, this loan amortization program is
completely macro-driven and user-friendly. Instructions for
.
the operation of this program are presented in this manual
and a sample output amortization schedule is shown in
Appendix A.
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choosing the file named AMORTIZ. The program is a long one
since it contains many long formulas, so it will take a while
for lotus to load the program.
When the file has been loaded, you will see a
.
LOADING THE PROGRAM
In order to load the lotus loan amortization program,
you must be in the LOTUS 123 program. You would then simply
retrieve the file by issuing the command /File Retrieve and
specialized user menu at the top of the screen. This means
that you will not have to use lotus commands to run the
program, but that the program is being run automatically by
.
lotus macro commands. Your specialized menu consists of the
following functions: INPUT, CALCULATE, PRINT, and EXIT. You
should notice as you move your arrow keys to highlight each
one of these functions that a description of what that
particular function does is listed underneath the menu
choices at the top of the screen.
To select a menu function, you may either highlight the
desired menu choice using the arrow keys followed by the
enter key or you may simply type in the first letter of that
function (for example, type "I" for INPUT). (This menu works
exactly like the main menu in LOTUS 123.) Each of these menu
functions is described in detail in the following sections of
this manual.
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.INPUTING LOAN INFORMATION
The first choice in the user menu, INPUT, is chosen to
input employee loan information into the program. When this
function is chosen, a series of user prompts will be shown at
the top of the screen to guide the user while inputing
information. To input your employee information, simply type
in the information asked for after the prompt and hit the
return (or enter) key. The new information will be shown in
the employee information form after all of the data is
entered for that employee.
Shown below is the custom user menu and the employee
.
information area of the lotus amortization program. This is
what you will see when you retrieve the file AMORTIZ and it
also shows you what information you will need to input into
the program.
A1: [W28]
Input Calculate Print Exit




3 Employee Name JANE SMITH
4 Social Security Number 111-11-1111
5 Loan Amount
6 Interest Rate (Ex. 10.5)
7 Number of PaYments Left
8 Date"of first paYment
9 use formula: @date(90,01,20)








.There are a few special things to remember when
inputing employee information. First of all, you will need
to insert the dashes in the social security number when you
type it in. Secondly, when you input the interest rate, you
should simply type "10" for ten percent or "10.5". (You do
not need to type ".10" or ".105".) Finally, you should note
that the date of the first loan payment must be entered in a
special formula format to facilitate the functioning of the
program correctly. An example of this format is shown on the
input screen of the lotus program. This formula simply
arranges the date so that the computer can read it and
calculate the payment dates of the loan. This formula is
.
typed in as @DATE(YEAR,MONTH,DAY). Therefore, if the date of
the first interest payment was January 12, 1990, you would
type in "@DATE(90,01,12)".
After all of the data has been input for the employee,
it will be entered into the employee data screen. You should
make sure that all of the information in this area is correct
before calculating the amortization. If some of the employee
information is incorrect, you will need to select the INPUT
function from the menu again and re-enter all of the data for
that employee.
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After the data for the employee has been input and
verified, you will need to calculate the loan amortization
table. To do this, you will simply select the CALCULATE
function from the menu and the lotus program will enter the
employee data into the table and calculate the interest and
.
CALCULATING THE LOAN AMORTIZATION
principal breakdowns automatically. Please note that you
must always CALCULATE after you INPUT employee information
and before you PRINT a new employee amortization table.
.
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.PRINTING THE AMORTIZATION TABLE
To print the loan amortization table for an employee,
you will simply select the PRINT function from the menu. The
loan amortization program will automatically print the
amortization table for the employee when this function is
selected. Please remember you must always CALCULATE after





To exit the lotus loan amortization program, you would
simply select the EXIT function of the user menu. This
function will take you to the main menu of the LOTUS 123
program. Since this amortization program is simply a
template for calculation and printing of employee loan











Estimated Loan Amortization Schedule
------------------------------------
JANE SMITH 111-11-1111
Loan Amount $30,000.00 Repayment amount $182.74
Interest 0.1 Annual percentage rate 0.10496
Number of Payments 260 Total Payment Amount $47,512.40
Payments per year 26 Total Interest Paid $17,512.40
Pay period deduction $182.74 Date of first payment 01/20/90
Pmt. Payment Remaining Cumulative Payment
No. Amount Principal Interest Principal Interest Date
------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 $182.74 $67.36 $115.38 $29,932.64 $115.38 01/20/90
2 $182.74 $67.62 $115.12 $29,865.02 $230.50 02/03/90
3 $182.74 $67.88 $114.86 $29,797.14 $345.36 02/17/90
4 $182.74 $68.14 $114.60 $29,729.00 $459.96 03/03/90
5 $182.74 $68.40 $114.34 $29,660.60 $574.30 03/17/90
6 $182.74 $68.67 $114.07 $29,591.93 $688.37 03/31/90
7 $182.74 $68.93 $113.81 $29,523.00 $802.18 04/14/90
8 $182.74 $69.19 $113.55 $29,453.81 $915.73 04/28/90
9 $182.74 $69.46 $113.28 $29,384.35 $1,029.01 05/12/90
10 $182.74 $69.73 $113.01 $29,314.62 $1,142.02 OS/26/90
11 $182.74 $70.00 $112.74 $29,244.62 $1,254.76 06/09/90
.
12 $182.74 $70.27 $112.47 $29,174.35 $1,367.23 06/23/90
13 $182.74 $70.54 $112.20 $29,103.81 $1,479.43 07/07/90
14 $182.74 $70.81 $111. 93 $29,033.00 $1,591.36 07/21/90
15 $182.74 $71.08 $111.66 $28,961. 92 $1,703.02 08/04/90
16 $182.74 $71.35 $111. 39 $28,890.57 $1,814.41 08/18/90
17 $182.74 $71.63 $111.11 $28,818.94 $1,925.52 09/01/90
18 $182.74 $71.90 $110.84 $28,747.04 $2,036.36 09/15/90
19 $182.74 $72.18 $110.56 $28,674.86 $2,146.92 09/29/90
20 $182.74 $72.46 $110.28 $28,602.40 $2,257.20 10/13/90
21 $182.74 $72.74 $110.00 $28,529.66 $2,367.20 10/27/90
22 $182.74 $73.02 $109.72 $28,456.64 $2,476.92 11/10/90
23 $182.74 $73.30 $109.44 $28,383.34 $2,586.36 11/24/90
24 $182.74 $73.58 $109.16 $28,309.76 $2,695.52 12/08/90
25 $182.74 $73.86 $108.88 $28,235.90 $2,804.40 12/22/90
26 $182.74 $74.15 $108.59 $28,161. 75 $2,912.99 01/05/91
27 $182.74 $74.43 $108.31 $28,087.32 $3,021.30 01/19/91
28 $182.74 $74.72 $108.02 $28,012.60 $3,129.32 02/02/91
29 $182.74 $75.00 $107.74 $27,937.60 $3,237.06 02/16/91
30 $182.74 $75.29 $107.45 $27,862.31 $3,344.51 03/02/91
31 $182.74 $75.58 $107.16 $27,786.73 $3,451.67 03/16/91
32 $182.74 $75.87 $106.87 $27,710.86 $3,558.54 03/30/91
33 $182.74 $76.16 $106.58 $27,634.70 $3,665.12 04/13/91
34 $182.74 $76.46 $106.28 $27,558.24 $3,771.40 04/27/91
35 $182.74 $76.75 $105.99 $27,481.49 $3,877.39 05/11/91
36 $182.74 $77.05 $105.69 $27,404.44 $3,983.08 OS/25/91
.
37 $182.74 $77.34 $105.40 $27,327.10 $4,088.48 06/08/91
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. 38 $182.74 $77.64 $105.10 $27,249.46 $4,193.58 06/22/91
39 $182.74 $77.94 $104.80 $27,171.52 $4,298.38 07/06/91
40 $182.74 $78.24 $104.50 $27,093.28 $4,402.88 07/20/91
41 $182.74 $78.54 $104.20 $27,014.74 $4,507.08 08/03/91
42 $182.74 $78.84 $103.90 $26,935.90 $4,610.98 08/17/91
43 $182.74 $79.15 $103.59 $26,856.75 $4,714.57 08/31/91
44 $182.74 $79.45 $103.29 $26,777.30 $4,817.86 09/14/91
45 $182.74 $79.76 $102.98 $26,697.54 $4,920.84 09/28/91
46 $182.74 $80.06 $102.68 $26,617.48 $5,023.52 10/12/91
47 $182.74 $80.37 $102.37 $26,537.11 $5,125.89 10/26/91
48 $182.74 $80.68 $102.06 $26,456.43 $5,227.95 11/09/91
49 $182.74 $80.99 $101. 75 $26,375.44 $5,329.70 11/23/91
50 $182.74 $81.30 $101.44 $26,294.14 $5,431.14 12/07/91
51 $182.74 $81.61 $101.13 $26,212.53 $5,532.27 12/21/91
52 $182.74 $81.93 $100.81 $26,130.60 $5,633.08 01/04/92
53 $182.74 $82.24 $100.50 $26,048.36 $5,733.58 01/18/92
54 $182.74 $82.56 $100.18 $25,965.80 $5,833.76 02/01/92
55 $182.74 $82.88 $99.86 $25,882.92 $5,933.62 02/15/92
56 $182.74 $83.20 $99.54 $25,799.72 $6,033.16 02/29/92
57 $182.74 $83.52 $99.22 $25,716.20 $6,132.38 03/14/92
58 $182.74 $83.84 $98.90 $25,632.36 $6,231.28 03/28/92
59 $182.74 $84.16 $98.58 $25,548.20 $6,329.86 04/11/92
60 $182.74 $84.48 $98.26 $25,463.72 $6,428.12 04/25/92
61 $182.74 $84.81 $97.93 $25,378.91 $6,526.05 05/09/92
.
62 $182.74 $85.13 $97.61 $25,293.78 $6,623.66 OS/23/92
63 $182.74 $85.46 $97.28 $25,208.32 $6,720.94 06/06/92
64 $182.74 $85.79 $96.95 $25,122.53 $6,817.89 06/20/92
65 $182.74 $86.12 $96.62 $25,036.41 $6,914.51 07/04/92
66 $182.74 $86.45 $96.29 $24,949.96 $7,010.80 07/18/92
67 $182.74 $86.78 $95.96 $24,863.18 $7,106.76 08/01/92
68 $182.74 $87.12 $95.62 $24,776.06 $7,202.38 08/15/92
69 $182.74 $87.45 $95.29 $24,688.61 $7,297.67 08/29/92
70 $182.74 $87.79 $94.95 $24,600.82 $7,392.62 09/12/92
71 $182.74 $88.13 $94.61 $24,512.69 $7,487.23 09/26/92
72 $182.74 $88.47 $94.27 $24,424.22 $7,581. 50 10/10/92
73 $182.74 $88.81 $93.93 $24,335.41 $7,675.43 10/24/92
74 $182.74 $89.15 $93.59 $24,246.26 $7,769.02 11/07/92
75 $182.74 $89.49 $93.25 $24,156.77 $7,862.27 11/21/92
76 $182.74 $89.83 $92.91 $24,066.94 $7,955.18 12/05/92
77 $182.74 $90.18 $92.56 $23,976.76 $8,047.74 12/19/92
78 $182.74 $90.53 $92.21 $23,886.23 $8,139.95 01/02/93
79 $182.74 $90.87 $91.87 $23,795.36 $8,231.82 01/16/93
80 $182.74 $91.22 $91.52 $23,704.14 $8,323.34 01/30/93
81 $182.74 $91.58 $91.16 $23,612.56 $8,414.50 02/13/93
82 $182.74 $91.93 $90.81 $23,520.63 $8,505.31 02/27/93
83 $182.74 $92.28 $90.46 $23,428.35 $8,595.77 03/13/93
84 $182.74 $92.64 $90.10 $23,335.71 $8,685.87 03/27/93
85 $182.74 $92.99 $89.75 $23,242.72 $8,775.62 04/10/93
86 $182.74 $93.35 $89.39 $23,149.37 $8,865.01 04/24/93
.
87 $182.74 $93.71 $89.03 $23,055.66 $8,954.04 05/08/93
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. 88 $182.74 $94.07 $88.67 $22,961.59 $9,042.71 OS/22/93
89 $182.74 $94.43 $88.31 $22,867.16 $9,131.02 06/05/93
90 $182.74 $94.79 $87.95 $22,772.37 $9,218.97 06/19/93
91 $182.74 $95.16 $87.58 $22,677.21 $9,306.55 07/03/93
92 $182.74 $95.52 $87.22 $22,581. 69 $9,393.77 07/17/93
93 $182.74 $95.89 $86.85 $22,485.80 $9,480.62 07/31/93
94 $182.74 $96.26 $86.48 $22,389.54 $9,567.10 08/14/93
95 $182.74 $96.63 $86.11 $22,292.91 $9,653.21 08/28/93
96 $182.74 $97.00 $85.74 $22,195.91 $9,738.95 09/11/93
97 $182.74 $97.38 $85.36 $22,098.53 $9,824.31 09/25/93
98 $182.74 $97.75 $84.99 $22,000.78 $9,909.30 10/09/93
99 $182.74 $98.13 $84.61 $21,902.65 $9,993.91 10/23/93
100 $182.74 $98.50 $84.24 $21,804.15 $10,078.15 11/06/93
101 $182.74 $98.88 $83.86 $21,705.27 $10,162.01 11/20/93
102 $182.74 $99.26 $83.48 $21,606.01 $10,245.49 12/04/93
103 $182.74 $99.64 $83.10 $21,506.37 $10,328.59 12/18/93
104 $182.74 $100.03 $82.71 $21,406.34 $10,411. 30 01/01/94
105 $182.74 $100.41 $82.33 $21,305.93 $10,493.63 01/15/94
106 $182.74 $100.80 $81.94 $21,205.13 $10,575.57 01/29/94
107 $182.74 $101.19 $81.55 $21,103.94 $10,657.12 02/12/94
108 $182.74 $101.58 $81.16 $21,002.36 $10,738.28 02/26/94
109 $182.74 $101.97 $80.77 $20,900.39 $10,819.05 03/12/94
110 $182.74 $102.36 $80.38 $20,798.03 $10,899.43 03/26/94
111 $182.74 $102.75 $79.99 $20,695.28 $10,979.42 04/09/94
.
112 $182.74 $103.15 $79.59 $20,592.13 $11,059.01 04/23/94
113 $182.74 $103.54 $79.20 $20,488.59 $11,138.21 05/07/94
114 $182.74 $103.94 $78.80 $20,384.65 $11,217.01 OS/21/94
115 $182.74 $104.34 $78.40 $20,280.31 $11,295.41 06/04/94
116 $182.74 $104.74 $78.00 $20,175.57 $11,373.41 06/18/94
117 $182.74 $105.15 $77.59 $20,070.42 $11,451.00 07/02/94
118 $182.74 $105.55 $77.19 $19,964.87 $11,528.19 07/16/94
119 $182.74 $105.96 $76.78 $19,858.91 $11,604.97 07/30/94
120 $182.74 $106.36 $76.38 $19,752.55 $11,681. 35 08/13/94
121 $182.74 $106.77 $75.97 $19,645.78 $11,757.32 08/27/94
122 $182.74 $107.18 $75.56 $19,538.60 $11,832.88 09/10/94
123 $182.74 $107.60 $75.14 $19,431. 00 $11,908.02 09/24/94
124 $182.74 $108.01 $74.73 $19,322.99 $11,982.75 10/08/94
125 $182.74 $108.43 $74.31 $19,214.56 $12,057.06 10/22/94
126 $182.74 $108.84 $73.90 $19,105.72 $12,130.96 11/05/94
127 $182.74 $109.26 $73.48 $18,996.46 $12,204.44 11/19/94
128 $182.74 $109.68 $73.06 $18,886.78 $12,277.50 12/03/94
129 $182.74 $110.10 $72.64 $18,776.68 $12,350.14 12/17/94
130 $182.74 $110.53 $72.21 $18,666.15 $12,422.35 12/31/94
131 $182.74 $110.95 $71. 79 $18,555.20 $12,494.14 01/14/95
132 $182.74 $111.38 $71.36 $18,443.82 $12,565.50 01/28/95
133 $182.74 $111.81 $70.93 $18,332.01 $12,636.43 02/11/95
134 $182.74 $112.24 $70.50 $18,219.77 $12,706.93 02/25/95
135 $182.74 $112.67 $70.07 $18,107.10 $12,777.00 03/11/95
136 $182.74 $113.10 $69.64 $17,994.00 $12,846.64 03/25/95




















































. 138 $182.74 $113.97 $68.77 $17,766.49 $12,984.61 04/22/95
139 $182.74 $114.41 $68.33 $17,652.08 $13,052.94 05/06/95
140 $182.74 $114.85 $67.89 $17,537.23 $13,120.83 OS/20/95
141 $182.74 $115.29 $67.45 $17,421.94 $13,188.28 06/03/95
142 $182.74 $115.74 $67.00 $17,306.20 $13,255.28 06/17/95
143 $182.74 $116.18 $66.56 $17,190.02 $13,321.84 07/01/95
144 $182.74 $116.63 $66.11 $17,073.39 $13,387.95 07/15/95
145 $182.74 $117.08 $65.66 $16,956.31 $13,453.61 07/29/95
146 $182.74 $117.53 $65.21 $16,838.78 $13,518.82 08/12/95
147 $182.74 $117.98 $64.76 $16,720.80 $13,583.58 08/26/95
148 $182.74 $118.43 $64.31 $16,602.37 $13,647.89 09/09/95
149 $182.74 $118.89 $63.85 $16,483.48 $13,711.74 09/23/95
150 $182.74 $119.35 $63.39 $16,364.13 $13,775.13 10/07/95
151 $182.74 $119.81 $62.93 $16,244.32 $13,838.06 10/21/95
152 $182.74 $120.27 $62.47 $16,124.05 $13,900.53 11/04/95
153 $182.74 $120.73 $62.01 $16,003.32 $13,962.54 11/18/95
154 $182.74 $121.19 $61.55 $15,882.13 $14,024.09 12/02/95
155 $182.74 $121.66 $61.08 $15,760.47 $14,085.17 12/16/95
156 $182.74 $122.13 $60.61 $15,638.34 $14,145.78 12/30/95
157 $182.74 $122.60 $60.14 $15,515.74 $14,205.92 01/13/96
158 $182.74 $123.07 $59.67 $15,392.67 $14,265.59 01/27/96
159 $182.74 $123.54 $59.20 $15,269.13 $14,324.79 02/10/96
160 $182.74 $124.02 $58.72 $15,145.11 $14,383.51 02/24/96
161 $182.74 $124.49 $58.25 $15,020.62 $14,441.76 03/09/96
.
162 $182.74 $124.97 $57.77 $14,895.65 $14,499.53 03/23/96
163 $182.74 $125.45 $57.29 $14,770.20 $14,556.82 04/06/96
164 $182.74 $125.94 $56.80 $14,644.26 $14,613.62 04/20/96
165 $182.74 $126.42 $56.32 $14,517.84 $14,669.94 05/04/96
166 $182.74 $126.91 $55.83 $14,390.93 $14,725.77 05/18/96
167 $182.74 $127.40 $55.34 $14,263.53 $14,781.11 06/01/96
168 $182.74 $127.89 $54.85 $14,135.64 $14,835.96 06/15/96
169 $182.74 $128.38 $54.36 $14,007.26 $14,890.32 06/29/96
170 $182.74 $128.87 $53.87 $13,878.39 $14,944.19 07/13/96
171 $182.74 $129.37 $53.37 $13,749.02 $14,997.56 07/27/96
172 $182.74 $129.86 $52.88 $13,619.16 $15,050.44 08/10/96
173 $182.74 $130.36 $52.38 $13,488.80 $15,102.82 08/24/96
174 $182.74 $130.87 $51.87 $13,357.93 $15,154.69 09/07/96
175 $182.74 $131. 37 $51.37 $13,226.56 $15,206.06 09/21/96
176 $182.74 $131. 87 $50.87 $13,094.69 $15,256.93 10/05/96
177 $182.74 $132.38 $50.36 $12,962.31 $15,307.29 10/19/96
178 $182.74 $132.89 $49.85 $12,829.42 $15,357.14 11/02/96
179 $182.74 $133.40 $49.34 $12,696.02 $15,406.48 11/16/96
180 $182.74 $133.91 $48.83 $12,562.11 $15,455.31 11/30/96
181 $182.74 $134.43 $48.31 $12,427.68 $15,503.62 12/14/96
182 $182.74 $134.95 $47.79 $12,292.73 $15,551.41 12/28/96
183 $182.74 $135.47 $47.27 $12,157.26 $15,598.68 01/11/97
184 $182.74 $135.99 $46.75 $12,021.27 $15,645.43 01/25/97
185 $182.74 $136.51 $46.23 $11,884.76 $15,691.66 02/08/97
186 $182.74 $137.03 $45.71 $11,747.73 $15,737.37 02/22/97
.
187 $182.74 $137.56 $45.18 $11,610.17 $15,782.55 03/08/97
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.188 $182.74 $138.09 $44.65 $11,472.08 $15,827.20 03/22/97
189 $182.74 $138.62 $44.12 $11,333.46 $15,871.32 04/05/97
190 $182.74 $139.15 $43.59 $11,194.31 $15,914.91 04/19/97
191 $182.74 $139.69 $43.05 $11,054.62 $15,957.96 05/03/97
192 $182.74 $140.23 $42.51 $10,914.39 $16,000.47 05/17/97
193 $182.74 $140.77 $41.97 $10,773.62 $16,042.44 05/31/97
194 $182.74 $141.31 $41.43 $10,632.31 $16,083.87 06/14/97
195 $182.74 $141.85 $40.89 $10,490.46 $16,124.76 06/28/97
196 $182.74 $142.40 $40.34 $10,348.06 $16,165.10 07/12/97
197 $182.74 $142.94 $39.80 $10,205.12 $16,204.90 07/26/97
198 $182.74 $143.49 $39.25 $10,061.63 $16,244.15 08/09/97
199 $182.74 $144.05 $38.69 $9,917.58 $16,282.84 08/23/97
200 $182.74 $144.60 $38.14 $9,772.98 $16,320.98 09/06/97
201 $182.74 $145.16 $37.58 $9,627.82 $16,358.56 09/20/97
202 $182.74 $145.71 $37.03 $9,482.11 $16,395.59 10/04/97
203 $182.74 $146.28 $36.46 $9,335.83 $16,432.05 10/18/97
204 $182.74 $146.84 $35.90 $9,188.99 $16,467.95 11/01/97
205 $182.74 $147.40 $35.34 $9,041. 59 .$16,503.29 11/15/97
206 $182.74 $147.97 $34.77 $8,893.62 $16,538.06 11/29/97
207 $182.74 $148.54 $34.20 $8,745.08 $16,572.26 12/13/97
208 $182.74 $149.11 $33.63 $8,595.97 $16,605.89 12/27/97
209 $182.74 $149.68 $33.06 $8,446.29 $16,638.95 01/10/98
210 $182.74 $150.26 $32.48 $8,296.03 $16,671.43 01/24/98
.
211 $182.74 $150.84 $31.90 $8,145.19 $16,703.33 02/07/98
212 $182.74 $151.42 $31.32 $7,993.77 $16,734.65 02/21/98
213 $182.74 $152.00 $30.74 $7,841. 77 $16,765.39 03/07/98
214 $182.74 $152.58 $30.16 $7,689.19 $16,795.55 03/21/98
215 $182.74 $153.17 $29.57 $7,536.02 $16,825.12 04/04/98
216 $182.74 $153.76 $28.98 $7,382.26 $16,854.10 04/18/98
217 $182.74 $154.35 $28.39 $7,227.91 $16,882.49 05/02/98
218 $182.74 $154.95 $27.79 $7,072.96 $16,910.28 05/16/98
219 $182.74 $155.54 $27.20 $6,917.42 $16,937.48 05/30/98
220 $182.74 $156.14 $26.60 $6,761.28 $16,964.08 06/13/98
221 $182.74 $156.74 $26.00 $6,604.54 $16,990.08 06/27/98
222 $182.74 $157.34 $25.40 $6,447.20 $17,015.48 07/11/98
223 $182.74 $157.95 $24.79 $6,289.25 $17,040.27 07/25/98
224 $182.74 $158.56 $24.18 $6,130.69 $17,064.45 08/08/98
225 $182.74 $159.17 $23.57 $5,971.52 $17,088.02 08/22/98
226 $182.74 $159.78 $22.96 $5,811.74 $17,110.98 09/05/98
227 $182.74 $160.39 $22.35 $5,651.35 $17,133.33 09/19/98
228 $182.74 $161.01 $21.73 $5,490.34 $17,155.06 10/03/98
229 $182.74 $161. 63 $21. 11 $5,328.71 $17,176.17 10/17/98
230 $182.74 $162.25 $20.49 $5,166.46 $17,196.66 10/31/98
231 $182.74 $1.62.87 $19.87 $5,003.59 $17,216.53 11/14/98
232 $182.74 $163.50 $19.24 $4,840.09 $17,235.77 11/28/98
233 $182.74 $164.13 $18.61 $4,675.96 $17,254.38 12/12/98
234 $182.74 $164.76 $17.98 $4,511. 20 $17,272.36 12/26/98
235 $182.74 $165.39 $17.35 $4,345.81 $17,289.71 01/09/99
236 $182.74 $166.03 $16.71 $4,179.78 $17,306.42 01/23/99
.
237 $182.74 $166.67 $16.07 $4,013.11 $1?,322.49 02/06/99
- 14 -
.238 $182.74 $167.31 $15.43 $3,845.80 $17,337.92 02/20/99
239 $182.74 $167.95 $14.79 $3,677.85 $17,352.71 03/06/99
240 $182.74 $168.60 $14.14 $3,509.25 $17,366.85 03/20/99
241 $182.74 $169.25 $13.49 $3,340.00 $17,380.34 04/03/99
242 $182.74 $169.90 $12.84 $3,170.10 $17,393.18 04/17/99
243 $182.74 $170.55 $12.19 $2,999.55 $17,405.37 05/01/99
244 $182.74 $171.21 $11.53 $2,828.34 $17,416.90 05/15/99
245 $182.74 $171.87 $10.87 $2,656.47 $17,427.77 OS/29/99
246 $182.74 $172.53 $10.21 $2,483.94 $17,437.98 06/12/99
247 $182.74 $173.19 $9.55 $2,310.75 $17,447.53 06/26/99
248 $182.74 $173.86 $8.88 $2,136.89 $17,456.41 07/10/99
249 $182.74 $174.53 $8.21 $1,962.36 $17,464.62 07/24/99
250 $182.74 $175.20 $7.54 $1,787.16 $17,472.16 08/07/99
251 $182.74 $175.87 $6.87 $1,611.29 $17,479.03 08/21/99
252 $182.74 $176.55 $6.19 $1,434.74 $17,485.22 09/04/99
253 $182.74 $177.23 $5.51 $1,257.51 $17,490.73 09/18/99
254 $182.74 $177.91 $4.83 $1,079.60 $17,495.56 10/02/99
255 $182.74 $178.59 $4.15 $901.01 $17,499.71 10/16/99
256 $182.74 $179.28 $3.46 $721. 73 $17,503.17 10/30/99
257 $182.74 $179.97 $2.77 $541. 76 $17,505.94 11/13/99
258 $182.74 $180.66 $2.08 $361. 10 $17,508.02 11/27/99
259 $182.74 $181.36 $1.38 $179.74 $17,509.40 12/11/99









.1: [W9]' Estimated LoanAmortizationSchedule
Q1: QCOUNT(D14..D274)+12
H2: [W9]' ....................................
A3: [W28] 'Employee Name
83: [W30] 'JANE SMITH
G3: [W1] +83
L3: [W1] +84
A4: [W28] 'Social Security Numer
84: [W30] '111.11.1111
AS: [W28] 'Loan Amount
85: (C2) [W30] 30000
05: [W4] 'Loan Amount
15: (C2) [W11] +85
K5: [W11] 'Repayment amount
05: (C2) [W12] +19




K6: [W11] 'Annual percentage rate
06: (F5) [W12] «1+(+16/26»~26).1
A7: [W28] 'Numer of Payments Left
87: [W30] 260
07: [W4] 'Numer of Payments
17: [W11] +87
~: [W11] 'Total Payment Amount
~7: (C2) [W12] +15+08
A8: [W28] 'Date of first payment
88: (04) [W30] 32893
08: [W4] 'Payments per year
18: [W11] 26
K8: [W11] 'Total Interest Paid
08: (C2) [W12] 17512.4
A9: [W28] , use formula: Qdate(90,01,20)
09: [W4] 'Pay period deduction
19: (C2) [W11] QROUND(@PMT(+15,+16/18,+17),2)
K9: [W11] 'Date of first payment
09: (04) [W12] +S8SS
















































































CC2) [W9] iilIFCD14>=1,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9] iilIFCD14>=1,+F14-114," ")
CC2) [W11] iilIFC+15<+F14, +F14-15 ,iillFCD14>=1 ,iilROUNDCC+ 15*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2),II
"»




CC2) [W9] iilIFCD15>=1,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9] iilIFCD15>=1,+F15-115," ")
CC2) N11] iillFCD15>=1 ,iilIFC+1(14<+F15, +F15 -1(14 ,iilROUNDC C+1(14*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
CC2) N11] iilIFCD15>=1,+1(14-H15," ")
CC2) [W11] iilIFCD15>=1,M14+115," ")
CD4) [W12] iilIFCD15>=1,+014+14," ")
[W4] 3
CC2) [W9] iilIFCD16>=1,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9] iillFCD16>=1 ,+F16-116, II
")
CC2) [W11] iillFCD16>=1 ,iilIFC+1(15<+F16, +F16- 1(15,iilROUNDCC+1(15*C+SI$6/26) -0. 005),2», II
")
CC2) [W11] iilIFCD16>=1,+1(15-H16," ")
CC2) [W11] iilIFCD16>=1,M15+116," ")
CD4) [W12] iilIFCD16>=1,+015+14," ")
[W4] 4
CC2) [W9] iilIFCD17>=1,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9] iilIFCD17>=1,+F17-117," ")
CC2) [W11] iillFCD17>=1,iillFC+1(16<+F17,+F17-1(16,iilROUNDCC+K16*C+SI$6/26)-0.005),2»," ")
CC2) N11] iilIFCD17>=1,+K16-H17," ")
CC2) [W11] iilIFCD17>=1,M16+117," ")
CD4) [W12] iilIFCD17>=1,+016+14," ")
[W4] 5
CC2) [W9] iilIFCD18>=1,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9] il FCD18>=1 ,+F18-118, II
")
CC2) [W11] iillFCD18>=1 ,il FC+1(17<+F18,+F18- K17 ,iilROUNDC C+K17*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
CC2) N11] iIFCD18>=1,+1(17-H18," ")
(C2) N11] iIFCD18>=1 ,M17+118, II ")
(D4) N12] iilIFCD18>=1,+017+14," ")
N4] 6
CC2) [W9] iilIFCD19>=1,SIS9," ")
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.9: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D19>=1,+F19-119," ")
119: (C2) £W11] &IIF(D19>=1 ,&11F(+1(18<+F19, +F 19-1(18, iilROUND«+1(18*(+SI S6/26) -0.005) ,2»," ")
1(19: (C2) £W11] &lIF(D19>=1,+1(18-H19," ")
M19: (C2) £W11] &lIF(D19>=1,M18+119," ")
019: (D4) [W12] &lIF(D19>=1 ,+018+14," ")
D20: [W4] 7
F20: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D20>=1,SIS9," ")
H20: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D20>=1,+F20-120," ")
120: (C2) £W11] &IIF(D20>=1 ,&11F(+1(19<+F20,+F20-1(19 , iilROUND( (+1(19*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2»," ")
1(20: (C2) £W11] &lIF(D20>=1 ,+1(19-H20," ")
M20: (C2) £W11] QIF(D20>=1 ,M19+120, II
")
020: (D4) [W12] &lIF(D20>=1,+019+14," ")
D21: [114] 8
F21: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D21>=1,SIS9," ")
H21: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D21>=1,+F21-121," ")
121: (C2) £W11] QIF(D21>=1 ,iilIF(+1(20<+F21 ,+F21-1(20,iilROUND«+1(20*(+SIS6/26)-0.005)
,2»," ")
1(21: (C2) [W11] &lIF(D21>=1,+1(20-H21," ")
M21: (C2) [W11] QIF(D21>=1 ,M20+121," ")
021: (D4) [W12] QIF(D21>=1,+020+14," ")
D22: [114] 9
F22: (C2) [W9] QIF(D22>=1,SIS9," ")
H22: (C2) [W9] CilIF(D22>=1,+F22-122," ")
122: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D22>=1 , iiIIF (+1(21<+F22,+F22-1(21 ,iilROUND«+1(21*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2»," ")
1(22: (C2) [W11] iiHF(D22>=1,+1(21-H22," ")
.
M22: (C2) £W11] QIF(D22>=1,M21+122," ")
2: (D4) £W12] QIF(D22>=1,+021+14," ")
23: [W4] 10
F23: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D23>=1 ,SIS9, II
")
H23: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D23>=1,+F23-123," ")
123: (C2) £W11] &IIF(D23>=1 ,&lIF(+1(22<+F23,+F23-1(22,iilROUND«+1(22*(+SIS6/26)-0.005)
,2»," ")
1(23: (C2) [W11] &lIF(D23>=1 ,+1(22-H23," ")
M23: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D23>=1,M22+123," ")
023: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D23>=1 ,+022+14," ")
D24: [W4] 11
F24: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D24>=1,SIS9," ")
H24: (C2) [W9] iillF(D24>=1, +F24-124," ")
124: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D24>=1,iilIF(+1(23<+F24,+F24-1(23,iilROUND«+1(23*(+$IS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
1(24: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D24>=1,+1(23-H24," ")
M24: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D24>=1,M23+I24," ")
024: (D4) [W12] &lIF(D24>=1,+023+14," ")
D25: [114] 12
F25: (C2) [W9] iiHF(D25>=1,SIS9," ")
H25: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D25>=1,+F25-I25," ")
125: (C2) £W11] &IIF(D25>=1 ,iilIF(+1(24<+F25, +F25-1(24, iilROUND«+1(24*(+SIS6/26) -O.005),2»," ")
1(25: (C2) £W11] &lIF(D25>=1,+1(24.H25," ")
M25: (C2) £W11] &lIF(D25>=1,M24+I25," ")
025: (D4) £W12] &lIF(D25>=1,+024+14," ")
D26: [114] 13
F26: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D26>=1,SIS9," ")








F27: (C2) [\19] 81F(027)=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H27: (C2) [\19] 81F<027>=1,+F27-127," ")
127: (C2) [W11J 81F(027)'''1 ,81F(+K26<+F27 ,+F27-K26,iilROUNO«+K26*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
K27: (C2) [W11] 81F(027)=1,+K26-H27," ")
M27: (C2) [W11] 81F(027)=1,M26+127," ")
027: (04) [W12] alF(027)=1,+026+14," ")
028: [W4] 15
F28: (C2) [W9] iillF(028)=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H28: (C2) [\19] alF(028)=1,+F28-128," ")
128: (C2) [W11] aIF(028)=1,iilIF(+K27<+F28,+F28-K27,iilROUNO((+K27*(+SIS6/26)-0.005),2»," ")
K28: (C2) [W11J iillF(028)=1,+K27-H28," ")
M28: (C2) [W11] al F(028)=1 ,M27+128, II ")
028: (04) [W12] iillF(028)=1,+027+14," ")
029: [W4] 16
F29: (C2) [W9] iillF(029)=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H29: (C2) [W9] iillF(029)=1,+F29-129," ")
129: (C2) [W11] iillF(029)=1 ,alF(+K28<+F29 ,+F29-K28,iilROUNO((+K28*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K29: (C2) [W11] iillF(029)=1,+K28-H29," ")
M29: (C2) [W11] iIF(029)=1,M28+129," ")
~9: (04) [W12] iillF(029)=1 ,+028+14, II ")
wO: [W4] 17
F30: (C2) [W9] iillF(030)=1,SIS9," ")
H30: (C2) [W9] iillF(030)=1 ,+F30-130, II ")
130: (C2) [W11] iillF(030)=1 ,iillF(+K29<+F30,+F30-K29,iilROUNO«+K29*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K30: (C2) [W11J alF(030)=1,+K29-H30," ")
M30: (C2) [W11] alF(030)=1,M29+130," ")
030: (04) [W12] iillF(030)=1,+029+14," ")
031: [W4] 18
F31: (C2) [W9] iilIF(031)=1,SIS9," ")
H31: (C2) [W9] iillF(031)=1 ,+F31-131, II ")
131: (C2) [W11] 81 F(031)=1 ,il F(+K30<+F31 ,+F31-K30,iilROUND«+K30*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K31: (C2) [W11] iillF(031)=1,+K30-H31," ")
M31: (C2) [W11] iillF(031)=1,M30+131," ")
031: (04) [W12] iillF(031)=1,+030+14," ")
032: [W4] 19
F32: (C2) [W9] alF(D32>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H32: (C2) [\19] alF<032>=1,+F32-132," ")
132: (C2) [W11J iillF(032)=1 ,al F(+K31 <+F32, +F32- K31,iilROUNO(+K31*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
K32: (C2) [W11] alF(032)=1,+K31-H32," ")
M32: (C2) [W11] 81F(032)=1 ,M31+132, II ")
032: (04) [W12] 81F(032)=1 ,+031+14, II ")
033: [\14] 20
F33: (C2) [\19] alF(033)=1,SIS9," ")
H33: (C2) [\19] iillF(033)=1,+F33-133," ")












F34: CC2) [W9] ilIFC034>=1,SIS9," ")
H34: CC2) [W9] ilIFC034>=1,+F34-I34," ")
134: CC2) [\111] ilIFC034>=1 ,ilIFC+1C33<+F34,+F34-1C33,QROUNOCC+1C33*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1(34: CC2) [\111] ilIFC034>=1,+1C33-H34," ")
M34: CC2) [\111] ilIFC034>=1,M33+134," ")
034: (04) [W12] ilIFC034>=1,+033+14," ")
035: [W4] 22
F35: CC2) [W9] iUFC035>=1,SIS9," ")
H35: CC2) [W9] ill FC035>=1 ,+F35-135," ")
135: CC2) [\111] ilIFC035>=1 ,ilIFC+1C34<+F35, +F35-1C34,ilROUNOC C+1C34*C+S I $6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1C35: CC2) [W11] ilIFC035>=1,+I(34-H35," ")
M35: CC2) [W11] ilIFC035>=1,M34+135," ")
035: (04) [W12] ilIFC035>=1 ,+034+14, II ")
036: [W4] 23
F36: CC2) [W9] ilIFC036>=1,SIS9," ")
H36: CC2) [W9] ilIFC036>=1 ,+F36-136, II ")
136: CC2) [W11] ilIFC036>=1 , illF C+1C35<+F36,+F36-1C35,QROUNOC+K35*C+SI$6/26) -O. 005),2», II
")
1C36: CC2) [W11] ilIFC036>=1,+1C35-H36," ")
M36: CC2) [\111] ilIFC036>=1,M35+136," ")
036: (04) [W12] QIFC036>=1,+035+14," ")
037: [W4] 24
67: CC2) [W9] ilIFC037>=1,SIS9," ")
""37: CC2) [W9] iUFC037>=1,+F37-137," ")
137: CC2) [\111] ill FC037>=1 ,ill FC+K36<+F37 ,+F37-K36,QROUNDCC+K36*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1C37: CC2) [W11] ilIFCD37>=1,+K36-H37," ")
M37: CC2) [W11] QIFCD37>=1,M36+137," ")
037: CD4) [W12] ilIFC037>=1,+036+14," ")
D38: [W4] 25
F38: CC2) [W9] QIFCD38>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H38: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD38>=1,+F38-138," ")
138: CC2) [\111] ilIFC038>=1 ,ill FC+1C37<+F38,+F38-K37 ,QROUNDC+1C37*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1C38: CC2) [W11] QIFCD38>=1,+1C37-H38," ")
M38: CC2) [W11] iiiUFCD38>=1,M37+138," ")
038: CD4) [W12] ilIFC038>=1 ,+037+14, II ")
D39: [W4] 26
F39: CC2) [W9] ilIFCD39>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H39: CC2) [W9] ilIFCD39>=1 ,+F39-139, II ")
139: CC2) [\111] in FCD39>=1,ill FC+1C38<+F39,+F39-1C38,QROUNDCC+1C38*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1C39: CC2) [\111] ilIFCD39>=1,+K38-H39," ")
M39: CC2) [\111] ilIFC039>=1,M38+139," ")
039: (04) [\112] ilIFC039>=1,+038+14," ")
040: [W4] 27
F40: CC2) [W9] ilIFCD40>=1,SIS9," ")
H40: CC2) [W9] ilIFCD40>=1 ,+F40-140, II ")
140: CC2) [\111] ilIFC040>=1 ,ilIFC+1C39<+F40,+F40-K39 ,QROUNDC+IC39*C+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")






4IIIl0: (C2) ~11] iIF(D40>=1,M39+140,H H)
040: (D4) ~12] iIF(D40>"1,+039+14,H ")
D41: M] 28
F41: (C2) [W9] ilF(D41>"1,$1$9,H H)
H41: (C2) [W9] iIF(D41>=1,+F41-141," H)
141: (C2) ~11] ilF(D41>.1 ,iIF(+1C40<+F41 ,+F41-1C40,QROUND«+1C40*(+$IS6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
1C41: (C2) ~11] ilF(D41>"1,+1C40-H41," ")
M41: (C2) ~11] ilF(D41>"1,M40+141," ")
041: (D4) ~12] iIF(D41>=1,+040+14," ")
D42: [W4] 29
F42: (C2) [W9] iIF(D42>=1,$1$9," ")
H42: (C2) [W9] ilF(D42>=1 ,+F42-142, II ")
142: (C2) ~11] ilF(D42>=1 ,1iI1F(+1C41<+F42,+F42-K41,IiIROUND«+K41*(+$IS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II ")
K42: (C2) [W11] ilF(D42>=1,+K41-H42," ")
M42: (C2) ~11] iIF(D42>=1,M41+142," ")
042: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D42>=1,+041+14, II ")
D43: [W4] 30
F43: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D43>=1,$1$9," ")
H43: (C2) [W9] ilF(D43>=1,+F43-143," ")
143: (C2) [W11] il F(D43>=1,ilF(+K42<+F43,+F43-K42,IiIROUND(+K42*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K43: (C2) ~11] iiiIF(D43>=1,+K42-H43, II ")
M43: (C2) [W11] iiiIF (D43>=1 ,M42+143, II ")
043: (D4) ~12] IiIIF(D43>=1,+042+14," ")
D44: [W4] 31
F44: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D44>=1,$1$9," ")
&4: (C2) [W9] ilF(D44>=1,+F44-144," ")
~~4: (C2) [W11] ilF(D44>=1 ,1iI1F(+K43<+F44,+F44-K43,iilROUND((+K43*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K44: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D44>=1 ,+K43- H44, II ")
M44: (C2) [W11] il F(D44>=1 ,M43+144, II ")
044: (D4) ~12] iiiIF (D44>=1,+043+14, II ")
D45: [W4] 32
F45: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D45>=1,SI$9," ")
H45: (C2) [W9] ilF(D45>=1,+F45-145," ")
145: (C2) ~11J ilF(D45>=1 ,1iI1F(+K44<+F45,+F45-K44,iilROUND«+K44*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II ")
K45: (C2) ~11] ilF(D45>=1,+K44-H45," ")
M45: (C2) [W11] iIF(D45>=1,M44+145," ")
045: (D4) [W12] ilF(D45>=1,+044+14," ")
D46: [W4] 33
F46: (C2) [W9] iillF(D46>=1 ,$1$9," ")
H46: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D46>=1 ,+F46-146, II ")
146: (C2) [W11J il F(D46>=1 , iiiI F(+K45<+F46,+F46-K45 ,iilROUND(+K45*(+$IS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II ")
K46: (C2) ~11J IiIIF(D46>=1,+K45-H46," ")
M46: (C2) [W11J ilF(D46>=1,M45+146," ")
046: (D4) ~12] ilF(D46>=1,+045+14," ")
D47: M] 34
F47: (C2) [W9] ilF(D47>=1,$1$9," ")
H47: (C2) [W9] ilF(D47>=1,+F47-147," ")
147: (C2) ~11] il F(D47>=1 ,ilF(+K46<+F47,+F47-K46,QROUND«+K46*(+$IS6/26) -0.005) ,2»," ")
K47: (C2) ~11] ilF(D47>.1,+1C46-H47," ")
M47: (C2) ~11J iIF(D47>=1,M46+147," ")
.
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.7: (D4) [W12] ilF(D47>=1,+046+14," ")
D48: [114] 3S
F48: (C2) [\19] ilF(D48>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H48: (C2) [\19] il F(D48>=1 ,+F48-148, II ")
148: (C2) tW11] il F(D48>=1 ,ilF(+K47<+F48,+F48-K47,iROUND( (+K47*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
K48: (C2) tW11] ilF(D48>=1,+K47-H48," ")
M48: (C2) tW11] iIF(D48>=1,M47+148," ")
048: (D4) [W12] il F(D48>=1 ,+047+14, II ")
D49: [114] 36
F49: (C2) [\19] ilF(D49>=1,SIS9," ")
H49: (C2) [\19] ilF(D49>=1,+F49-149," ")
149: (C2) tW11] il F(D49>=1 ,ilF(+K48<+F49 ,+F49-K48,iROUND( (+K48*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K49: (C2) tW11] ilF(D49>=1,+K48-H49," ")
M49: (C2) [W11] ilF(D49>=1,M48+149," ")
049: (D4) tW12] ilF(D49>=1 ,+048+14, II ")
D50: [W4] 37
FSO: (C2) [W9] iillF(DSO>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H50: (C2) [W9] iillF(D50>=1,+F50-150," ")
150: (C2) [W11] iillF(DSO>=1 ,iill F(+K49<+F50,+F50-K49 , iilROUND( (+K49*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K50: (C2) [W11] iillF(DSO>=1,+K49-H50," ")
M50: (C2) [W11] iillF(DSO>=1,M49+ISO," ")
050: (D4) [W12] ilF(D50>=1,+049+14," ")
D51: [W4] 38
F51: (C2) [\19] iillF(DS1>=1,SIS9," ")
~1: (C2) [\19] iillF(D51>=1 ,+F51 -IS1, II ")
~1: (C2) [W11] ilF(DS1>=1 ,il F(+K50<+F51,+F51 -K50,iROUND«+K50*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K51: (C2) [W11] iIF(D51>=1,+K50-HS1," ")
M51: (C2) tW11] il F(D51>=1 ,M50+151, II ")
051: (D4) [W12] ilF(D51>=1 ,+050+14, II ")
D52: [114] 39
F52: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D52>=1,SIS9," ")
H52: (C2) [W9] iillF(D52>=1,+F52-152," ")
152: (C2) [W11] iillF(D52>=1 ,il F(+K51 <+F52, +F52-K51 ,iilROUND((+K51*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
K52: (C2) [W11] iIF(D52>=1,+K51-H52," ")
M52: (C2) [W11J iillF(D52>=1,M51+152," ")
052: (D4) [W12] iIF(D52>=1,+051+14," ")
D53: [W4] 40
F53: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D53>=1,SIS9," ")
H53: (C2) [\19] ilF(D53>=1,+F53-153," ")
153: (C2) [W11] iillF(D53>=1 ,il F(+K52<+F53,+F53-K52,iilROUND( (+K52*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K53: (C2) [W11] ilF(D53>=1,+K52-H53," ")
M53: (C2) [W11J ilF(D53>=1,M52+153," ")
053: (D4) tW12] ilF(D53>=1,+052+14," ")
D54: [W4] 41
F54: (C2) [W9] ilF(D54>=1,SIS9,"")
H54: (C2) [\19] ilF(D54>=1 ,+FS4-154, II ")
154: (C2) tW11] ilF(D54>=1 ,il F(+K53<+F54,+F54-K53,iROUND( (+K53*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K54: (C2) tW11] ilF(D54>=1,+K53-H54," ")
M54: (C2) tW11] ilF(D54>=1 ,M53+154, II ")




F55: (C2) [\I9J aIF(D55>"1,SIS9," ")
H55: (C2) [\I9J alF(D55>=1,+F55.155," ")
155: (C2) [\111] 81F(D55>=1,al F(+K54<+F55,+F55-K54,QROUND«+K54*(+SIS6/26)-0.005),2», II
")
K55: (C2) [\I11J aIF(D55>=1,+K54-H55," ")
M55: (C2) [\111] 81F(D55>=1,M54+155," ")
055: (D4) [\I12J IiIIF(D55>=1,+054+14," ")
D56: [W4J 43
F56: (C2) [W9J iiUFCD56>=1,SIS9," ")
H56: (C2) [W9J IiIIF(D56>=1 ,+F56-156, II ")
156: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D56>=1, iiiI F(+K55<+F56,+F56-K55,iilROUND((+K55*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K56: (C2) [\I11J IiIIF(D56>=1,+K55-H56, II
")
M56: (C2) [\I11J IiIIF(D56>=1 ,M55+156, II
")
056: (D4) [\I12J iillF(D56>=1,+055+14," ")
D57: [W4J 44
F57: (C2) [W9J IiIIF(D57>=1,SIS9," ")
H57: (C2) [W9J iillF(D57>=1,+F57-157," ")
157: (C2) [\I11J IiIIF(D57>=1,iill F(+K56<+F57,+F57-K56,iilROUND«+K56*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K57: (C2) [\I11J IiIIF(D57>=1,+K56-H57," ")
M57: (C2) [\I11J iillF(D57>=1,M56+157," ")
057: (D4) [\112] iiiIF (D57>=1 ,+056+14, II
")
D58: [W4] 45
F58: (C2) [W9] iillF(D58>=1 ,SIS9," ")
H58: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D58>=1,+F58-158," ")
_8: (C2) [W11] iiiI F(D58>=1 , iiiI F(+K57<+F58,+F58-K57 ,iilROUND(+K57*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
_8: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D58>=1,+K57-H58," ")
M58: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D58>=1,M57+158," ")
058: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D58>=1,+057+14," ")
D59: [W4] 46
F59: (C2) [W9] iillF(D59>=1,SIS9, II
")
H59: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D59>=1,+F59-159," ")
159: (C2) [W11] iillF(D59>=1, iiiIF(+K58<+F59,+F59-K58,iilROUND((+K58*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K59: (C2) [W11] iillF(D59>=1,+K58-H59," ")
M59: (C2) [W11] iiiI F(D59>=1 ,M58+159, II
")
059: (D4) [\112] al F(D59>=1 ,+058+14, II
")
D60: [W4] 47
F60: (C2) [W9] iillF(D60>=1,SIS9," ")
H60: (C2) [W9] iiiIF (D60>=1,+F60-160, II
")
160: (C2) [\111] iiiIF(D60>=1,iillF(+K59<+F60,+F60-K59,iilROUND((+K59*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K60: (C2) [\111] iillF(D60>=1 ,+K59-H60, II
")
M60: (C2) [\111] iillF(D60>=1 ,M59+160, II
")
060: (04) [W12] iilIF(060)=1 ,+059+14, II
")
061: [\14] 48
F61: (C2) [\19] alF(061)=1 ,SIS9," ")
H61: (C2) [W9J alF(D61>=1,+F61-161," ")
161: (C2) [\111] alF(D61>=1 ,1iI1F(+K60<+F61,+F61.K60,iilROUND((+K60*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K61: (C2) [\111] alF(D61>"1,+K60.H61," ")
M61: (C2) [\111] al F(D61>=1 ,M60+161, II
")




~62: (C2) ~] aIF(D62>=1,SIS9,H H)
H62: (C2) ~] aIF(D62>=1,+F62-162,"")
162: (C2) [\111] alF(D62>=1 ,alF(+K61<+F62,+F62-K61 ,aROUND«+K61*(+SI$6/26)-D.005) ,2»," ")
K62: (C2) [\111] alF(D62>=1,+K61-H62,"")
M62: (C2) [\111] alF(D62>=1 ,M61+162, H
")
062: (D4) [\112]al F(D62>=1 ,+061+14," ")
D63: [W4] 50
F63: (C2) ~] alF(D63>=1 ,SIS9," ")
H63: (C2) ~] al F(D63>=1 ,+F63-163," ")
163: (C2) [\111] al F(D63>=1,alF(+K62<+F63,+F63-K62,aROUND((+K62*(+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2»," ")
K63: (C2) [W11] alF(D63>=1 ,+K62-H63," ")
M63: (C2) [\111] iiUF(D63>=1,M62+163," ")
063: (D4) [\112]alF(D63>=1,+062+14," ")
D64: [W4] 51
F64: (C2) ~] alF(D64>=1,SIS9," ")
H64: (C2) [W9] aIF(D64>=1,+F64-I64," ")
164: (C2) [W11] al F(D64>=1 ,alF(+K63<+F64,+F64-K63,iilROUND( (+K63*(+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
K64: (C2) [W11] alF(D64>=1,+K63-H64," ")
M64: (C2) [\111] iilIF(D64>=1,M63+164," ")
064: (D4) [W12] alF(D64>=1,+063+14," ")
D65: [W4] 52
F65: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D65>=1,SIS9," ")
H65: (C2) [W9] &l1F(D65>=1,+F65-165," ")
165: (C2) [\111] &IIF(D65>=1 ,&11F(+K64<+F65,+F65-K64,QROUND( (+K64*(+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
.tt.5:
(C2) [W11]&l1F(D65>=1,+K64-H65,"")
~5: (C2) [W11] alF(D65>=1,M64+165," ")
065: (D4) [W12] aIF(D65>=1,+064+14," ")
D66: [\14]53
F66: (C2) [W9] &l1F(D66>=1,SIS9," ")
H66: (C2) [W9] &l1F(D66>=1,+F66-I66," ")
166: (C2) [W11] &IIF(D66>=1 ,al F(+K65<+F66,+F66-K65,iilROUND( (+K65*(+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
K66: (C2) [W11] iillF(D66>=1 ,+K65-H66," ")
M66: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D66>=1,M65+166," ")
066: (D4) [W12] iillF(D66>=1,+065+14," ")
D67: [W4] 54
F67: (C2) [W9] alF(D67>=1,SIS9," ")
H67: (C2) [W9] iillF(D67>=1,+F67-167," ")
167: (C2) [\111] &IIF(D67>=1 ,al F(+K66<+F67 ,+F67-K66,iilROUND( (+K66*(+$I$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K67: (C2) [\111] alF(D67>=1,+K66-H67," ")
M67: (C2) [W11] aIF(D67>=1,M66+I67," ")
067: (D4) [W12] alF(D67>=1 ,+066+14, II
")
D68: [W4] 55
F68: (C2) ~] alF(D68>=1 ,SIS9," ")
H68: (C2) ~] aIF(D68>=1,+F68'I68," ")
168: (C2) [W11] alF(D68>=1 ,alF(+K67<+F68,+F68-K67,&lROUND«+K67*(+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
K68: (C2) [\111] iiUF(D68>=1,+K67-H68," ")
M68: (C2) [\111] alF(D68>=1 ,M67+168," ")
068: (D4) [\112]ilF(D68>=1,+067+14," ")
D69: [\14] 56
F69: (C2) ~] iiUF(D69>=1,SIS9," ")
.
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869: (C2) [\(9) iilIF(D69>=1,+F69-169," ")
169: (C2) (11) iillF(D69>z1,iill F(+K68<+F69,+F69-K68,iilROUND((+K68*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K69: (C2) (11) iillF(D69>=1,+K68-H69," ")
M69: (C2) (11) iilIF(D69>=1,M68+169," ")
069: (D4) (12) iilIF(D69>=1,+068+14," ")
D70: [\14) 57
F70: (C2) [\(9) iilIF(D70>=1,SIS9," ")
H70: (C2) [\(9) iillF(D70>=1,+F70-170," ")
170: (C2) (11) iillF(D70>=1,iill F(+K69<+F70,+F70-K69,QROUND«+K69*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K70: (C2) (11) iillF(D70>=1,+K69-H70," ")
M70: (C2) (11) al F(D70>=1 , M69+I 70, II
")
070: (D4) (12) iillF(D70>=1,+069+14, II
")
D71: [\14) 58
F71: (C2) [\19] alF(D71>=1 ,SIS9, II
")
H71: (C2) [\(9) alF(D71>=1,+F71-171," ")
171: (C2) [W11) iillF(D71>=1,iillF(+K70<+F71,+F71-K70,iilROUND((+K70*(+SIS6/26) -D.005) ,2», II
")
K71: (C2) (11) iilIF(D71>=1,+K70-H71," ")
M71: (C2) [W11) alF(D71>=1,M70+171," ")
071: (D4) (12) iillF(D71>=1,+070+14, II
")
D72: [W4) 59
F72: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D72>=1,SIS9," ")
H72: (C2) [W9) iilIF(D72>=1,+F72-I72," ")
172: (C2) [W11] iill F(D72>=1 ,iill F(+K71 <+F72,+F72-K71 , iilROUND( (+K71*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K72: (C2) [W11) iillF(D72>=1 ,+K71- H72, II
")
.JJl2: (C2) (11) alF(D72>=1,M71+172," ")
~:
(D4) (12) alF(D72>=1,+071+14," ")
D73: [W4) 60
F73: (C2) [W9) alF(D73>=1 ,SIS9, II
")
H73: (C2) [W9) alF(D73>=1,+F73-I73," ")
173: (C2) (11) al F(D73>=1,alF(+K72<+F73,+F73-K72,iilROUND((+K72*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K73: (C2) (11) alF(D73>=1,+K72-H73," ")
M73: (C2) (11) iillF(D73>=1,M72+I73," ")
073: (D4) (12) iilIF(D73>=1,+072+14," ")
D74: [W4) 61
F74: (C2) [W9) QIF(D74>=1,SIS9," ")
H74: (C2) [W9) iillF(D74>=1,+F74-174," ")
174: (C2) [W11) iillF(D74>=1,al F(+K73<+F74,+F74-K73,iilROUND((+K73*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K74: (C2) [W11] iillF(D74>=1,+K73-H74," ")
M74: (C2) [W11) QIF(D74>=1,M73+174," ")
074: (D4) (12) iilIF(D74>=1,+073+14," ")
D75: [W4) 62
F75: (C2) [\(9) iillF(D7S>=1,SIS9," ")
H7S: (C2) [\19] iillF(D7S>=1,+F75-I7S," ")
175: (C2) [W11) alF(D7S>=1 ,alF(+K74<+F7S ,+F7S-K74,iilROUND( (+K74*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K75: (C2) [W11) alF(D7S>=1,+K74-H75," ")
M75: (C2) [W11] alF(D7S>=1,M74+17S," ")
075: (D4) (12) alF(D7S>=1,+074+14," ")
D76: [W4) 63
F76: (C2) [\(9) aIF(D76>=1,SIS9," ")








F77: (C2) [\19] 1iI1F(077)=1,SIS9," ")
H77: (C2) [\19] iiiIF (077)=1 ,+F77-I77, II ")
177: (C2) [W11) 1iI1F(077)=1,&lIF(+K76<+F77,+F77-K76,iilROUNO«+K76*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K77: (C2) [W11] &l1F(077)=1,+K76-H77," ")
M77: (C2) [W11] &IIF(077)=1 , M76+I77, II ")
077: (04) [W12] iillF(077)=1 ,+076+14, II ")
078: [W4] 65
F78: (C2) [W9] iilIF(078)=1,SIS9," ")
H78: (C2) [\19] 1iI1F(078)=1,+F78-178, II ")
178: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(078)=1 ,&11F(+K77<+F78,+F78-K77,iilROUNO((+K77*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K78: (C2) [W11] &l1F(078)=1,+K77- H78,II ")
M78: (C2) [W11] &l1F(078)=1,M77+178," ")
078: (04) [W12] iillF(078)=1 ,+077+14, II ")
079: [W4] 66
F79: (C2) [\19] iillF(079)=1,SIS9," ")
H79: (C2) [W9] &lIF(079)=1,+F79-I79," ")
179: (C2) [W11] &IIF(079)=1 ,iill F(+K78<+F79,+F79-K78,iilROUND((+K78*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K79: (C2) [W11J iilIF(D79>=1,+K78-H79," ")
M79: (C2) [W11) iillF(D79>=1,M78+179," ")
..79: (04) [W12] &l1F(079)=1,+078+14, II ")
~O: [W4] 67
F80: (C2) [W9] iillF(080)=1 ,SIS9, II ")
HSO: (C2) [W9] &l1F(DSO>=1,+FSO-ISO," ")
ISO: (C2) [W11) iillF(D80>=1,iillF(+K79<+FSO,+FSO-K79, iilROUND( (+K79*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K80: (C2) [W11] iillF(DSO>=1,+K79-H80," ")
MSO: (C2) [W11] iillF(DSO>=1,M79+ISO," ")
080: (04) [W12] iillF(DSO>=1 ,+079+14, II ")
DS1: [W4] 68
FS1: (C2) [W9] iillF(OS1>=1,SIS9," ")
HS1: (C2) [W9] iillF(D81>=1,+F81-181," ")
181: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D81>=1,&lIF(+K80<+F81,+F81-K80,iilROUND«+K80*(+SIS6/26)-0.005),2»," ")
K81: (C2) [W11) iillF(D81>=1 ,+K80- H81, II ")
MS1: (C2) [W11] &l1F(D81>=1,MSO+181," ")
081: (04) [W12] iilIF(D81>=1,+080+14," ")
D82: [W4] 69
F82: (C2) [W9] 1iI1F(082)=1,SIS9," ")
H82: (C2) [\19] &l1F(D82>=1,+F82-182, II ")
182: (C2) [W11] iillF(082)=1 ,iillF(+K81<+F82,+F82-K81, iilROUND( (+KS1*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II ")
KS2: (C2) [W11) IiIIF(D82>=1,+K81-H82," ")
MS2: (C2) [W11) IiIIF(082)=1,MS1+182," ")
082: (04) [W12] iillF(082)=1 ,+081+14, II ")
083: [W4] 70
F83: (C2) [\19] iillF(083)=1 ,SIS9, II ")
H83: (C2) [\19] &l1F(D83>=1,+F83-I83," ")












F84: CC2) [\19] 8IFCD84>=1,SIS9," ")
H84: CC2) [\19] 8IFCD84>=1 ,+F84-I84," ")
184: CC2) [W11] 8IFCD84>=1 ,&lIFC+K83<+F84,+F84-K83,iilROUND«+K83*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
K84: CC2) [W11] 8IFCD84>=1,+K83-H84," ")
M84: CC2) [W11] 81 FCD84>=1,M83+I84, II ")
084: CD4) [W12] IiIIFCD84>=1,+083+14," ")
D85: [\14] 72
F85: CC2) [\19] IiIIFCD85>=1,SIS9," ")
H85: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD85>=1,+F85-185," ")
185: CC2) [W11J &lIFCD85>=1,&lIFC+K84<+F85,+F85-K84,iilROUND«+K84*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K85: CC2) [W11J 81 FCD85>=1,+K84-H85, II ")
M85: (C2) [W11] &lIFCD85>=1,M84+185," ")
085: CD4) [W12] &lIFCD85>=1,+084+14, II ")
D86: [W4] 73
F86: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD86>=1,SIS9, II ")
H86: CC2) [\19] IiIIFCD86>=1,+F86-I86, II ")
186: CC2) [W11] 81F(D86>=1 ,&lIFC+K85<+F86,+F86-K85 , GlROUND«+K85*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K86: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD86>=1,+K85-H86," ")
M86: CC2) [W11] &IIFCD86>=1,M85+186, II ")
086: CD4) [W12] &IIFCD86>=1,+085+14," ")
tl 7: [W4] 747: CC2) [\19] &l1F(D87>=1,SIS9," ")87: CC2) [\19] &lIFCD87>=1,+F87-187," ")
187: CC2) [W11J &IIF(D87>=1 ,&IIFC+K86<+F87 , +F87-K86,iilROUND( (+K86*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K87: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD87>=1,+K86-H87," ")
M87: CC2) [W11J &lIFCD87>=1,M86+187," ")
087: CD4) [W12] &lIFCD87>=1,+086+14, II ")
D88: [W4] 75
F88: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD88>=1,SIS9," ")
H88: (C2) [W9] &l1F(D88>=1,+F88-I88," ")
188: (C2) [W11] GlIFCD88>=1,GlIFC+K87<+F88,+F88-K87 ,iilROUND«+K87*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K88: CC2) [W11] GlIFCD88>=1,+K87-H88," ")
M88: CC2) [W11J iillF (D88>=1 ,M87+ 188, II ")
088: CD4) [W12] &IF (D88>=1 ,+087+14, II ")
D89: [W4] 76
F89: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD89>=1,SIS9, II ")
H89: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD89>=1 ,+F89-189, II ")
189: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD89>=1 ,&lIFC+K88<+F89 ,+F89-K88,iilROUND«+K88*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K89: CC2) [W11] iUFCD89>=1,+K88-H89," ")
M89: CC2) [W11] 8IFCD89>=1,M88+189," ")
089: CD4) [W12] 81 FCD89>=1 ,+088+14," ")
D90: [W4] 77
F90: CC2) [\19] &lIFCD9O>=1,SIS9," ")
H90: CC2) [\19] &lIFCD9O>=1,+F9O.190," ")
190: CC2) [W11] 8IFCD9O>=1 ,81 FC+K89<+F90,+F90-K89 ,8ROUND«+K89*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K9O: CC2) [W11] 8IFCD9O>=1,+K89-H9O," ")

























































CC2) [W11] iiilIFC090>=1,M89+190," ")
(04) [W12] iiilIFC090>=1,+089+14, II
")
[WIt] 78
CC2) [W9] iiilIFC091>=1 ,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9] iiilIFC091>=1,+F91-191," ")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFC091>=1,iiilIFC+K90<+F91,+F91-K90,iiilROUNOCC+K90*C+SIS6/26)-0.005),2»," ")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFC091>=1,+K90-H91," ")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFC091>=1,M90+191," ")
(04) [W12] iiilIFC091>=1,+090+14," ")
[W4] 79
CC2) [W9] iiilIFC092>=1,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9]
.UFC092>=1,+F92-192," ")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFC092>=1,iiilIFC+K91<+F92, +F92-K91 ,iiilROUNOCC+K91*C+SIS6/26) -D. 005) ,2», II
")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFC092>=1,+K91-H92," ")
CC2) [W11] iilIFC092>=1,M91+192," ")
(04) [W12] iiilIFC092>=1,+091+14," ")
[W4] 80
CC2) [W9] iiillFC093>=1 ,SIS9, II
")
CC2) [W9] iiilIFC093>=1,+F93-193," ")
CC2) [W11] .U FC093>=1 ,iiilIFC+K92<+F93,+F93-K92,iilROUNO«+K92*C+$IS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFC093>=1,+K92-H93," ")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFC093>=1,M92+193," ")
(04) [W12] iilIFC093>=1,+092+14," ")
[W4] 81
CC2) [W9] iilIFC094>=1,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9] QIFC094>=1,+F94-194," ")
CC2) [W11] QIFC094>=1 ,iiillFC+K93<+F94,+F94-K93,QROUNO( (+K93*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFC094>=1,+K93-H94," ")
CC2) [W11] iilIF(094)=1,M93+194," ")
(04) [W12] iiilIFC094>=1,+093+14," ")
[WIt] 82
(C2) [W9] QIF(095)=1,SI$9," ")
(C2) [W9] QIF(09S>=1,+F9S-I9S," ")
(C2) [W11] iiilIFC095>=1,1iI1F(+K94<+F95 ,+F9S-K94,QROUND( (+K94*(+$IS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] QIF(D95>=1,+K94-H95," ")
CC2) [W11] iiilIFCD95>=1,M94+195," ")
(D4) [W12] iiillF(D9S>=1,+094+14, II
")
[W4] 83
CC2) [W9] iiillF(D96>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) [W9] QIF(D96>=1 ,+F96-196, II
")
(C2) [W11] iiilIFCD96>=1,iiillF(+K95<+F96,+F96-K95,QROUND( (+K95*C+$IS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
CC2) [W11] iiillF(D96>=1,+K95-H96," ")
CC2) [W11] iiillF(D96>=1 ,M95+196, II
")
CD4) [W12] iiilIF(D96>=1,+095+14," ")
[WIt] 84
(C2) [W9] iiilIFCD97>=1,SIS9, II
")
CC2) [W9] iiillf(D97>=1,+F97-197," ")
CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD97>=1,QI F(+K96<+F97 ,+F97-K96,GlROUND( (+K96*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] iiillF(D97>=1,+K96-H97," ")





0197: (D4) [W12] 811FCD97>=1,+096+14," ")
D98: [W4] 85
F98: (C2) [W9] 81IF(D98>=1,$1$9," ")
H98: (C2) [W9] 811F(D98>=1,+F98-198," ")
198: (C2) [W11] 811FCD98>=1,81IF(+K97<+F98,+F98-K97,ii)ROUND( (+K97*(+$IS6/26) -0_005) ,2», II
")
K98: (C2) [W11] 81IF(D98>=1,+K97- H98,II ")
M98: (C2) [W11] 811F(D98>=1,M97+198," ")
098: (D4) [W12] 81IF(D98>=1,+097+14," ")
D99: [W4] 86
F99: (C2) [W9] 811F(D99>=1,$1$9," ")
H99: (C2) [W9] QIF(D99>=1,+F99-199," ")
199: CC2) [W11] 811FCD99>=1,81IFC+K98<+F99 ,+F99-K98,ii)ROUNDCC+K98*C+$IS6/26)-0_005) ,2», II
")
K99: CC2) [W11] ii'IIFCD99>=1,+K98-H99, II ")
M99: CC2) [W11] QIFCD99>=1,M98+199, II ")
099: CD4) [W12] 81IFCD99>=1,+098+14," ")
D100: [W4] 87
F100: CC2) [W9] QIFCD100>=1 ,$1$9, II ")
G100: CC2) [W1] QIFCE100>=1,+$1$9," ")
H100: CC2) [W9] 81IFCD100>=1,+F100-1100," ")
1100: CC2) [W11] Ql FCD100>=1 ,iill FC+K99<+F100,+F100-K99 ,iilROUNDC+K99*C+$IS6/26)-0_005) ,2», II ")
K100: CC2) [W11] in FCD100>=1 ,+K99-H100, II
")
M100: CC2) [W11] iillFCD100>=1,M99+1100," ")
N100: [W1] 81IFCE100>=1,N99+J100," ")
0100: CD4) [W12] 811F(D100>=1,+099+14," ")
0101: [W4] 88
101: CC2) [W9] QIFCD101>=1,$1$9," ")
G101: CC2) [W1] QIFCE101>=1,+$1$9," ")
H101: CC2) [W9] QIFCD101>=1,+F101-1101," ")
1101: (C2) [W11] QIFCD101>=1 ,QlF C+K100<+F101, +F1 01- K100, iilROUND( (+K100*C+$IS6/26) -0 _ 005),2», II ")
K101: (C2) [W11] 811FCD101>=1 ,+K100- H101, II ")
M101: CC2) [W11] 811FCD101>=1,M100+1101," ")
N101: [W1] iillF(E101>=1 ,N100+J101," ")
0101: CD4) [W12] QIFCD101>=1,+0100+14," ")
D102: [W4] 89
F102: (C2) [W9] iiIIFCD102>=1 ,$1$9, II ")
G102: CC2) [W1] QIFCE102>=1 ,+$1$9, II ")
H102: CC2) [W9] QIFCD102>=1 ,+F102-1102, II ")
1102: (C2) [W11] iillF(D102>=1 ,81IFC+K1 01 <+F102, +F102-K1 01 ,iilROUND(C+K1 01*C+$IS6/26) -0_005),2», II
")
K102: (C2) [W11] 81IF(D102>=1,+K101-H102," ")
M102: (C2) [W11] ii'IIFCD102>=1,M101+1102," ")
N102: [W1] 811F(E102>=1,N101+J102," ")
0102: CD4) [W12] iilIF(D102>=1,+0101+14," ")
D103: [W4] 90
F103: (C2) [W9] iillFCD103>=1,$1$9, II ")
G103: CC2) [W1] iillFCE103>=1,+$1$9~ II ")
H103: (C2) [W9] iillFCD103>=1,+F103-1103," ")
1103: CC2) [W11] iillF(D103>=1 ),iillF(+K102<+F103,+F103-K102,QROUND«+K102*(+$IS6/26)-0.005 ,2», II
")
K103: (C2) [W11] 81IFCD103>=1,+K102-H103," ")
M103: (C2) [w11] 811FCD103>=1,M102+1103," ")





.103: (D4) [\112] ilF(D103>=1,+0102+14," ")
D104: [\14] 91
F104: (C2) [\19] iIF(D104>=1,SIS9," ")
G104: (C2) [\11] il F(E104>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H104: (C2) [\19] ilF(D104>=1,+F104'1104," ")
1104: (C2) [\111] ilF(D104>=1 ,ilF(+1(1 03<+F104,+F104-1(103,aROUND«+1(103*(+SIS6/26)-0. 005) ,2»," ")
1(104: (C2) [\111] iIF(D104>=1,+1(103-H104," ")
M104: (C2) [\111] il F(D104>=1 ,M103+1104, II ")
N104: [\11] ilF(E104>=1 ,N103+J104, II ")
0104: (D4) [\112] iIF(D104>=1,+0103+14," ")
D10S: [W4] 92
F10S: (C2) [\19] QIF(D10S>=1,SIS9," ")
G10S: (C2) [W1] ilF(E10S>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H10S: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D10S>=1,+F10S-110S," ")
1105: (C2) [W11] iill F(D10S>=1 ,iillF (+1(1 04<+F1 OS, +F10S-1(1 04 , a1ROUND«+1(1 04*(+SI 16/26) -0.005),2», II ")
1(105: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D10S>=1,+1(104-H10S," ")
M10S: (C2) [W11] iill F(D10S>=1 ,M104+110S, II ")
N10S: [W1] iIFCE10S>=1,N104+J10S," ")
0105: (D4) [\112] iIF(D10S>=1,+0104+14," ")
D106: [W4] 93
F106: (C2) [\19] il F(D106>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G106: (C2) [\11] ilF(E106>=1 ,+SIS9," ")
H106: (C2) [\19] ilF(D106>=1,+F106-1106," ")
1106: (C2) [\111] il F(D106>=1,iiUF(+1(10S<+F106,+F106-1(10S,GlROUND(C+1(10S*(+SIS6/26)-0.00S),2», II
")
.
106: (C2) [\111] iiUF(D106>=1,+1(10S-H106," ")
106: (C2) [W11] iIFCD106>=1 ,M10S+1106, II ")
N106: [W1] ilF(E106>=1 ,N10S+J106, II ")
0106: (D4) [\112] iiUF(D106>=1 ,+0105+14, II ")
D107: [\14] 94
F107: (C2) [\19] il F(D107>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G107: (C2) [W1] iIFCE107>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H107: (C2) [W9] iiUF(D107>=1,+F107'1107," ")
1107: (C2) [W11] iiU~(D107>=1 ,il F(+1(106<+F1 07 ,+F107-1(106,GlROUNDC(+1(106*C+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1(107: (C2) [W11] iiUF(D107>=1,+1(106'H107," ")
M107: (C2) [W11] GlIFCD107>=1,M106+1107," ")
N107: [W1] iIFCE107>=1,N106+J107," ")
0107: (D4) [W12] iIFCD107>=1,+0106+14," ")
D108: [W4] 95
F108: (C2) [W9] il FCD108>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G108: (C2) [W1] iIFCE108>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H108: CC2) [W9] iIFCD108>=1,+F108-1108," ")
1108: CC2) [\111] il F(D108>=1 ,il FC+1(107<+F108,+F108-1(107 ,QROUND(+1(107*C+SIS6/26)-0.00S) ,2», II
")
1(108: (C2) [\111] il F(D108>=1 ,+1(107'H108, II
")
M108: (C2) [\111] iIFCD108>=1 ,M107+1108, II
")
N108: [\11] iIF(E108>=1,N107+J108;" ")
0108: (D4) [\112] ilF(D108>=1 ,+0107+14, II ")
D109: [\14] 96
F109: (C2) [\19] ilF(D109>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G109: (C2) [\11] iIFCE109>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")























































(C2) [W11] 81 F(D109>=1 ,8IF(+K108<+F109 ,+F109-K108,IiIROUND«+K108*(+$I$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] 8(f(D109>=1,+K108-H109," ")
(C2) [W11) 8IF(D109>=1,M108+1109," ")
[W1] 8IF(E109>=1,N108+J109," ")
(D4) [W12) 8(f(D109>=1 ,+0108+14, II
")
[W4) 97
(C2) [W9) 8IF(D110>=1,$1$9," ")
(C2) [W1) 8IF(E110>=1,+$1$9," ")
(C2) [W9) 8(f(D110>=1 ,+F110- 1110," ")
(C2) [W11) al F(D110>=1 ,alF(+K109<+F110, +F110-K109 ,IilROUND«+K109*(+$1$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
(C2) [W11) a(f(D110>=1,+K109-H110," ")
(C2) [W11) a(f(D110>=1 ,M109+1 110,II
")
[W1) a(f(E110>=1 ,N109+J110, II
")
(D4) [W12) Q(f(D110>=1,+0109+14," ")
[W4) 98
(C2) [W9) Q(fCD111>=1,$1$9," ")
(C2) [W1] Q(fCE111>=1,+$1$9," ")
CC2) [W9] QIFCD111>=1,+F111-1111," ")
(C2) [W11) QI FCD111>=1 ,Q(fC+K11 0<+F111 ,+F111-K11 0 ,QROUNDC C+K11 0*C+$I$6/26) -0_005),2», II
")
CC2) [W11) QIFCD111>=1,+K110-H111," ")
CC2) [W11) QIFCD111>=1,M110+1111," ")
[W1) Q(f(E111>=1,N110+J111," ")
CD4) [W12) a(f(D111>=1,+0110+14," ")
[W4) 99
(C2) [W9) Q(fCD112>=1,$1$9," ")
CC2) [W1] iiiUFCE112>=1,+$1$9," ")
CC2) [W9] Q(f(D112>=1,+F112-1112," ")
CC2) [W11] Q(fCD112>=1 ,a(fC+K111<+F112,+F112-K111 ,QROUNDCC+K111*C+$I$6/26) -0. 005),2», II
")
CC2) [W11] Q(fCD112>=1,+K111-H112," ")
CC2) [W11) QIFCD112>=1,M111+1112," ")
[W1) alF(E112>=1,N111+J112," ")
CD4) [W12] Q(f(D112>=1,+0111+14," ")
[W4) 100
(C2) [W9) Q(f(D113>=1,$1$9," ")
(C2) [W1] Q(fCE113>=1,+$1$9," ")
(C2) [W9) Q(fCD113>=1,+F113-1113," ")
(C2) [W11) iill FCD113>=1 ,aU F(+K112<+F113, +F113-K112,QROUNDC C+K112*C+$I$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
CC2) [W11) a(fCD113>=1,+K112-H113," ")
(C2) [W11] Q(fCD113>=1,M112+1113," ")
[Wl) QIFCE113>=1,N112+J113," ")
(D4) [W12) QIFCD113>=1,+0112+14," ")
[W4] 101
(C2) [W9] Q(fCD114>=1 ,$1$9, II
")
(C2) [W1] iillFCE114>=1,+$1$9, II
")
CC2) [W9) iilIFCD114>=1,+F114-1114," ")
(C2) [W11) 8IFCD114>=1,iilIFC+K113<+F114,+F114-K113,QROUNDCC+K113*C+$1$6/26)-0.005),2»," ")
(C2) [W11) 8(f(D114>=1,+K113-H114," ")
(C2) [W11] iill FCD114>=1 ,M113+1 114, II
")
[W1) iilIF(E114>=1,N113+J114," ")
(D4) [W12) iiI(f(D114>=1,+0113+14," ")
- 32 -
.115: [WIt] 102
F115: CC2) ~] 8IFCD115>=1,SIS9," ")
G115: CC2) [\11] 8IFCE115>=1,+SIS9," ")
H115: CC2) ~] SIFC0115>=1,+F115'1115," ")
1115: CC2) [\111] SI FCD115>=1 ,SIFC+K114<+F115, +F115 -K114 ,GlROUNDCC+K114*C+SIS6/26) -0. 005),2», II
")
K115: CC2) [\111] SIFCD115>=1,+K114-H115," ")
M115: CC2) [\111] SIFCD115>=1,M114+1115," ")
N115: [\11] SIFCE115>=1,N114+J115," ")
0115: CD4) [\112] SIFCD115>=1,+0114+14," ")
D116: [WIt] 103
F116: CC2) ~] SIFCD116>=1,SIS9," ")
G116: CC2) [\11] SIFCE116>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H116: CC2) [W9] SIFCD116>=1,+F116-1116," ")
1116: CC2) [\111] SIFCD116>=1,SIFC+K115<+F116,+F116-K115,GlROUNDCC+K115*C+SIS6/26)-0.005),2», II
")
K116: CC2) [W11] SIFCD116>=1,+K115-H116," ")
M116: CC2) [W11] SIFCD116>=1,M115+1116," ")
N116: [\11] SIFCE116>=1,N115+J116," ")
0116: CD4) [W12] SIFCD116>=1,+0115+14," ")
D117: [WIt] 104
F117: CC2) [W9] QIFCD117>=1,SIS9," ")
G117: CC2) [W1] QIFCE117>=1,+SIS9," ")
H117: CC2) ~] GlIFCD117>=1,+F117-1117," ")
1117: (C2) [W11] GlIFCD117>=1 ,QI F (+K116<+F117, +F117- K116,GlROUND«+K116*C+SIS6/26) -0 .005),2», II
")
K117: CC2) [W11] QIFCD117>=1,+K116-H117," ")
.
17: CC2) [\111] SIFCD117>=1,M116+1117," ")
17: [W1] QIFCE117>=1,N116+J117," ")
0117: CD4) [W12] 8IFCD117>=1,+0116+14," ")
D118: [W4] 105
F118: CC2) [W9] SIFCD118>=1,SIS9," ")
G118: CC2) [\11] SI FCE118>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H118: CC2) [W9] SIFCD118>=1,+F118-1118," ")
1118: CC2) [\111] SIFCD118>=1,SIFC+K117<+F118,+F118-K117,QROUNDCC+K117*C+SIS6/26)-0. 005),2», II
")
K118: CC2) [\111] SIFCD118>=1,+K117-H118," ")
M118: CC2) [W11] SIFCD118>=1 ,M117+1 118, II ")
N118: [W1] SIFCE118>=1,N117+J118," ")
0118: CD4) [W12] SIFCD118>=1,+0117+14," ")
D119: [WIt] 106
F119: CC2) ~] QIFCD119>=1,SIS9," ")
G119: CC2) [W1] SIFCE119>=1,+SIS9," ")
H119: CC2) [W9] iiUFCD119>=1,+F119-1119," ")
1119: CC2) [\111] QIFCD119>=1 ,SIFC+K118<+F119, +F119- K118,GlROUNDC C+K118*C+SIS6/26) -0. 005),2», II
")
K119: CC2) [W11] SIFCD119>=1,+K118-H119," ")
M119: CC2) [W11] SIFCD119>=1,M118+1119," ")
N119: [\11] SIFCE119>=1,N118+J119," ")
0119: CD4) [\112] SIFCD119>=1,+0118+14," ")
D120: [WIt] 107
F120: CC2) ~] SIFCD120>=1,SIS9, II ")
G120: CC2) [\11] SIFCE120>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H120: CC2) [W9] SIFCD120>=1,+F120-1120, II ")




.120: (C2) [\111] aIF(D120>=1,+K119-H120," ")
M120: (C2) [\111) aIF(D120>=1,M119+1120," ")
N120: [\11] alF<E120>=1 ,N119+J120, II ")
0120: (D4) [\112) aIF(D120>=1,+0119+14," ")
D121: [\14) 108
F121: (C2) [\19) IiIJF(D121>=1,SIS9," ")
G121: (C2) [\11] QJF(E121>=1,+SIS9," ")
H121: (C2) [\19] aJF(D121>=1 ,+F121-1121," ")
1121: (C2) [\111] 811F<D121>=1 ,QJF(+K120<+F121 ,+F121-K120,iilROUND«+K120*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K121: (C2) [\111] aJF(D121>=1,+K120-H121," ")
M121: (C2) [\111] QJF(D121>=1,M120+1121, II ")
N.121: [\11] aJF(E121>=1 ,N120+J121 , II ")
0121: (D4) [\112] aJFCD121>=1 ,+0120+14, II ")
D122: [W4] 109
F122: CC2) [W9] 811FCD122>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G122: CC2) [W1] IiIJFCE122>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H122: CC2) [W9] iiUFCD122>=1 ,+F122-1122, II ")
1122: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD122>=1,IIIFC+K121<+F122,+F122-K121,iilROUNDCC+K121*C+SIS6/26)-0_005),2»," ")
K122: CC2) [W11] iilJFCD122>=1,+K121-H122," ")
M122: (C2) [W11] IIJFCD122>=1,M121+1122," ")
N122: [W1] IIJFCE122>=1,N121+J122," ")
0122: (D4) [W12] jiHFCD122>=1,+0121+14," ")
D123: [W4] 110
F123: (C2) [W9] IIIFCD123>=1,SIS9," ")
.23: CC2) [\11] aIFCE123>=1,+SIS9," ")
.23: CC2) [W9] aJFCD123>=1,+F123-1123," ")
1123: CC2) [\111] aUFCD123>=1,811FC+K122<+F123, +F123-K122,iilROUNDCC+K122*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K123: CC2) [\111] IIIFCD123>=1,+K122-H123," ")
M123: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD123>=1,M122+1123," ")
N123: [\11] IIIFCE123>=1,N122+J123," ")
0123: (D4) [W12] IIJFCD123>=1,+0122+14," ")
D124: [\14] 111
F124: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD124>=1,SIS9," ")
G124: CC2) [W1] QJFCE124>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H124: CC2) [\19] iilJFCD124>=1,+F124-1124," ")
1124: CC2) [\111] IIJFCD124>=1 ,iill FC+K123<+F124,+F124-K123,iilROUNDC C+K123*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K124: (C2) [W11] IIJFCD124>=1,+K123-H124," ")
M124: CC2) [W11] IIIFCD124>=1,M123+1124," ")
N124: [\11] aIFCE124>=1,N123+J124," ")
0124: CD4) [W12] aJFCD124>=1,+0123+14," ")
D125: [\14] 112
F125: CC2) [\19] iilJFCD125>=1,SIS9," ")
G125: (C2) [W1] aIF(E125>=1,+SIS9," ")
H125: (C2) [\19] aJFCD125>=1,+F125-1125," ")
1125: (C2) [\111) al FCD125>=1,111FC+K124<+F125 ,+F125-K124,iilROUNDCC+K124*C+SI~/26) -0.005),2», II ")
K125: (C2) [\111] aJFCD125>=1,+K124-H125," ")
M125: (C2) [\111] aJF(D125>=1 ,M124+1125, II ")
N125: [\11] aIFCE125>=1,N124+J125," ")




4111t126: (C2) ~] aIF(D126>=1,SIS9,H ")
G126: (C2) [W1] aIF(E126>=1,+SIS9," H)
H126: (C2) ~] aIF(D126>=1,+F126-1126," ")
1126: (C2) [W11] al F(D126>=1 ,al F(+K125<+F126,+F126-K125 ,iilROONDC(+K125*(+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K126: (C2) [W11] aIF(D126>=1 ,+K125-H126, II ")
M126: (C2) [W11] 8IF(D126>=1 ,M125+1 126, II ")
N126: [W1] aIF(E126>=1,N125+J126," H)
0126: (D4) [W12] aIFCD126>=1,+0125+14,H ")
D127: [W4] 114
F127: CC2) [W9] aIFCD127>=1,SIS9," H)
G127: (C2) [W1] aIF(E127>=1 ,+SIS9, II H)
H127: (C2) [W9] aIFCD127>=1 ,+F127- I 127," ")
1127: CC2) [W11] al FCD127>=1,al FC+K126<+F127,+F127-K126,ii)ROONDCC+K126*C+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K127: CC2) [W11] aIFCD127>=1,+K126-H127," ")
M127: CC2) [W11] aIFCD127>=1,M126+1127, II ")
N127: [W1] aIFCE127>=1,N126+J127," ")
0127: CD4) [W12] iilIFCD127>=1,+0126+14," ")
D128: [W4] 115
F128: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD128>=1,SIS9," ")
G128: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE128>=1,+SIS9," ")
H128: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD128>=1,+F128-1128," ")
1128: CC2) [W11] 811FCD128>=1 ,811FC+K127<+F128,+F128- K127 ,iilROONDC+K127*C+SI$6/26) -O. 005),2», II
")
K128: CC2) [W11] aIFCD128>=1 ,+K127- H128, II ")
M128: CC2) [W11] aIFCD128>=1,M127+1128," ")
.
128: [W1] aIFCE128>=1,N127+J128," ")
128: CD4) [W12] aIF(D128>=1,+0127+14," ")
D129: [W4] 116
F129: CC2) ~] al FCD129>=1,SIS9, II ")
G129: (C2) [W1] aIFCE129>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H129: CC2) ~] iilIFCD129>=1 ,+F129- I 129, II ")
1129: CC2) [W11] 811FCD129>=1 ,811FC+K128<+F129 ,+F129-K128,iilROONDCC+K128*C+SI$6/26) -D. 005),2», II
")
K129: CC2) [W11] aIFCD129>=1,+K128-H129, II ")
M129: (C2) [W11] aIFCD129>=1,M128+1129," ")
N129: [W1] al FCE129>=1,N128+J129, II ")
0129: CD4) [W12] 811FCD129>=1 ,+0128+14," ")
DUO: [W4] 117
F130: (C2) ~] aIF(D130>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G130: CC2) [W1] aIFCE130>=1,+SIS9," ")
H130: CC2) ~] aIFCD130>=1,+F130-1130, II ")
1130: CC2) [W11] al FCD130>=1,al FC+K129<+F130,+F130-K129 ,iilROONDC+K129*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K130: CC2) [W11] aIFCD130>=1,+K129-H130," ")
M130: CC2) [W11] aIFCD130>=1 ,M129+1 130, II ")
N130: [W1] al FCE130>=1 ,N129+J130, II ")
0130: (D4) [W12] aIFCD130>=1,+0129+14, II ")
D131: [W4] 118
F131: (C2) ~] aIFCD131>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G131: (C2) [W1] aIFCE131>=1,+SIS9," ")
H131: (C2) ~] aIFCD131>=1 ,+F131-1131, II ")
1131: CC2) [W11] aIFCD131>=1,aIF(+K130<+F131,+F131-K130,iilROONDC(+K130*C+S1$6/26)-0.005),2»," ")
K131: CC2) [W11] 811FCD131>=1 ,+K130-H131," ")
.
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.131: (C2) [\111] al F(D131>=1,M130+1131,II ")
N131: [W1] alF(E131>=1 ,N130+J131, II ")
0131: (D4) [\112] alF(D131>-1 ,+0130+14, II ")
D132: [WIt] 119
F132: (C2) [\19] aIF(D132>=1,SIS9," ")
G132: (C2) [\11] aIF(E132>=1,+SIS9," ")
H132: (C2) [\19] aIF(D132>=1,+F132-1132," ")
1132: (C2) [\111] al F(D132>=1,al F(+K131<+F132,+F132-K131, aROUND( (+K131*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II ")
K132: (C2) [\111] alF(D132>=1,+K131-H132," ")
M132: (C2) [W11] aIF(D132>=1,M131+1132," ")
N132: [\11] al F(E132>=1,N131+J132, II ")
0132: (D4) [\112] alF(D132>=1,+0131+14," ")
D133: [WIt] 120
F133: (C2) [W9] IiUF(D133>=1,SIS9," ")
G133: (C2) [\11] al F(E133>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H133: (C2) [W9] Ii'IIF(D133>=1,+F133-1133," ")
1133: (C2) [W11] alF (D133>=1 ,al F(+K132<+F133, +F133-K132,Ii1ROUND«+K132*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
K133: (C2) [W11] alF(D133>=1,+K132-H133," ")
M133: (C2) [\111] aIF(D133>=1,M132+1133," ")
N133: [W1] alF(E133>=1,N132+J133," ")
0133: (D4) [W12] alF(D133>=1,+0132+14," ")
D134: [W4] 121
F134: (C2) [W9] al F(D134>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G134: (C2) [W1] alF(E134>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
.134: (C2) [W9] IiUF(D134>=1,+F134-1134," ")
.34: (C2) [W11] al F(D134>=1 ,al F(+K133<+F134,+F134-K133,iilROUND( (+K133*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K134: (C2) [W11] aIF(D134>=1,+K133-H134," ")
M134: (C2) [W11] aIF(D134>=1,M133+1134," ")
N134: [W1] alF(E134>=1,N133+J134," ")
0134: (D4) [W12] alf(D134>=1,+0133+14," ")
D135: [WIt] 122
F135: (C2) [W9] iillf(D135>=1,SIS9," ")
G135: (C2) [W1] alF(E135>=1,+SIS9," ")
H135: (C2) [W9] iillF(D135>=1,+F135- I 135, II ")
1135: (C2) [W11] al F(D135>=1 ,al F(+K134<+F135 ,+F135-K134,iilROUND( (+K134*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K135: (C2) [\111] aIF(D135>=1,+K134-H135," ")
M135: (C2) [W11] alF(D135>=1,M134+1135," ")
N135: [\11] alF(E135>=1 ,N134+J135, II ")
0135: (D4) [\112] alF(D135>=1,+0134+14," ")
D136: [WIt] 123
F136: (C2) [\19] al F(D136>=1,SIS9, II ")
G136: (C2) [W1] alF(E136>=1 ,+SIS9," ")
H136: (C2) [\19] alF(D136>=1 ,+F136- I 136, II ")
1136: (C2) [\111] al F(D136>=1 ,al F(+K135<+F136, +F136-K135 , iilROUND( (+K135*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K136: (C2) [\111] alF(D136>=1 ,+K135-H136, II ")
M136: (C2) [\111] alF(D136>=1 ,M135+1136, II ")
N136: [\11] 81 f(E136>=1 ,N135+J136, II ")
0136: (D4) [\112] 81F(D136>=1,+0135+14, II ")
D137: [W4] 124
F137: (C2) [W9] alF(D137>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
.
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.137: (C2) 011] alF(E137>=1,+SIS9," ")
H137: (C2) [\19] alF(0137>=1 ,+F137-1 137, II
")
1137: (C2) 0111] alF(0137>=1 ),aIF(+"136<+F137,+F137-"136,IiROUNO«+"136*(+SIS6/26)-0.005 ,2», II
")
"137: (C2) 0111] aIF(0137>=1,+"136-H137," ")
"137: (C2) [W11] alF(0137>=1,"136+1137," ")
N137: 011] alF(E137>=1 ,N136+J137, II
")
0137: (04) 0112] al F(0137>=1 ,+0136+14," ")
0138: [\14] 125
F138: (C2) [\19] 1iI1F(0138>=1,SIS9, II
")
G138: (C2) 011] aIF(E138>=1,+SIS9," ")
H138: (C2) [\19] iiIlF(0138>=1,+F138-1138," ")
1138: (C2) [W11] al F(0138>=1,iiIlF(+"137<+F138,+F138-"137,iilROUNO(+"137*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
"138: (C2) [W11] ilF(0138>=1 ,+"137-H138, II ")
"138: (C2) 0111] ilF(0138>=1 ,"137+1 138, II ")
N138: [W1] IiIIF(E138>=1,N137+J138," ")
0138: (04) [W12] alF(0138>=1,+0137+14," ")
D139: [W4] 126
F139: (C2) [\19] iiIlF(D139>=1,SIS9, II
")
G139: (C2) [W1] IiIIF(E139>=1,+SIS9," ")
"139: (C2) [W9] iiIlF(D139>=1,+F139-1139," ")
1139: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D139>=1, iiiI F(+"138<+F139,+F139-"138,iiIROUND((+K138*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K139: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D139>=1,+K138-H139," ")
"139: (C2) [W11] iIF(D139>=1,"138+1139," ")
N139: [W1] IiIIF(E139>=1,N138+J139, II
")
.
39: (D4) 0112] IiIIF(D139>=1,+0138+14," ")
40: [W4] 127
F140: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D140>=1,SIS9," ")
G140: (C2) [W1] IiIIF(E140>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H140: (C2) [W9] iiIlF(D140>=1,+F140-1140," ")
1140: (C2) [W11] 811F(D140>=1,il F(+K139<+F140,+F140-K139,iilROUND((+K139*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
K140: (C2) [W11] iIF(D140>=1,+K139-H140," ")
"140: (C2) [W11] iiIlF(D140>=1 ,"139+ 1140, II ")
N140: [W1] IiIIF(E140>=1,N139+J140," ")
0140: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D140>=1,+0139+14," ")
D141: [W4] 128
F141: (C2) [W9] ilF(D141>=1,SIS9," ")
G141: (C2) [W1] ilF(E141>=1,+SIS9," ")
H141: (C2) [W9] iIF(D141>=1,+F141-1141," ")
1141: (C2) 0111] IiIIF(D14 1>=1 ,1iI1F(+K140<+F14 1, +F14 1 -K140,IiROUND( (+K140*(+$IS6/26)
- 0_005),2», II ")
"141: (C2) [W11] alF(D141>=1,+K140-H141," ")
"141: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D141>=1,"140+1141," ")
N141: 011] aIF(E141>=1,N140+J141," ")
0141: (D4) 0112] IiIIF(D141>=1,+0140+14,1I ")
D142: [\14] 129
F142: (C2) 019] IiIIF(D142>z1,SI$9," ")
G142: (C2) 011] alF(E142>z1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H142: (C2) 019] IiIIF(D142>=1,+F142-1 142, II
")
1142: (C2) 0111] alF(D142>z1 ,alF(+"141<+F142,+F142-"141 ,iiIROUND«+K141*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
"142: (C2) 0111] &l1F(D142>=1,+"141-H142," ")
"142: (C2) 0111] iiiI F(D142>=1 ,"141+1 142," ")
.
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~42: [W1] iilIF(E142>=1,N141+J142,H H)
0142: (04) [W12] iillF(0142>=1,+0141+14, II ")
0143: 014] 130
F143: (C2) [W9] iillF(0143>=1 ,SIS9, II H)
G143: (C2) [W1] iillF(E143>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H143: (C2) [W9] iillF(0143>=1,+F143-1 143, H ")
1143: (C2) [W11] iillF(0143>=1 ,iillF(+K142<+F143,+F143-K142,QROUNO( (+K142*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
K143: (C2) [W11] iillF(0143>=1,+K142- H143,II H)
"143: (C2) [W11] iillF(0143>=1,"142+1 143, II ")
N143: [W1] iillF(E143>=1,N142+J143, II ")
0143: (04) [W12] iilIF(0143>=1,+0142+14," ")
0144: [\14] 131
F144: (C2) [W9] 1iI1F(0144>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G144: (C2) [W1] IiIIF(E144>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H144: (C2) [W9] 1iI1F(0144>=1 ,+F144-1 144, II ")
1144: (C2) [W11] 1iI1F(0144>=1 , iiiI F(+K143<+F144,+F144-K143,IiIROUNO( (+K143*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II ")
K144: (C2) [W11] 1iI1F(0144>=1,+K143-H144," ")
"144: (C2) [W11] 1iI1F(0144>=1,"143+1144," ")
N144: [W1] IiIIF(E144>=1 ,N143+J144, II ")
0144: (04) [W12] IiIIF(0144>=1,+0143+14," ")
0145: [W4] 132
F145: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D145>=1,SIS9," ")
G145: (C2) [W1] iillF(E145>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H145: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D145>=1,+F145-1145," ")
.
45: (C2) [W11] iillF(D145>=1 ,1iI1F(+K144<+F145,+F145-K144,IiIROUND«+K144*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
45: (C2) [W11] iillF(D145>=1,+K144-H145," ")
"145: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D145>=1,"144+1145," ")
N145: [W1] iillF(E145>=1,N144+J145," ")
0145: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D145>=1,+0144+14," ")
D146: [W4] 133
F146: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D146>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G146: (C2) [W1] IiIIF(E146>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H146: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D146>=1,+F146-1146," ")
1146: (C2) [W11] iill F(D146>=1 ,1iI1F(+K145<+F146,+F146-K145 , QROUND( (+K145*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K146: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D146>=1,+K145-H146," ")
"146: (C2) [W11] iill F(0146>=1 ,"145+1 146, II ")
N146: [W1] IiIIF(E146>=1,N145+J146," ")
0146: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D146>=1,+0145+14," ")
D147: [W4] 134
F147: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D147>=1,SIS9," ")
G147: (C2) [W1] IiIIF(E147>=1,+SIS9," ")
H147: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D147>=1,+F147-1 147, II ")
1147: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D147>=1 , iiiI F(+K146<+F147 ,+F147-K146,IiIROUND( (+K146*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K147: (C2) [W11] 1iI1F(0147>=1,+K146-H147," ")
"147: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(0147>=1,"146+1147," ")
N147: [W1] IiIIF(E147>=1,N146+J147," ")
0147: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D147>=1 ,+0146+14, II ")
D148: [\14] 135
F148: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D148>=1 ,SIS9, II ")




H148: (C2) [\19] ilF(0148>=1,+F148-1148," ")
1148: (C2) [\111] ilF(0148>=1 ,ilF(+1C147<+F148,+F148-1C147 , CilROUNO((+1C147*(+$1$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1C148: (C2) [\111] ilF(0148>=1 ,+1C147-H148, II ")
M148: (C2) [\111] iIF(0148>=1 ,M147+1148, II ")
N148: [\11] ilF(E148>=1 ,N147+J148, II ")
0148: (04) [\112] ilF(0148>=1 ,+0147+14, II ")
0149: [\14] 136
F149: (C2) [\19] ilF(0149>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G149: (C2) [\11] ilF(E149>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H149: (C2) [\19] il F(0149>=1 ,+F149-1149, II ")
1149: (C2) [W11] il F(0149>=1 ,alF(+1C148<+F149, +F149-1C148,CilROUNO((+1C148*(+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1C149: (C2) [\111] ilF(0149>=1,+1C148-H149," ")
M149: (C2) [\111] iIF(0149>=1,M148+1149," ")
N149: [W1] ilF(E149>=1 ,N148+J149, II ")
0149: (04) [W12] il F(0149>=1 ,+0148+14, II ")
0150: [W4] 137
F150: (C2) [W9] alF(0150>=1 ,SI$9, II ")
G150: (C2) [\11] al F(E150>=1,+SI$9, II ")
H150: (C2) [W9] il F(0150>=1,+F150-1150, II ")
1150: (C2) [W11] iiUF(0150>=1 ,CillF(+1C149<+F150, +F150-1C149 , CilROUNO((+1C149*(+SI$6/26) -0. 005),2», II
")
1C150: (C2) [W11] &lIF(0150>=1,+1C149-H150," ")
M150: (C2) [W11] CilIF(0150>=1,M149+1150," ")
N150: [W1] al F(E150>=1,N149+J150, II ")
0150: (04) [W12] al F(0150>=1 ,+0149+14, II ")
.
151: [W4] 138
151: (C2) [\19] iiUF(0151>=1,SIS9," ")
G151: (C2) [W1] &l1F(E151>=1,+SI$9," ")
H151: (C2) [W9] ilF(0151>=1,+F151-1151," ")
1151: (C2) [W11] al F(0151>=1,al F(+1C150<+F151,+F151-1C150,CilROUNO((+1C150*(+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1C151: (C2) [W11] &IIF(0151>=1 ,+1C150-H151, II ")
M151: (C2) [W11] aIF(0151>=1,M150+1151," ")
N151: [W1] &l1F(E151>=1 ,N150+J151," ")
0151: (04) [W12] ilF(D151>=1,+0150+14," ")
0152: [W4] 139
F152: (C2) [\19] &l1F(D152>=1,SIS9, II ")
G152: (C2) [W1] &l1F(E152>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H152: (C2) [W9] &l1F(0152>=1,+F152-1152," ")
1152: (C2) [W11] iIF(D152>=1,&lIF(+1C151<+F152,+F152-1C151,CilROUND«+1C151*(+SI$6/26)-0.005),2»," ")
1C152: (C2) [\111] ilF(0152>=1 ,+1C151-H152, II ")
M152: (C2) [\111] il F(D152>=1 ,M151+1152, II ")
N152: [W1] iIF(E152>=1,N151+J152," ")
0152: (D4) [\112] il F(D152>=1 ,+0151+14, II ")
0153: [W4] 140
F153: (C2) [\19] ilF(0153>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G153: (C2) [\11] ilF(E153>=1 ,+SI$9, II ")
H153: (C2) [\19] ilF(D153>=1,+F153-1153," ")
1153: (C2) [\111] il F(D153>=1 ,al F(+1C152<+F153,+F153-1C152,CilROUNO(+1C152*(+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1C153: (C2) [\111] iIF(0153>=1,+1C152-H153," ")
M153: (C2) [W11] ilF(0153>=1 ,M152+1153, II ")
.153: [\11] alF(E153>=1,N152+J153," ")
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.153: (D4) [w12) &l1F(D153>=1,+0152+14," ")
D154: [\14) 141
F154: (C2) ~) IiIIF(D154>=1,SIS9," ")
G154: (C2) [W1) &lIF(E154>=1,+SIS9," H)
H154: (C2) ~) IiIIF(D154>=1,+F154-1154, II ")
1154: (C2) [W11) al F(D154>=1,al F(+1C153<+F154,+F154-1C153,iilROUND((+1C153*(+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2»," ")
1C154: (C2) [w11) &IIF(D154>=1 ,+1C153-H154," ")
M154: (C2) [W11) alF(D154>=1,M153+1154," ")
N154: [W1) aIF(E154>=1,N153+J154,1I
")
0154: (D4) [w12) IiUF(D154>=1,+0153+14,1I
")
D155: [\14) 142
F155: (C2) [W9) IiIIF(D155>=1,SIS9,1I ")
G155: (C2) [W1) IiIIF(E155>=1,+SIS9, II
")
H155: (C2) [W9) IiIIF(D155>=1,+F155-1155,"
")
1155: (C2) [W11) IiIIF(D155>=1 ,1iI1F(+1C154<+F155, +F155 -1C154,IiIROUND((+1C154*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")1C155: (C2) [W11] &lIF(D155>=1,+1C154-H155," ")
M155: CC2) [W11) &lIFCD155>=1,M154+1155,1I ")
N155: [Wl) alF(E155>=1,N154+J155," ")
0155: CD4) [W12) IiIIFCD155>=1 ,+0154+14, II
")
D156: [W4) 143
F156: CC2) [W9) IiIIFCD156>=1,SIS9," ")
G156: CC2) [W1) &lIFCE156>=1,+SIS9,1I
")
H156: CC2) [W9) 811F(D156>=1 ,+F156-1156, II
")
1156: CC2) [W11) 811FCD156>=1,1iI1FC+1C155<+F156,+F156-1C155 ,IiIROUNDCC+1C155*C+SI$6/26) -D. 005) ,2», II
")
.
56: CC2) [W11) &lIFCD156>=1,+1C155-H156," ")
56: CC2) [W11) IiIIFCD156>=1,M155+1156," ")
N156: [W1] IiIIFCE156>=1,N155+J156," ")
0156: CD4) [W12) &IIF(D156>=1,+0155+14, II
")
D157: [W4) 144
F157: (C2) [W9) QIF(D157>=1,SIS9," ")
G157: CC2) [Wl) &l1F(E157>=1,+SIS9,II
")
H157: (C2) [W9) iilIFCD157>=1,+F157-1157," ")
1157: (C2) [W11) IiIIFCD157>=1 ,1iI1F(+1C156<+F157, +F157-1C156,IiIROUNDC+1C156*C+SI$6/26)
_ 0.005),2», II
")1C157: (C2) [W11) QIFCD157>=1 ,+1C156-H157, II
")




0157: CD4) [W12) QIFCD157>=1,+0156+14,1I
")
D158: [W4) 145
F158: CC2) [W9] QIF(D158>=1,SIS9," ")
G158: CC2) [Wl) QIFCE158>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H158: (C2) [W9) iUFCD158>=1,+F158-1158," ")
1158: (C2) [W11) &IIF(D158>=1 ,al FC+1C157<+F158,+F158-1C157 ,&!ROUNDCC+1C157*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2»," ")
1C158: (C2) [W11) &IIF(D158>=1 ,+1C157-H158, H
")
M158: (C2) [W11) aIF(D158>=1,M157+1158,H
")
N158: [W1) aIF(E158>=1,N157+J158," ")











.159: (C2) [W11) iiUF(D1s9>=1 ,&IIF(+K1s8<+F1s9,+F1s9-K1s8,aROUND«+K1s8*(+SIS6/26)-0.00s) ,2»," ")
K1s9: (C2) [W11] &lIF(D1s9>=1,+K1s8-H1s9," ")
M1s9: (C2) [W11] &lIF(D1s9>=1,M1s8+11s9," ")
N1s9: 011] &lIF(E1s9>=1,N1s8+J1s9," ")
0159: (D4) 0112] &lIF(D1s9>=1 ,+0158+14, II ")
D16O: [W4] 147
F16O: (C2) [W9] &l1F(D16O>=1,SIS9, II ")
G16O: (C2) (11) &l1F(E16O>=1,+SIS9," ")
H16O: (C2) [W9] &l1F(D16O>=1,+F16O-1 160, II ")
1160: (C2) (111) &IIF(D16O>=1,&IIF(+K1s9<+F160,+F160-K1s9,aROUND( (+K1s9*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K160: (C2) [W11] &l1F(D16O>=1,+K1s9-H16O, II ")
M160: (C2) 0111] iiillF(D16O>=1,M1s9+116O," ")
N16O: [W1) iiillF(E160>=1 ,N1s9+J160, II ")
0160: (D4) [W12] iiillF(D160>=1,+01s9+14," ")
D161: [W4] 148
F161: (C2) [W9] QIF(D161>=1,SIS9," ")
G161: (C2) [W1] QIF(E161>=1,+SIS9," ")
H161: (C2) [W9] QIF(D161>=1,+F161-1161," ")
1161: (C2) [W11] QIF (D161>=1 ,iiillF(+K160<+F161, +F161-K160 , QROUND( (+K160*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II ")
K161: (C2) [W11] iiillF(D161>=1,+K160-H161," ")
M161: (C2) 0111] QIF(D161>=1,M160+1161, II ")
N161: [W1] iill F(E161>=1 ,N16O+J161," ")
0161: (D4) 0112] iilIF(D161>=1,+0160+14," ")
D162: [W4] 149
8 62: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D162>=1,SIS9," ")62: (C2) [W1] iilIF(E162>=1,+SIS9," ")
H162: (C2) [W9] iill F(D162>=1 ,+F162-1162, II ")
1162: (C2) [W11] iillF(D162>=1 ,iillF(+K161<+F162,+F162-K161 , QROUND( (+K161*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K162: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D162>=1,+K161-H162," ")
M162: (C2) [W11] iillF(D162>=1,M161+1162, II ")
N162: [W1] iillF(E162>=1,N161+J162, II ")
0162: (D4) 0112] iillF(D162>=1 ,+0161+14, II ")
D163: [W4] 150
F163: (C2) [W9] QIF(D163>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G163: (C2) [W1] iillF(E163>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H163: (C2) [W9] iillF(D163>=1,+F163-1163, II ")
1163: (C2) [W11] QIF(D163>=1,iill F(+K162<+F163,+F163-K162,QROUND((+K162*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K163: (C2) [W11] QIF(D163>=1,+K162- H163,II ")
M163: (C2) [W11] iillF(D163>=1,M162+1163," ")
N163: [W1] iiilIF(E163>=1,N162+J163," ")
0163: (D4) 0112] iillF(D163>=1,+0162+14," ")
D164: [W4] 151
F164: (C2) [W9] iillF(D164>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G164: (C2) [W1) &l1F(E164>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H164: (C2) [W9] iilIFCD164>=1,+F164-1164," ")
1164: (C2) [W11) &l1F(D164>=1,iill F(+K163<+F164,+F164-K163,iilROUND«+K163*(+SIS6/26)-0.00s) ,2»," ")
K164: (C2) [W11] &l1F(D164>=1,+K163-H164," ")
M164: (C2) [W11) &l1F(D164>=1,M163+1164," ")
N164: [W1] iillF(E164>=1,N163+J164," ")





F165: CC2) [\19] IiIlFCD165>=1,$IS9," ")
G165: CC2) [W1] &lIFCE165>=1,+SIS9," ")
H165: CC2) [\19] &lIFCD165>=1,+F165-1165," ")
1165: CC2) [W11] &IIFCD165>=1 ,iiU FC+K164<+F165,+F165-K164,QROUND«+1(164*C+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K165: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD165>=1,+K164-H165," ")
M165: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD165>=1,M164+1165," ")
N165: [W1] &lIFCE165>=1,N164+J165," N)
0165: CD4) [W12] &IIFCD165>=1 ,+0164+14," ")
D166: [114] 153
F166: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD166>=1,SIS9," ")
G166: CC2) [W1] &lIFCE166>=1,+SIS9," ")
H166: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD166>=1 ,+F166-1166," ")
1166: CC2) [W11] &IIFCD166>=1 ,&11FC+1(165<+F166,+F166-1(165 ,&1ROUNDC+1(165*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1(166: CC2) [W11] &1IFCD166>=1,+1(165-H166," ")
M166: CC2) [W11] &11FCD166>=1 ,M165+1166, II
")
N166: [W1] IiIIFCE166>=1 ,N165+J166, II ")
0166: CD4) [W12] &1IFCD166>=1,+0165+14," ")
D167: [W4] 154
F167: CC2) [W9] &1IFCD167>=1,SIS9," ")
G167: CC2) [W1] &1IFCE167>=1,+SIS9," ")
H167: CC2) [W9] &1IFCD167>=1,+F167-1167," ")
1167: CC2) [W11] &11FCD167>=1,&11FC+1(166<+F167, +F167-1(166,IiIROUND((+1(166*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1(167: CC2) [W11] &1IFCD167>=1,+1(166-H167," ")
.
167: (C2) [W11] &1IF(D167>=1,M166+1167," ")
167: [W1] &11FCE167>=1 ,N166+J167, II
")
0167: CD4) [W12] IiIIFCD167>=1,+0166+14," ")
D168: [114] 155
F168: (C2) [W9] IiIIFCD168>=1,SIS9," ")
G168: (C2) [W1] &1IFCE168>=1,+SIS9," ")
H168: (C2) [W9] IiIIFCD168>=1,+F168-1168, II
")
1168: (C2) [W11] IiIIFCD168>=1,1iI1F(+1(167<+F168,+F168-1(167,QROUNDC C+1(167*C+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
1(168: (C2) [W11] &1IF(D168>=1,+1(167- H168, II
")
M168: CC2) [W11] &lIF(D168>=1,M167+1168," ")
N168: [W1] IiIIF(E168>=1,N167+J168," ")
0168: CD4) [W12] IiIIF(D168>=1,+0167+14, II ")
D169: [114] 156
F169: (C2) [\19] IiIIF(D169>=1,SIS9, II ")
G169: CC2) [W1] &1IFCE169>=1,+SIS9," ")
H169: (C2) [\19] &1IF(D169>=1,+F169-1169," ")
1169: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D169>=1,IiIIFC+1(168<+F169,+F169-1(168,&1ROUNDC(+1(168*(+SI$6/26)-0.005),2»," ")
1(169: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D169>=1 ,+1(168- H169, II
")
M169: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D169>=1,M168+1169," ")
N169: [W1] &1IF(E169>=1 ,N168+J169, II ")
0169: (D4) [W12] &1IFCD169>=1,+0168+14," ")
D170: [114] 157
F170: CC2) [\19] &lIF(D170>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G170: CC2) [W1] aIF(E170>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H170: CC2) [\19] IiIIF(D170>=1 ,+F170-1170, II
")
1170: CC2) [W11] al F(D170>=1 ,al F(+1(169<+F170, +F170-1(169 , QROUND( (+1(169*(+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II I')
8
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-1(170: CC2) [W11] al FCD170>=1,+1(169-H170," ")
M170: CC2) [W11] aIFCD170>=1,M169+1170," ")
N170: [W1] aIFCE170>=1,N169+J170," ")
0170: CD4) [W12] al FCD170>=1 ,+0169+14," ")
D171: [W4] 158
F171: CC2) [W9] aIFCD171>=1,SIS9, II ")
G171: CC2) [W1] aIFCE171>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H171: CC2) [W9] aIFCD171>=1,+F171-I171," ")
1171: CC2) [W11] al FCD171>=1,aIFC+1(170<+F171,+F171-1(170,iilROUND«+1(170*C+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
1(171: CC2) [W11] aIFCD171>=1,+1(170-H171," ")
M171: CC2) [W11] iiUFCD171>=1,M170+1171," ")
N171: [W1] aIFCE171>=1 ,N170+J171," ")
0171: CD4) [W12] aIFCD171>=1,+0170+14," ")
D172: [W4] 159
F172: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD172>=1,SIS9," ")
G172: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE172>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H172: CC2) [W9] aIFCD172>=1,+F172-1172, II ")
1172: CC2) [W11] al FCD172>=1 ,;;U FC+1(171<+F172,+F172-1(171 ,iilROUNDC+1(171*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1(172: CC2) [W11] aIFCD172>=1,+1(171-H172," ")
M172: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD172>=1,M171+1172," ")
N172: [W1] aIFCE172>=1,N171+J172," ")
0172: CD4) [W12] aI FCD172>=1 ,+0171+14, II ")
D173: [W4] 160
F173: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD173>=1,SIS9," ")
AG173: CC2) [W1] aIFCE173>=1,+SIS9," ")
WH173: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD173>=1,+F173-1173," ")
1173: CC2) [W11] al FCD173>=1 ,aIFC+1(172<+F173,+F173-1(172,ii1ROUNDC C+1(172*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1(173: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD173>=1,+1(172-H173," ")
M173: CC2) [W11] aIFCD173>=1 ,M172+1173, II ")
N173: [W1] ii1IFCE173>=1,N172+J173, II ")
0173: CD4) [W12] ;;UFCD173>=1 ,+0172+14, II ")
D174: [W4] 161
F174: CC2) [W9] aIFCD174>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G174: CC2) [W1] iiiI FCE174>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H174: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD174>=1,+F174-I174," ")
1174: CC2) [W11] al FCD174>=1 ,aI FC+1(173<+F174, +F174-1(173 ,IiIROUNDCC+1(173*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1(174: CC2) [W11] aIFCD174>=1,+1(173-H174," ")
M174: CC2) [W11] aIFCD174>=1,M173+I174," ")
N174: [W1] iilIFCE174>=1 ,N173+J174, II ")
0174: CD4) [W12] aIFCD174>=1,+0173+14," ")
D175: [W4] 162
F175: CC2) [W9] aIFCD175>=1,SIS9," ")
G175: CC2) [W1] aIFCE175>=1,+SIS9," ")
H175: CC2) [W9] aIFCD175>=1,+F175-I175," ")
1175: CC2) [W11] al FCD175>=1 ,al FC+1(174<+F175 ,+F175-1(174,IiIROUNDCC+1(174*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1(175: CC2) [W11] aIFCD175>=1,+1(174-H175," ")
M175: CC2) [W11] aIFCD175>=1 ,M174+1175, II ")
N175: [W1] aIFCE175>=1,N174+J175," ")
























































(C2) [W9] 81F(D176>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) [W1] 8IF(E176>=1,+SIS9," ")
(C2) [W9] 8IF(D176>=1,+F176-1176," ")
(C2) tW11] 81 F(D176>=1 ,81 F(+K175<+F176,+F176-K175,QROUND( (+K175*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) tW11] 81F(D176>=1,+K175-H176," ")
(C2) tW11] 81 F(D176>=1 ,M175+1 176," ")
tW1] 8IF(E176>=1,N175+J176," ")
(D4) tW12] 81F(D176>=1 ,+0175+14, II
")
[W4] 164
(C2) [W9] 81F(D177>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) tW1] IiIIF(E177>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
(C2) [W9] IiIIF(D177>=1,+F177-1 177,II")
(C2) [W11] IiIIF(D177>=1 ,iiiIF(+K176<+F177 ,+F177-K176,QROUND«+K176*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] IiIIF(D177>=1,+K176-H177," ")
(C2) tW11] QIF(D177>=1,M176+1177," ")
[W1] IiIIF(E177>=1,N176+J177," ")
(D4) tW12] iiUF(D177>=1,+0176+14," ")
[W4] 165
(C2) [W9] iiUF(D178>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) tW1] IiIIF(E178>=1,+SIS9," ")
(C2) [W9] IiIIF(D178>=1 ,+F178-1 178, II ")
(C2) tW11] QI F(D178>=1 ,1iI1F(+K177<+F178,+F178-K177,IiIROUND( (+K177*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] IiIIF(D178>=1,+K177-H178," ")
(C2) [W11] IiIIF(D178>=1,M177+1178," ")
[W1] IiIIF(E178>=1,N177+J178," ")
(D4) [W12] IiIIF(D178>=1,+0177+14, II
")
[W4] 166
(C2) [W9] IiIIF(D179>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) [W1] IiIIF(E179>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
(C2) [W9] IiIIF(D179>=1,+F179-1179," ")
(C2) [W11] IiIIF(D179>=1 ,1iI1F(+K178<+F179 ,+F179-K178,IiIROUND((+K178*(+$IS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] IiIIF(D179>=1,+K178-H179, II
")
(C2) tW11] iillF(D179>=1,M178+1179," ")
[W1] IiIIF(E179>=1,N178+J179," ")
(D4) [W12] IiIIF(D179>=1,+0178+14," ")
[W4] 167
(C2) [W9] IiIIF(D180>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) tW1] IiIIF(E180>=1,+SIS9," ")
(C2) [W9] IiIIF(D180>=1,+F180-1180," ")
(C2) [W11] IiIIF(D180>=1 ,iiiIF(+K179<+F180,+F180-K179 ,QROUND( (+K179*(+$I16/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] IiIIF(D18O>=1,+K179-H180," ")
(CZ) [W11] alF(D18O>=1 ,M179+1 180, II
")
[W1] alF(E180>=1 ,N179+J18O, II ")
(D4) [W1Z] 8IF(D180>=1,+0179+14," ")
[W4] 168
(C2) [W9] alF(D181>=1 ,SIS9, II
")
(CZ) tW1] iillF(E181>=1,+SIS9," ")
(C2) [W9] aIF(D181>=1,+F181-1181," ")
(C2) tW11] 811F(D181>=1 ,811F(+K18O<+F181 ,+F181.K180,iilROUND((+K18O*(+SIS6/26). 0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) tW11] alF(D181>=1 ,+K18O.H181," ")
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~181: (C2) [W11) &lIF(D181>=1,M180+1181,")
N181: [W1) &lIF(E181>=1,N180+J181,")
0181: (04) [W12) &IIF(D181>=1 ,+0180+14," ")
D182: [W4) 169
F182: (C2) [W9) &l1F(D182>=1,SIS9, II")
G182: (C2) [W1) &lIF(E182>=1,+SIS9,H H)
H182: (C2) [W9) &l1F(D182>=1,+F182-1182," ")
1182: (C2) [W11) &l1F(D182>=1,&lIF(+K181<+F182,+F182-K181 ,QROUND«+K181*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K182: (C2) [W11) &lIF(D182>=1,+K181-H182," ")
M182: (C2) [W11) &l1F(D182>=1,M181+1182, II
")
N182: [W1) iillF(E182>=1,N181+J182, II
")
0182: (D4) [W12) iillF(D182>=1 ,+0181+14, II
")
D183: [W4) 170
F183: (C2) [W9) iillF(D183>=1,SIS9, II
")
G183: CC2) [W1) iilIF(E183>=1,+SIS9," ")
H183: (C2) [W9] iillF(D183>=1,+F183-1183," ")
1183: (C2) [W11) iiU FCD183>=1 ,iiUFC+K182<+F183,+F183-K182,iilROUNDC C+K182*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K183: (C2) [W11] iillF(D183>=1,+K182-H183," ")
M183: CC2) [W11] ii1IF(D183>=1,M182+1183," ")
N183: [W1] iillF(E183>=1,N182+J183, II
")
0183: CD4) [W12] iilIFCD183>=1,+0182+14," ")
D184: [W4] 171
F184: (C2) [W9] iillF(D184>=1,SIS9," ")
G184: (C2) [W1] iilIF(E184>=1,+SIS9," ")
.
84: (C2) [W9] iillF(D184>=1 ,+F184-1184, II ")
84: (C2) [W11) iillFC0184>=1 ,iillF(+K183<+F184 ,+F184-K183 ,QROUNDC C+K183*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
K184: (C2) [W11) iillF(D184>=1,+K183-H184," ")
M184: (C2) [W11) iillF(D184>=1,M183+1184," ")
N184: [W1) iillF(E184>=1,N183+J184," ")
0184: (D4) [W12] iillF(D184>=1,+0183+14, II
")
D185: [W4] 172
F185: (C2) [W9] iillF(D185>=1,SIS9, II
")
G185: (C2) [W1] iillF(E185>=1,+SIS9," ")
H185: (C2) [W9] 811F(D185>=1 ,+F185-1185," ")
1185: CC2) [W11] iillFCD185>=1 ,iillF(+K184<+F185,+F185
-K184,81ROUNDC(+K184*(+SIS6/26)-0.005),2», II")
K185: CC2) [W11) iilIFCD185>=1,+K184-H185," ")
M185: CC2) [W11] iillF(D185>=1,M184+1185," ")
N185: [W1] iillF(E185>=1,N184+J185," ")
0185: CD4) [W12] iilIF(D185>=1,+0184+14," ")
D186: [W4] 173
F186: (C2) [W9] 81IFCD186>=1,SIS9, II")
G186: (C2) [W1] iilIFCE186>=1,+SIS9, II")
H186: (C2) [W9] iilIFCD186>=1,+F186-1186," ")
1186: (C2) [W11) iillF(0186>=1 ,iillF(+K185<+F186, +F186-K185 ,QROUNDC C+K185*(+SIS6/26)
- O.005) ,2», II")
K186: (C2) [W11) iilIF(D186>=1,+K185-H186," ")
M186: (C2) [W11] iillF(D186>=1,M185+1186, II
")
N186: [W1) &l1F(E186>=1,N185+J186, II")
0186: (D4) [W12) &l1F(0186>=1,+0185+14, II
")
D187: [W4] 174
F187: (C2) [W9) &l1F(0187>=1,SIS9, II ")
.
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_87: CC2) [\11] iJFCE187>=1,+SIS9," ")
H187: CC2) [\19] iJFCD187>=1,+F187-1187," ")
1187: CC2) [W11] il FCD187>=1 ,&II FC+1(186<+F187,+F187-1(186,iilROUNDC C+1(186*C+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
1(187: CC2) [\111] iJFCD187>=1,+1(186-H187," ")
M187: CC2) [\111] &lJFCD187>=1,M186+1187," ")
N187: [\11] &lIFCE187>=1,N186+J187,1I ")
0187: CD4) [W12] &lJFCD187>=1,+0186+14, II
")
D188: [\14] 175
F188: CC2) [\19] &lJFCD188>=1,SIS9," ")
G188: CC2) [W1] iJFCE188>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H188: CC2) [\19] &lJFCD188>=1,+F188-1188, II
")
1188: CC2) [W11] il FCD188>=1,&lJFC+1(187<+F188,+F188-1(187 ,iilROUNDC+1(187*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1(188: CC2) [\111] &lJFCD188>=1,+1(187-H188, II
")
M188: CC2) [\111] &lJFCD188>=1,M187+1188, II
")
N188: [W1] iilJFCE188>=1 ,N187+J188, II ")
0188: CD4) [W12] &lJFCD188>=1,+0187+14, II
")
D189: [W4] 176
F189: CC2) [W9] iilJFCD189>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G189: CC2) [W1] &lIFCE189>=1,+SIS9," ")
H189: CC2) [W9] iilJFCD189>=1,+F189-1189," ")
1189: CC2) [W11] &lJFCD189>=1,iill FC+1(188<+F189 ,+F189-1(188,QROUNDCC+1(188*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1(189: CC2) [W11] iill FCD189>=1 ,+1(188-H189, II
")
M189: CC2) [\111] &IIFCD189>=1 ,M188+1189, II
")
N189: [W1] iilJFCE189>=1 ,N188+J189, II ")
8 89: CD4) [\112] &lJFCD189>=1,+0188+14,1I ")90: [W4] 177
F190: CC2) [W9] iilJF~D19O>=1,SIS9, II
")
G190: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE19O>=1,+SIS9," ")
H190: CC2) [\19] QJFCD19O>=1,+F190-1190,1I ")
1190: CC2) [W11] iilJFCD190>=1 ,QJFC+1(189<+F190,+F190-1(189 ,iilROUNDC+1(189*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1(190: CC2) [W11] QIFCD190>=1,+1(189-H190,1I
")
M190: CC2) [W11] iilJFCD190>=1,M189+1190," ")
N190: [W1] iilJFCE190>=1 ,N189+J190, II ")
0190: CD4) [W12] &IIFCD190>=1 ,+0189+14, II
")
D191: [W4] 178
F191: CC2) [\19] iilJFCD191>=1,SIS9," ")
G191: CC2) [W1] &IIFCE191>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H191: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD191>=1,+F191-1191," ")
1191: CC2) [\111] &IIFCD191>=1 ,iilJFC+1(190<+F191 ,+F191-1(190,iilROUNDC C+1(190*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
1(191: CC2) [W11] &lJFCD191>=1,+1(190-H191, II
")
M191: CC2) [\111] iJFCD191>=1 ,M19O+1191, II
")
N191: [W1] &lJFCE191>=1, N190+J191, II ")
0191: CD4) [\112] &IIFCD191>=1 ,+0190+14, II
")
D192: [\14] 179
F192: CC2) [\19] iilJFCD192>=1,SIS9," ")
G192: CC2) [\11] &lJFCE192>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H192: CC2) [\19] il FCD192>=1 ,+F192-1192, II
")
1192: CC2) [\111] iJFCD192>=1 ,il FC+1(191<+F192,+F192-1(191 ,iilROUNDCC+1(191*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1(192: CC2) [\111] &lJFCD192>=1,+1(191'H192," ")
M192: CC2) [W11] &lJFCD192>=1 ,M191+1192, II")
.
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4111t192: [W1] 8IF(E192>=1,N191+J192," ")
0192: (D4) [W12] 8IF(D192>=1,+0191+14," ")
D193: [W4] 180
F193: (C2) [W9] 8IF(D193>81,SIS9," ")
G193: (C2) [W1] 8IF(E193>=1,+SIS9," ")
H193: (C2) [W9] 81F(D193>=1,+F193-1193," ")
1193: (C2) [W11] 81F(D193>=1,iill F(+K192<+F193,+F193-K192,IiIROUNDC(+K192*(+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K193: (C2) [W11] iillFCD193>=1,+K192-H193, II ")
M193: (C2) [W11] 81F(D193>=1,M192+1193,II ")
N193: [W1] iillF(E193>=1 ,N192+J193, II ")
0193: CD4) [W12] iillF(D193>=1,+0192+14," ")
D194: [W4] 181
F194: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D194>=1,SIS9," ")
G194: (C2) [W1] iillF(E194>=1,+SIS9," ")
H194: (C2) [W9] iillFCD194>=1,+F194-1194, II
")
1194: CC2) [W11] iillFCD194>=1,1iI1F(+K193<+F194, +F194-K193 ,iilROUNDC+K193*C+SI$6/26) -O.005) ,2», II
")
K194: (C2) [W11] &11FCD194>=1,+K193- H194, II
")
M194: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD194>=1 ,M193+1194, II
")
N194: [W1] IiIIF(E194>=1,N193+J194," ")
0194: (04) [W12] IiIIFC0194>=1,+0193+14," ")
0195: [W4] 182
F195: CC2) [W9] IiIIFC0195>=1,SIS9, II ")
G195: (C2) [W1] iiIlF(E195>=1,+SIS9," ")
H195: CC2) [W9] iilIF(0195>=1,+F195-1195," ")
.
95: (C2) [W11] iillF(D195>=1 ,al FC+K194<+F195,+F195-K194,iilROUNOC (+K194*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
95: (C2) [W11] aIFC0195>=1, +K194- H195, II
")
M195: CC2) [W11] iillF(0195>=1,M194+1195," ")
N195: [W1] aIFCE195>=1,N194+J195," ")
0195: (04) [W12] iillF(0195>=1,+0194+14," ")
0196: [W4] 183
F196: CC2) [W9] iilIFC0196>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G196: CC2) [W1] IiIIFCE196>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H196: CC2) [W9] IiII FC0196>=1 ,+F196-1196, II
")
1196: CC2) [W11] al FC0196>=1 ,iill F(+K195<+F196,+F196-K195 ,iilROUNOC+K195*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K196: CC2) [W11] iilIFC0196>=1,+K195-H196," ")
M196: CC2) [W11] 1iI1F(0196>=1,M195+1196," ")
N196: [W1] IiIIFCE196>=1 ,N195+J196, II ")
0196: (04) [W12] IiIIF(D196>=1,+0195+14," ")
D197: [W4] 184
F197: (C2) [W9] iiUFC0197>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G197: (C2) [W1] iilIFCE197>=1,+SIS9," ")
H197: CC2) [W9] iillF(0197>=1,+F197-1197," ")
1197: CC2) [W11] iillF(0197>=1,1iI1FC+K196<+F197,+F197-K196,iilROUNOCC+K196*C+SI$6/26)-0. 005) ,2», II
")
K197: CC2) [W11] iillF(0197>=1,+K196-H197," ")
M197: CC2) [W11] 1iI1F(0197>=1 ,M196+1197, II
")
N197: [W1] iilIFCE197>=1,N196+J197, II
")
0197: (04) [W12] iilIFC0197>=1 ,+0196+14, II
")
0198: [W4] 185
F198: CC2) [W9] iillFC0198>=1 ,SIS9, II ")




.198: CC2) [\19] aIFCD198>=1,+F198-1198,11 II)
1198: CC2) [W11] alF(D198>=1 ,aIFC+K197<+F198,+F198-K197,iROUND«+K197*C+SIS6/26)-0.00S) ,2», II II)
K198: CC2) [W11] aIFCD198>=1,+K197-H198," ")
M198: CC2) [W11] alF(D198>=1 ,M197+1198," ")
N198: [W1] al FCE198>=1 ,N197+J198,11 ")
0198: CD4) [W12] aIFCD198>=1,+0197+14," ")
D199: [W4] 186
F199: CC2) [\19] aIFCD199>=1,SIS9," ")
G199: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE199>=1,+SIS9," ")
H199: CC2) [\19] al FCD199>=1,+F199-1199, II ")
1199: CC2) [W11] al FCD199>=1,al FC+K198<+F199,+F199-K198,iilROUNDCC+1C198*C+SIS6/26)-0.005),2», II
")
K199: CC2) [W11] aIFCD199>=1,+K198-H199," ")
M199: CC2) [W11] aIFCD199>=1,M198+1199," ")
N199: [W1] aIFCE199>=1 ,N198+J199, II ")
0199: CD4) [W12] aIFCD199>=1,+0198+14, II ")
D200: [W4] 187
F200: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD200>=1,SIS9," ")
G200: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE200>=1,+SIS9," ")
H200: CC2) [\19] iilIFCD200>=1,+F200-1200,11 ")
1200: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD200>=1,iilIFC+1C199<+F200,+F200-1C199, iilROUND«+1C199*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
1C200: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD200>=1,+1C199.H200," II)
M200: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD200>=1,M199+1200," ")
N200: [W1] iilIFCE200>=1,N199+J200,11 ")
0200: CD4) [W12] iilIFCD200>=1,+0199+14,11 II)
8 01: [W4] 18801: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD201>=1,SIS9,'1 I')
G201: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE201>=1 ,+SIS9, II I')
H201: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD201>=1,+F201-1201,11 ")
1201: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD201>=1 ,iill FC+1C200<+F201, +F201-1C200,iilROUND«+1C200*C+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II II)
K201: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD201>=1,+1C200-H201,11 II)
M201: CC2) [W11] aIFCD201>=1,M200+1201,11 II)
N201: [W1] iilIFCE201>=1,N200+J201," II)
0201: CD4) [W12] iilIFCD201>=1,+0200+14,'1 ")
D202: [W4] 189
F202: CC2) [\19] iilIFCD202>=1,SIS9,11 ")
G202: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE202>=1,+SIS9,11 II)
H202: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD202>=1 ,+F202-1202, II II)
1202: CC2) [W11] iill FCD202>=1 , iillF C+1C201<+F202, +F202-1C201 ,iilROUNDCC+1C201*C+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
K202: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD202>=1,+1C201-H202," ")
M202: CC2) [W11] aIFCD202>=1,M201+1202,11 ")
N202: [W1] iilIFCE202>=1,N201+J202,11 II)
0202: CD4) [W12] iilIFCD202>=1,+0201+14,11 II)
D203: [W4] 190
F203: CC2) [\19] iilIFCD203>=1 ,SIS9, II II)
G203: CC2) [W1] IUF(E203>=1,+SIS9,'1 ")
H203: CC2) [\19] iillF(D203>=1 ,+F203-1203, II II)
1203: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD203>=1 ),aIFC+K202<+F203,+F203-K202,iROUNDCC+1C202*C+SIS6/26)-0.00S ,2», II
")
K203: CC2) [W11] aIFCD203>=1 ,+1C202-H203, II I')
M203: CC2) [W11] al FCD203>=1 ,M202+1203, II II)




(C2) [W11] al F(D209>=1 ,al F(+K208<+F209,+F209-K208,G1ROUND( (+K208*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K209: (C2) [W11] alF(D209>=1,+K208-H209," ")
14209: (C2) [W11] aIF(D209>=1,M208+1209," ")
N209: [W1] alF(E209>=1,N208+J209," ")
0209: (D4) [W12] alF(D209>=1,+0208+14," ")
D210: [W4] 197
F210: (C2) [W9] alF(D210>=1,SIS9," ")
G210: (C2) [W1] aIF(E210>=1,+SIS9," ")
H210: (C2) [W9] alF(D210>=1 ,+F210- 1210, II
")
1210: (C2) [W11] al f(D210>=1 ,al F(+K209<+F210,+F210-K209 ,G1ROUND«+K209*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K210: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D210>=1,+K209-H210," ")
14210: (C2) [W11] IiUF(D210>=1,M209+1210," ")
N210: [W1] alF(E210>=1 ,N209+J210, II
")
0210: (D4) [W12] iillF(D210>=1,+0209+14," ")
D211: [W4] 198
F211: (C2) [W9] aIF(D211>=1,SIS9," ")
G211: (C2) [W1] &IIF(E211>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H211: (C2) [W9] iillF(D211>=1,+F211-1211," ")
1211: (C2) [W11] &l1F(D211>=1,iill F(+1C210<+F211, +F211- K210 ,&lROUND«+K210*(+SIS6/26). 0.005) ,2», II
")
K211: (C2) [W11] &l1F(D211>=1,+1C210-H211," ")
14211: (C2) [W11] iillF(D211>=1,M210+1211," ")
N211: [W1] iillF(E211>=1,N210+J211,1I ")
0211: (D4) [W12] iillF(D211>=1,+0210+14," ")
D212: [W4] 199
_212: (C2) [W9] &l1F(D212>=1,SIS9," ")
.12: (C2) [W1] &l1F(E212>=1,+SIS9," ")
H212: (C2) [W9] QIF(D212>=1,+F212-1212,1I ")
1212: (C2) [W11] al F(D212>=1,&11F(+K211<+F212,+F212-K211,QROUND«+K211*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K212: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D212>=1,+K211-H212," ")
14212: (C2) [W11] iillF(D212>=1 ,14211+1212, II
")
N212: [W1] QIF(E212>=1 ,N211+J212, II
")
0212: (D4) [W12] iill F(D212>=1 ,+0211+14, II
")
D213: [W4] 200
F213: (C2) [W9] iill F(D213>=1 ,SIS9, II
")
G213: (C2) [W1] QIF(E213>=1,+SIS9," ")
H213: (C2) [W9] QIF(D213>=1,+F213-1213," ")
1213: (C2) [W11] iillF(D213>=1,iill F(+K212<+F213,+F213-K212, G1ROUND«+K212*(+SI$6/26)-0.005),2», II
")
K213: (C2) [W11] QIF(D213>=1,+K212-H213," ")
14213: (C2) [W11] iillF(D213>=1,M212+1213," ")
N213: [W1] iillF(E213>=1 ,N212+J213, II
")
0213: (D4) [W12] al F(D213>=1 ,+0212+14, II
")
D214: [W4] 201
F214: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D214>=1,SIS9," ")
G214: (C2) [W1] iillF(E214>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H214: (C2) [W9] aIF(D214>=1,+F214-1214," ")
1214: (C2) [W11] al F(D214>=1 ,al F(+K213<+F214,+F214-K213,iilROUND«+K213*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
1C214: (C2) [W11] alF(D214>=1,+1C213-H214," ")
14214: (C2) [W11] al F(D214>=1 ,14213+1214, II
")
N214: [W1] iillF(E214>=1,N213+J214,1I ")




F215: (C2) [W9] aIF(D215>=1,SIS9," ")
G215: (C2) [\11] aJF(E215>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H215: (C2) [W9] aJF(D215>=1 ,+F215. 1215, II ")
1215: (C2) [\111] aJF(D215>=1 ,al F(+K214<+F215,+F215-K214 , aROUND( (+K214*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K215: (C2) [\111] aJF(D2'5>"',+K2'4-H2'5," ")
M215: (C2) [\111] 81 F(D215>=1 ,M214+1215, II ")
N215: [W1] aIF(E215>=1,N214+J215," ")
0215: (D4) [\112] aJF(D215>=1,+0214+14," ")
D216: [W4] 203
F216: (C2) [W9] 81F(D216>=1,SIS9," ")
G216: (C2) [\11] aJF(E216>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H216: (C2) [W9] 81F(D216>=1,+F216-1216, II ")
1216: (C2) [W11] al F(D216>=1 ,iill F(+K215<+F216, +F216- K215 ,iilROUND((+K215*(+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")
K216: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D216>=1,+K215-H216," ")
M216: (C2) [W11] iilJF(D216>=1,M215+1216," ")
N216: [W1] iilJF(E216>=1,N215+J216," ")
0216: (D4) [W12] iilIF(D216>=1,+0215+14," ")
D217: [WI.] 204
F217: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D217>=1,SIS9," ")
G217: (C2) [\11] iillF(E217>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H217: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D217>=1,+F217-1217," ")
1217: (C2) [\111] iilJF(D217>=1 ,iilJF(+K216<+F217,+F217-K216,iilROUND«+K216*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K217: (C2) [W11] iilJF(D217>=1,+K216-H217," ")
.;f'7: (C2) [W11] iilJF(D217>=1,M216+1217," ")
.17: [W1] iilJF(E217>=1,N216+J217," ")
0217: (D4) [W12] iilJF(D217>=1,+0216+14," ")
D218: [WI.] 205
F218: (C2) [W9] iilJF(D218>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G218: (C2) [\11] .11F(E218>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H218: (C2) [W9] iilJF(D218>=1 ,+F218-1218, II ")
1218: (C2) [W11] iill F(D218>=1 ,.n F(+K217<+F218,+F218-K217,iilROUND( (+K217*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K218: (C2) [\111] iillF(D218>=1 ,+K217- H218, II ")
M218: (C2) [W11] iilJF(D218>=1,M217+1218, II ")
N218: [W1] iilJF(E218>=1 ,N217+J218, II ")
0218: (D4) [W12] iilJF(D218>=1,+0217+14," ")
D219: [\14] 206
F219: (C2) [W9] iilJF(D219>=1,SIS9, II
")
G219: (C2) [W1] iilJF(E219>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H219: (C2) [W9] iilJF(D219>=1,+F219-1219," ")
1219: (C2) [\111] iillF(D219>=1 ,iill F(+K218<+F219 ,+F219-K218,iilROUND( (+K218*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K219: (C2) [\111] iilJF(D219>=1,+K218-H219," ")
M219: (C2) [\111] iilJF(D219>=1,M218+1219," ")
N219: [W1] aJF(E219>=1 ,N218+J219, II ")
0219: (D4) [\112] aJF(D219>=1 ,+0218+14, II
")
D220: [W4] 207
F220: (C2) [W9] aJF(D220>=1,SIS9," ")
G220: (C2) [\11] in F(E220>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H220: (C2) [W9] al F(D220>=1,+F220-1220, II
")























































(C2) [W11] aIF(D220>=1,+K219-H220," ")
(C2) [W11] aIFCD220>=1,M219+1220," ")
[W1] aIF(E220>=1,N219+J220," ")
(D4) [W12] &lIFCD220>=1,+0219+14, II
")
[Wit] 208
(C2) [\19] &lIFCD221>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) [W1] alF(E221>=1,+SIS9," ")
(C2) [\19] &lIFCD221>=1,+F221-1221," ")
CC2) [W11] &IIFCD221>=1,&11F(+K220<+F221, +F221-K220 ,ii1ROUND«+K220*C+SIS6/26) -0.005),2», II
")(C2) [W11] aIFCD221>=1,+K220-H221," ")
(C2) [W11] &lIF(D221>=1,M220+1221," ")
[W1] &lIFCE221>=1,N220+J221, II
")
(D4) [W12] &l1F(D221>=1,+0220+14," ")
[W4] 209
CC2) [W9] alF(D222>=1 ,SIS9, II
")
(C2) [W1] &lIF(E222>=1,+SIS9," ")
(C2) [W9] &l1F(D222>=1,+F222-1222," ")
CC2) [W11] iIFCD222>=1 ,&11F(+K221<+F222,+F222-K221 ,ii1ROUNDCC+K221*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] &lIF(D222>=1,+K221-H222," ")
CC2) [W11] &lIFCD222>=1,M221+1222," ")
[W1] ilHF(E222>=1,N221+J222," ")
CD4) [W12] &lIFCD222>=1,+0221+14," ")
[W4] 210
CC2) [W9] ilHFCD223>=1,SIS9," ")
CC2) [W1] IiIIFCE223>=1,+SIS9," ")
(C2) [W9] IiIIF(D223>=1,+F223-1223," ")
(C2) [W11] &IIF(D223>=1 ,&11FC+K222<+F223,+F223-K222,IiIROUNDC (+K222*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")(C2) [W11] IiIIFCD223>=1,+K222-H223," ")
(C2) [W11] &l1F(D223>=1,M222+1223," ")
[W1] &lIFCE223>=1,N222+J223," ")
(D4) [W12] &l1F(D223>=1,+0222+14," ")
[Wit] 211
CC2) [W9] iIF(D224>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) [W1] iIF(E224>=1,+SIS9," ")
CC2) [W9] IiIIF(D224>=1,+F224-1224," ")
(C2) [W11] il FCD224>=1 ,&lIF(+K223<+F224,+F224-K223,IiIROUNDC C+K223*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
(C2) [W11] &l1F(D224>=1,+K223-H224," ")
CC2) [W11] iIF(D224>=1,M223+1224," ")
[W1] iIF(E224>=1,N223+J224," ")
(D4) [W12] iIF(D224>=1,+0223+14," ")
[Wit] 212
CC2) [W9] ilF(D225>=1,SIS9," ")
(C2) [W1] &IIF(E225>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
(C2) [\19] aIFCD225>=1,+F225-1225,II ")
CC2) [W11] 811FCD225>=1 ,811F(+K224<+F225,+F225-K224,ii1ROUNDC C+K224*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")(C2) [W11] alF(D225>=1,+K224-H225," ")
(C2) [W11] &lIF(D225>=1,M224+1225," ")
[W1] &lIFCE225>=1,N224+J225," ")





~226: (C2) 019] aIF(D226>=1,SIS9," ")
G226: (C2) OJ1] aIF(E226>=1,+SIS9," ")
H226: (C2) 019] aIF(D226>=1,+F226-1226," ")
1226: (C2) OJ11] aIF(D226>=1 ,&lIF(+K225<+F226,+F226-K225,iilROUND«+K225*(+SIS6/26)-0.005)
,2»," ")
K226: (C2) OJ11] aIF(D226>=1,+K225-H226," ")
M226: (C2) OJ11] aIF(D226>=1 ,M225+1226, II
")
N226: OJ1] aIF(E226>=1,N225+J226,"")
0226: (D4) OJ12] aIF(D226>=1,+0225+14," ")
D227: [WIt] 214
F227: (C2) [W9] &lIF(D227>=1,SIS9," ")
G227: (C2) [W1] &lIF(E227>=1,+SIS9," ")
H227: (C2) 019] &lIF(D227>=1 ,+F227-1227, II
")
1227: (C2) [W11] &II F(D227>=1 ,&lIF(+K226<+F227,+F227-K226,IiIROUNO«+K226*(+SIS6/26)-0.005)
,2», II ")
K227: (C2) [W11] iilIF(0227>=1,+K226-H227," ")
M227: (C2) [W11] iilIF(0227>=1,M226+1227," ")
N227: [W1] iilIF(E227>=1,N226+J227," ")
0227: (04) [W12] iilIF(D227>=1 ,+0226+14, II
")
0228: [W4] 215
F228: (C2) [W9] iilIF(0228>=1,SIS9," ")
G228: (C2) [W1] iilIF(E228>=1,+SIS9," ")
H228: (C2) [W9] iilIF(0228>=1 ,+F228-1228, II
")
1228: (C2) [W11] iilIF(0228>=1 ,iill F(+K227<+F228,+F228-K227,iilROUNO( (+K227*(+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K228: (C2) OJ11] iilIF(0228>=1,+K227-H228,II ")
M228: (C2) OJ11] aIF(D228>=1,M227+1228," ")
.
28: OJ1] iilIF(E228>=1,N227+J228," ")
28: (D4) [W12] iilIF(D228>=1,+0227+14,II ")
D229: [W4] 216
F229: (C2) [W9] iilIF(0229>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G229: (C2) [W1] IiIIF(E229>=1,+SIS9," ")
H229: (C2) [W9] iilIF(0229>=1,+F229-I229," ")
1229: (C2) [W11] iillF(D229>=1, iiiIF (+K228<+F229,+F229-K228,IiIROUNO«+K228*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K229: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D229>=1,+K228-H229," ")
M229: (C2) [W11] iilIF(0229>=1,M228+1229," ")
N229: OJ1] iilIF(E229>=1,N228+J229," ")
0229: (04) OJ12] iilIF(0229>=1 ,+0228+14, II
")
D230: [W4] 217
F230: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D230>=1,SIS9," ")
G230: (C2) [W1] iilIF(E230>=1,+SIS9," ")
H230: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D230>=1,+F230-1230," ")
1230: (C2) [W11] iilIF(0230>=1,iilIF(+K229<+F230,+F230-K229, IiIROUNO( (+K229*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K230: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D230>=1,+K229-H230," ")
M230: (C2) OJ11] iilIF(D230>=1 ,M229+1230, II
")
N230: OJ1] iilIF(E230>=1 ,N229+J230, II
")
0230: (D4) OJ12] alF<D230>=1,+0229+14," ")
0231: [WIt] 218
F231: (C2) [W9] iilIF(D231>=1,SIS9," ")
G231: (C2) OJ1] aIF(E231>=1,+SIS9," ")
H231: (C2) 019] iillF<0231>=1,+F231-1231," ")
1231: (C2) [W11] iillF(D231>=1 ,al F(+K230<+F231 ,+F231-K230,iilROUNO( (+K230*(+SIS6/26)- O. 005) ,2», II
")




M231: (C2) [\111] iiIlF(D231>=1,M230+1231," ")
N231: [W1] iiIIF(E231>=1,N230+J231," ")
0231: (D4) [\112] 811f(D231>=1 ,+0230+14," ")
D232: [\14] 219
F232: (C2) [W9] iiIIF(D232>=1,SIS9," ")
G232: (C2) [\11] iiIIF(E232>=1,+SIS9," ")
H232: (C2) [W9] iiIIFCD232>=1 ,+F232-1232, II H)
1232: (C2) [W11] iiIIFCD232>=1 ,iiIlF(+K231 <+F232,+F232-K231 ,QROUND«+K231*(+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K232: (C2) [\111] iiIIFCD232>=1,+K231-H232," ")
M232: (C2) [W11] iiIlF(D232>=1 ,M231+1232, II ")
N232: [\11] iiIIF(E232>=1,N231+J232," ")
0232: (D4) [\112] 81IF (D232>=1 ,+0231+14, II ")
D233: M] 220
F233: (C2) [W9] &IIF(D233>=1 ,SIS9," ")
G233: (C2) [\11] QI F(E233>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H233: (C2) [W9] iilIFCD233>=1,+F233-1233," ")
1233: CC2) [W11] QI FCD233>=1 ,iilIFC+K232<+F233,+F233-K232,iilROUND( (+K232*(+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K233: CC2) [W11] QIFCD233>=1,+K232-H233," ")
M233: CC2) [W11] iillF(D233>=1,M232+1233," ")
N233: [W1] iillF(E233>=1,N232+J233," ")
0233: (D4) [W12] &IIF(D233>=1 ,+0232+14, II ")
D234: [W4] 221
F234: (C2) [W9] iilIFCD234>=1 ,SIS9, II ")
G234: (C2) [W1] iillF(E234>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
~34: (C2) [W9] QIF(D234>=1,+F234-1234," ")
234: (C2) [\111] QI F(D234>=1 ,iiIlF(+K233<+F234,+F234-K233,iilROUNDC C+K233*(+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K234: (C2) [W11] iilIFCD234>=1,+K233-H234," ")
M234: (C2) [W11] QIFCD234>=1,M233+1234," ")
N234: [\11] QIF(E234>=1 ,N233+J234, II ")
0234: (D4) [W12] QIF(D234>=1 ,+0233+14, II ")
D235: [W4] 222
F235: (C2) [W9] QIFCD235>=1,SIS9," ")
G235: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE235>=1,+SIS9," ")
H235: CC2) [W9] iilIFCD235>=1,+F235-1235," ")
1235: (C2) [\111] QIF(D235>=1,QIF(+K234<+F235,+F235-K234,iilROUND((+K234*(+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K235: (C2) [W11] QIF(D235>=1,+K234-H235," ")
M235: (C2) [W11] iilIF(D235>=1,M234+1235," ")
N235: [W1] QIF(E235>=1,N234+J235," ")
0235: CD4) [W12] iilIF(D235>=1,+0234+14," ")
D236: M] 223
F236: (C2) [W9] QIF(D236>=1,SIS9," ")
G236: CC2) [W1] QIFCE236>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H236: (C2) [W9] QIF(D236>=1,+F236-1236," ")
1236: (C2) [\111] QIFCD236>=1 ,iiIlF(+K235<+F236,+F236-K235 ,QROUND«+K235*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K236: (C2) [\111] &lIF(D236>=1,+K235-H236," ")
M236: (C2) [\111] &IIF(D236>=1 , M235+1236, II
")
N236: [\11] iiIIFCE236>=1,N235+J236," ")
0236: (D4) [\112] iiIIFCD236>=1,+0235+14," ")
D237: M] 224





CC2) [W1] aIFCE237>=1,+SIS9," ")
H237: CC2) [W9] aIFCD237>=1,+F237-1237," ")
1237: CC2) [W11] aIFCD237>=1 ,al FC+K236<+F237,+F237-K236,QROUNDC (+K236*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K237: CC2) [W11] alF(D237>=1,+K236-H237," ")
M237: CC2) [W11] alF(D237>=1,M236+1237," ")
N237: [W1] alF(E237>=1 ,N236+J237, II ")
0237: (04) [W12] aIFCD237>=1,+0236+14," ")
0238: [W4] 225
F238: CC2) [W9] alF(D238>=1,SIS9," ")
G238: CC2) [W1] alF(E238>=1,+SIS9," ")
H238: CC2) [W9] alF(D238>=1 ,+F238-1238, II ")
1238: (C2) [W11] aIFCD238>=1,aIFC+K237<+F238,+F238-K237,QROUND«+K237*(+SIS6/?6)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K238: (C2) [W11] alF(D238>=1,+K237-H238," ")
M238: (C2) [W11] alF(0238>=1 ,M237+1238,II ")
N238: [W1] aIF(E238>=1,N237+J238," ")
0238: (D4) ["12] al FCD238>=1,+0237+14, II ")
D239: [1J4] 226
F239: (C2) [W9] aIF(D239>=1,SIS9," ")
G239: (C2) ["1] iiIlF(E239>=1,+SIS9," ")
H239: CC2) [W9] iiIlF(D239>=1,+F239-1239," ")
1239: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D239>=1,alF(+K238<+F239 ,+F239-K238,IiIROUND«+K238*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K239: CC2) ["11] aIFC0239>=1,+K238-H239," ")
M239: CC2) [W11] iiIIFCD239>=1,M238+1239," ")
N239: ["1] iiIIFCE239>=1,N238+J239," ")
.
39: CD4) ["12] IiIIFCD239>=1,+0238+14," ")
40: ["4] 227
F240: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD240>=1,SIS9, II ")
G240: (C2) ["1] IiIIF(E240>=1,+SIS9, II ")
H240: CC2) [W9] iiIIF(D240>=1,+F240-1240," ")
1240: CC2) ["11] al FCD240>=1,611F(+K239<+F240,+F240-K239, IiIROUND«+K239*(+SI16/26) -0_005) ,2», II
")
K240: CC2) ["11] alF(D240>=1,+K239-H240," ")
M240: CC2) [W11] iiIIF(D240>=1,M239+1240," ")
N240: ["1] iiIIFCE240>=1,N239+J240, II ")
0240: (D4) [W12] al FCD240>=1 ,+0239+14, II ")
D241: [1J4] 228
F241: CC2) [W9] iiIIFCD241>=1,SIS9," ")
G241: CC2) ["1] iiIIFCE241>=1,+SIS9," ")
H241: CC2) [W9] iiIlF(D241>=1,+F241-1241," ")
1241: CC2) ["11] 611FCD241>=1 ,al FC+K240<+F241 ,+F24 1 -K240, IiIROUND«+K240*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K241: CC2) [W11] iiIIF(D241>=1,+K240-H241," ")
M241: CC2) ["11] 611F(0241>=1 ,M240+124 1, II
")
N241: ["1] iiIIFCE241>=1,N240+J241," ")
0241: CD4) ["12] aIFCD241>=1,+0240+14," ")
0242: [W4] 229
F242: CC2) [W9] aIFC0242>=1,SIS9," ")
G242: CC2) ["1] aIFCE242>=1,+SIS9," ")
H242: CC2) [W9] aIFC0242>=1,+F242-1242," ")
1242: (C2) [W11] al FC0242>=1 ,al FC+K241<+F242,+F242-K241 ,QROUND«+K241*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2» ," ")
K242: CC2) [W11] aIFC0242>s1,+K241-H242," ")





848: (C2) [W9] 8IF(D248>.1,+F248-1248,H H)
1248: (C2) ~11] 8IF(D248>.1,8IF(+K247<+F248,+F248-K247,8ROUND«+K247*(+SI$6/26)-0.005),2»,H H)
K248: (C2) ~11] 8IF(D248>.1,+K247-H248,H H)
M248: (C2) ~11] 8IF(D248>=1,M247+1248,H H)
N248: ~1] 8IF(E248>c1,N247+J248,H.)
0248: (D4) ~12] 8IF(D248>c1,+0247+14,. H)
D249: [W4] 236
F249: (C2) [W9] 81F(D249>=1,SIS9," II)
G249: (C2) ~1] 8IF(E249>=1,+SIS9," ")
H249: (C2) [W9] 81F(D249>=1,+F249-1249, II ")
1249: (C2) ~11] 81F(D249>=1,81 F(+K248<+F249,+F249-K248,&lROUND«+K248*(+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K249: (C2) [W11] &lIF(D249>=1,+K248-H249," ")
M249: (C2) [W11] &l1F(D249>=1, M248+1249 , II II)
N249: [W1] IiUFCE249>=1,N248+J249," H)
0249: (D4) ~12] &l1F(D249>=1,+0248+14," ")
D250: [W4] 237
F250: (C2) [W9] &lIFCD250>=1,SIS9," ")
G250: (C2) ~1] &l1F(E250>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
H250: CC2) [W9] &IIFCD250>=1 ,+F250-1250," ")
1250: (C2) [W11] &l1F(D250>=1,all F(+K249<+F250,+F250-K249 ,iilROUNDC+K249*C+SI$6/26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K250: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD250>=1,+K249-H250," ")
M250: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD250>=1,M249+1250," ")
N250: ~1] alIFCE250>=1 ,N249+J250," H)
0250: CD4) [W12] &lIFCD250>=1,+0249+14," ")
8 51: [W4] 23851: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD251>=1,SIS9, II H)
G251: CC2) ~1] alIFCE251>=1,+SIS9," ")
H251: (C2) [W9] &IIFCD251>=1 ,+F251-1251, II
")
1251: CC2) [W11] &IIFCD251>=1 ,&11FC+K250<+F251 ,+F251-K250,amOUNDC C+K250*C+SI$6/26) -0.005),2»," II)
K251: CC2) ~11] &IIFCD251>=1 ,+K250-H251, II II)
M251: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD251>=1,M250+1251," ")
N251: [W1] &lIFCE251>=1,N250+J251, H
")
0251: CD4) [W12] &lIFCD251>=1,+0250+14, II ")
D252: [W4] 239
F252: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD252>=1,SIS9," II)
G252: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE252>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H252: CC2) [W9] &lIFCD252>=1 ,+F252-1252," ")
1252: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD252>=1,&lIFC+K251<+F252,+F252-K251 ,iilROUND«+K251*C+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K252: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD252>=1,+1C251-H252," ")
M252: CC2) [W11] &lIFCD252>=1,M251+1252," ")
N252: [W1] &lIFCE252>=1,N251+J252," H)
0252: CD4) [W12] &lIFCD252>=1,+0251+14, II II)
D253: ~4] 240
F253: CC2) [W9] 8IFCD253>=1,SIS9," ")
G253: CC2) ~1] 8IFCE253>=1,+SIS9," ")
H253: CC2) [W9] &IIFCD253>=1,+F253-1253," ")
1253: CC2) ~11] iIFCD253>=1 ,8IFC+K252<+F253,+F253-K252,CilROUND«+K252*C+SI$6/26)-0.005) ,2»," ")
K253: eC2) ~11] 8IFCD253>=1,+K252-H253," II)
M253: CC2) ~11] 8IFCD253>=1,M252+1253," ")
N253: ~1] 8IFCE253>=1,N252+J253,H H)
.
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_253: (D4) [W12] ilF(D253>=1,+0252+14," ")
D254: [W4] 241
F254: (C2) [\19] ilF(D254>=1,SIS9," ")
G254: (C2) [W1] ilF(E254>=1,+SIS9," ")
H254: (C2) [\19] ilF(D254>=1 ,+F254-1254, II
")
1254: (C2) [W11] iIF(D254>=1,iIF(+K253<+F254,+F254-K253,QROUND«+K253*(+S116/26)-0.005),2»,"
")
K254: (C2) [w11] il F(D254>=1,+K253-H254, II
")
M254: (C2) [W11] ilF(D254>=1 ,M253+1254, II
")
N254: [W1] ilF(E254>=1,N253+J254," ")
0254: (D4) [W12] ilF(D254>=1 ,+0253+14, II
")
D255: [W4] 242
F255: (C2) [\19] ilF(D255>=1,SIS9," ")
G255: (C2) [W1] iIF(E255>=1,+SIS9," ")
H255: (C2) [\19] ilF (D255>=1,+F255-1255, II
")
1255: (C2) [W11] ilF(D255>=1 ,iillF(+K254<+F255,+F255-K254,GJROUNDC C+K254*(+SIS6I26) -0.005) ,2», II
")
K255: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD255>=1,+K254-H255," ")
M255: CC2) [W11] GJIFCD255>=1,M254+1255," ")
N255: [W1] iilIFCE255>=1 ,N254+J255, II ")
0255: CD4) [W12] iilIFCD255>=1 ,+0254+14, II
")
D256: [W4] 243
F256: CC2) [\19] iilIFCD256>=1,SIS9," ")
G256: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE256>=1,+SIS9," ")
H256: (C2) [\19] iilIFCD256>=1,+F256-1256,1I ")
1256: (C2) [W11] iilIFCD256>=1,GJIFC+K255<+F256,+F256-K255,GJROUND«+K255*C+SIS6/26)-0.005),2», II
")
8 56: CC2) [W11] iIFCD256>=1,+K255-H256," ")56: CC2) [W11] iillFCD256>=1,M255+1256, II ")
N256: [W1] iilIFCE256>=1,N255+J256," ")
0256: CD4) [W12] iilIFCD256>=1,+0255+14, II
")
D257: [W4] 244
F257: CC2) [\19] iIFCD257>=1,SIS9," ")
G257: (C2) [W1] GJIF(E257>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H257: CC2) [\19] GJIFCD257>=1,+F257-1257," ")
1257: CC2) [W11] GJIFCD257>=1,iillF(+K256<+F257,+F257-K256,iilROUND«+K256*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K257: CC2) [W11] iilIFCD257>=1,+K256-H257," ")
M257: (C2) [W11] iIFCD257>=1,M256+1257," ")
N257: [W1] ilF(E257>=1,N256+J257," ")
0257: (D4) [W12] iIFCD257>=1,+0256+14," ")
D258: [W4] 245
F258: (C2) [\19] iIFCD258>=1,SIS9, II
")
G258: CC2) [W1] iilIFCE258>=1,+SI$9, II
")
H258: CC2) [\19] iIF(D258>=1,+F258-1258," ")
1258: CC2) [W11] il F(D258>=1,il FC+K257<+F258,+F258-K257,GJROUNDCC+K257*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K258: (C2) [W11] ilF(D258>=1,+K257-H258," ")
M258: (C2) [W11] iIFCD258>=1,M257+1258,II
")
N258: [W1] iIFCE258>=1,N257+J258," ")










_2591 'C2) Mil ""<0259>-' .1'" ""'8"F259. .F259-<258.""""« ""'''''''16/26) -'.005).2».' ')
K259: (C2) rw11] 8IF(D259>=1,+K258-H259," ")
M259: (C2) rw11] 81F(D259>=1 ,M258+1259, II
")
N259: [W1] 8IF(E259>=1,N258+J259," ")
0259: (D4) rw12] 81 F(D259>=1 ,+0258+14," ")
D26O: [W4] 247
F260: (C2) [\19] 8IF(D26O>=1,SIS9," ")
G260: (C2) rw1J 81F(E26O>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
H26O: (C2) [\19] 8IF(D260>=1,+F260-126O," ")
1260: (C2) [W11J 81F(D260>=1,all F(+K259<+F260,+F260-K259,iilROUND((+K259*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K26O: (C2) rw11] IiIIF(D260>=1,+K259-H260," ")
M260: (C2) [W11J iiiI F<D260>=1 ,M259+1260, II
")
N260: [W1] IiIIF(E26O>=1 ,N259+J26O, II
")
0260: (D4) rw12] IiIIF(D260>=1,+0259+14,1I ")
D261: rw4] 248
F261: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D261>=1,SIS9," ")
G261: (C2) rw1J IiIIF(E261>=1,+SIS9, II
")
H261: (C2) [\19] iillF(D261>=1 ,+F261- 1261, II
")
1261: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D261>=1 ,1iI1F(+K26O<+F261 ,+F261-K260,iilROUND«+K260*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K261: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D261>=1,+K260-H261," ")
M261: (C2) [W11] iillF(D261>=1,M260+1261," ")
N261: [W1] IiIIF(E261>=1,N260+J261,1I ")
0261: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D261>=1,+0260+14," ")
D262: [W4] 249
.
62: (C2) [\19] IiIIF(D262>=1,SIS9," ")
62: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D262>=1,+F262-1262,1I ")
1262: (C2) rw11] iiiI F(D262>=1,1iI1F(+K261<+F262,+F262-K261,iilROUND«+K261*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K262: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D262>=1,+K261-H262," ")
M262: (C2) rw11] 81F(D262>=1,M261+1262," ")
0262: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D262>=1 ,+0261+14, II
")
D263: [W4] 250
F263: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D263>=1,SIS9," ")
H263: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D263>=1,+F263-1263," ")
1263: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D263>=1,IiIIF(+K262<+F263,+F263.K262,iilROUND«+K262*(+SIS6/26)-0_005),2»,"
")
K263: (C2) [W11] IiIIF(D263>=1,+K262-H263,1I ")
M263: (C2) [W11] aUF(D263>=1 , M262+1263, II
")
0263: (D4) [W12] IiIIF(D263>=1,+0262+14," ")
D264: [W4] 251
F264: (C2) [W9] IiIIF(D264>=1 ,SIS9, II
")
H264: (C2) [W9] aIlF(D264>=1,+F264-1264," ")
1264: (C2) rw11J iiiI F(D264>=1 , iiiI F(+K263<+F264,+F264-K263,iilROUND( (+K263*(+SIS6/26)-0_005) ,2», II
")
K264: (C2) rw11] IiIIF(D264>=1,+K263-H264," ")
M264: CC2) rw11J IiIIFCD264>=1,M263+1264," ")
0264: (D4) rw12] IiIIFCD264>=1,+0263+14," ")
D265: [W4] 252
F265: (C2) [\19] IiIIFCD265>=1,SIS9," ")
H265: CC2) [\19] IiIIF<D265>=1,+F265-1265,1I ")
1265: CC2) rw11J IiIIFCD265>=1,IiIIFC+K264<+F265,+F265-K264,iilROUND«+K264*(+SIS6/26)-0.005),2», II
")





0265: CD4) [\112] IiIIFCD265>=1,+0264+14," ")
D266: [\14] 253
F266: CC2) 019] IiIIFCD266>=1,SIS9,")
H266: CC2) 019] IiIIFCD266>=1,+F266-1266,"")
1266: CC2) [\111] IiIIFCD266>=1,IiIIFC+K265<+F266,+F266-K265,aROUND«+K265*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II ")
K266: CC2) [\111] IiIIFCD266>=1,+K265-H266," ")
M266: CC2) [\111] 8IFCD266>=1,M265+1266," ")
0266: CD4) [\112] 8IFCD266>=1,+o265+14," ")
D267: [\14] 254
F267: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD267>=1,SIS9, II ")
H267: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD267>=1,+F267-1267," ")
1267: CC2) [\111] iiiI FCD267>=1 , iiiI FC+K266<+F267,+F267-K266,IiIROUNDC C+K266*C+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II ")
K267: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD267>=1,+K266-H267," ")
M267: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD267>=1, M266+I 267 , II ")
0267: CD4) [W12] IiIIFCD267>=1,+0266+14," ")
D268: [W4] 255
F268: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD268>=1,SIS9," ")
H268: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD268>=1,+F268-1268," ")
1268: CC2) [W11] iiiI FCD268>=1,IiIIFC+K267<+F268,+F268-K267,IiIROUNDCC+K267*C+SIS6/26) -D.005),2»," ")
K268: CC2) [W11] liBFCD268>=1,+K267-H268," ")
M268: CC2) [\111] IiIIFCD268>=1,M267+1268," ")
0268: CD4) [\112] IiIIFCD268>=1,+0267+14, II ")
D269: [W4] 256
F269: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD269>=1,SIS9," ")
8269: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD269>=1,+F269-1269," ")
"269: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD269>=1, iiiIFC+K268<+F269,+F269-K268,GlROUND«+K268*C+SIS6/26)-0.D05),2», II ")
K269: CC2) [W11] liB FCD269>=1,+K268-H269, II ")
M269: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD269>=1,M268+1269," ")
0269: CD4) [\112] IiIIFCD269>=1,+0268+14, II ")
D270: [W4] 257
F270: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD270>=1,SIS9," ")
H270: CC2) [W9] IiIIFCD270>=1,+F270-1270," ")
1270: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD270>=1 ,1iI1FC+K269<+F270,+F270-K269 ,GlROUNDCC+K269* C+SI 16/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K270: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD270>=1,+K269-H270," ")
M270: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD270>=1,M269+1270," ")
027D: CD4) [W12] IiIIFCD270>=1,+0269+14," ")
D271: [W4] 258
F271: CC2) 019] IiIIFCD271>=1,SIS9," ")
H271: CC2) 019] IiIIFCD271>=1,+F271-1271," ")
1271: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD271>=1 ,1iI1FC+K270<+F271 ,+F271-K270,IiIROUNDC C+K270*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K271: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD271>=1,+K270-H271," ")
M271: CC2) [\111] IiIIFCD271>=1,M270+1271," ")
0271: CD4) [\112] IiIIFCD271>=1,+0270+14," ")
D272: [\14] 259
F272: CC2) 019] IiIIFCD272>=1,SIS9," ")
H272: CC2) 019] IiIIFCD272>=1 ,+F272- 1272, II ")
1272: CC2) [\111] IiIIFCD272>=1,IiIIFC+K271<+F272,+F272-K271 ,GlROUND«+K271*C+SIS6/26) -0.005) ,2», II ")
K272: CC2) [\111] IiIIFCD272>=1,+K271-H272," ")
M272: CC2) [W11] IiIIFCD272>=1 ,M271+1272, II ")
fl272:
CD4) [W12] IiIIFCD272>=1,+0271+14, II")
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[\14] 260
F273: (C2) [\19] IiUF(D273>=1,SIS9," ")
H273: (C2) [\19] in F(D273>=1 ,+F273-1273," ")
1273: (C2) [\111] 8IF(D273>=1,8IF(+K272<+F273,+F273-K272,QROUND«+K272*(+SIS6/26)-0.005),2»,"
")
K273: (C2) [\111] 8IF(D273>=1,+K272-H273," ")
M273: (C2) [\111] 81 F(D273>=1 ,M272+1273, II
")
0273: (D4) [\112] 81F(D273>=1,+0272+14," ")
H274: (C2) [\19] 8IF(D274>=1,+F274-1274,1I ")
1274: (C2) [\111] 81F(D274>=1,81F(+K273<+F274,+F274-K273,IiIROUND«+K273*(+SIS6/26)-0.005) ,2», II
")
K274: (C2) [\111] 8IF(D274>=1,+K273-H274," ")
M274: (C2) [\111] 81F(D274>=1,M273+1274," ")
0274: (D4) [\112] 8IF(D274>=1,+0273+14," ")
0275: (D4) [\112] 8IF(D275>=1,+0274+14," ")
F277: [W9] 8IF(D277>=1,+SIS9," ")
F278: [W9] IiIIF(D278>=1,+SIS9," ")
F279: [\19] 81F(D279>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
F280: [W9] IiIIF(D280>=1,+SIS9," ")
F281: [\19] IiIIF(D281>=1,+SIS9," ")
F282: [W9] IiIIF(D282>=1,+SIS9," ")
F283: [W9] IiIIF(D283>=1,+SIS9," ")
F284: [W9] IiIIF(D284>=1,+SIS9," ")
F285: [W9] IiIIF(D285>=1,+SIS9," ")
F286: [W9] IiIIF(D286>=1,+SIS9," ")
F287: [W9] IiIIF(D287>=1,+SIS9," ")
8 88: [W9] IiIIF(D288>=1,+SIS9," ")89: [\19] IiIIF(D289>=1,+SIS9," ")
F290: [\19] IiIIF(D290>=1, +$1S9, II
")
F291: [W9] IiIIF(D291>=1,+SIS9," ")
F292: [W9] IiIIF(D292>=1,+SIS9," ")
F293: [\19] IiIIF(D293>=1 , +$1 S9 , II
")
F294: [W9] IiIIF(D294>=1,+SIS9," ")
F295: [W9] IiIIF(D295>=1,+$IS9," ")
F296: [W9] IiIIF(D296>=1,+$IS9," ")
F297: [\19] IiIIF(D297>=1,+$IS9," ")
F298: [W9] IiIIF(D298>=1, +$1S9, II
")
F299: [W9] IiIIF(D299>=1,+SIS9," ")
F300: [\19] IiIIF(D300>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")
F301: [\19] IiIIF(D301>=1,+SIS9," ")
F302: [\19] IiIIF(D302>=1,+SIS9," ")
F303: [\19] IiIIF(D303>=1,+SIS9," ")
F304: [\19] IiIIF(D304>=1,+SIS9," ")
F305: [\19] IiIIF(D305>=1,+SIS9," ")
F306: [\19] IiIIF(D306>=1 ,+$IS9, II
")
F307: [\19] IiIIF(D307>=1,+SIS9, II
")
F308: [\19] IiIIF(D308>=1,+SIS9," ")
F309: [\19] iiiIF (D309>=1 ,+SIS9," ")
F310: [\19] IiIIF(D310>=1,+SIS9, II
")
F311: [W9] IiIIF(D311>=1,+SIS9," ")
F312: [\19] IiIIF(D312>=1 ,+SIS9, II
")




F314: 019] IiIIFCD314>=1,+$1$9," H)
F315: [W9] IiIIFCD315>=1,+$1$9," H)
F316: 019] IiIIFCD316>=1,+$1$9," ")
F317: 019] IiIIFCD317>=1,+$1$9," ")
F318: 019] IiIIFCD318>=1,+$1$9," H)
F319: 019] IiIIFCD319>=1,+$1$9,H ")
F320: 019] iiiI FCD320>=1,+$1$9, II H)
F321: 019] IiIIFCD321>=1,+$1$9," ")
F322: 019] IiIIFCD322>=1 ,+$1$9, II ")
F323: [W9] IiIIFCD323>=1,+$1$9," ")
F324: [W9] IiIIFCD324>=1,+$1$9," ")
F325: [W9] IiIIFCD325>=1,+$IS9," ")
F326: 019] IiIIFCD326>=1,+SIS9," ")
F327: [W9] IiIIFCD327>=1,+SIS9," ")
F328: [W9] IiIIFCD328>=1,+SIS9," ")
F329: [W9] IiIIFCD329>=1,+SIS9," ")
F330: [W9] IiIIFCD330>=1,+SIS9, II ")
F331: [W9] IiIIFCD331>=1,+SIS9," ")
F332: [W9] &lIFCD332>=1,+SIS9," ")
F333: [W9] IiIIFCD333>=1,+SIS9," ")
F334: 019] IiIIFCD334>=1,+$IS9," ")
F335: 019] IiIIFCD335>=1,+SIS9," ")
F336: 019] &IIFCD336>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
F337: [W9] &lIFCD337>=1,+SIS9," ")
8 38: [W9] &lIFCD338>=1,+SIS9," ")39: [W9] iilIFCD339>=1,+$IS9," ")
F340: [W9] IiIIFCD340>=1,+SIS9," ")
F341: [W9] iilIFCD341>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
F342: [W9] IiIIFCD342>=1,+SIS9," ")
F343: 019] iilIFCD343>=1,+SIS9," ")
F344: 019] IiIIFCD344>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
F345: 019] iiUFCD345>=1,+SIS9," ")
F346: [W9] IiIIFCD346>=1,+SIS9," ")
F347: [W9] IiIIFCD347>=1,+SIS9, II ")
F348: [W9] IiIIFCD348>=1,+SIS9," ")
F349: [W9] iiiIF CD349>= 1 ,+SIS9, II
")
F350: [W9] IiIIFCD350>=1,+SIS9," ")
Z350: [\111]
'\a
AA350: [WZO] '{menubranch MENU}{branch \O}
F351: 019] &lIFCD351>=1,+$IS9, II ")






F353: 019] IiIIFCD353>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA353: [\120] 'input employee loan information
AB353: [\120] 'calculate employee loan amortization
AC353: [\120] 'print amortization table
tl54: [W9] IiIIFCD354>=1,+SIS9," ")
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[W20] '(branch INPUT)
AB354: [W20] '(branch CALCULATE)
AC354: [W20] '(branch PRINT)
F355: [W9] iIFCD355>=1,+SIS9," ")
F356: [W9] iIFCD356>=1,+SIS9," ")
F357: [W9] iilIFCD357>=1,+SIS9," ")
Z357: [W11] 'INPUT
AA357: rwzO] '(home)
F358: [W9] iilIFCD358>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA358: rwzO] '(getlabel "Enter ~loyee's name :"iB3)
F359: [W9] iiUFCD359>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA359: [W20] '(getlabel "Enter ~loyee's social security nunber :"ib4)
F360: [W9] iilIFCD360>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA360: [W20] '(getnunber "Enter the begiming balance of the loan :"ib5)
F361: [W9] iilIFCD361>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA361: [W20] '(getnunber "Enter the interest rate for the loan :"ib6)
F362: [W9] il FCD362>=1,+SIS9, II ")
AA362: [W20] '(getnunber "Enter the nunber of loan payments left :"ib7>
F363: [W9] iilIFCD363>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA363: [W20] '(getnunber "Enter the date of the first loan payment using the fornula below :"ib8)




~69: [W20] '{right 12}{down q1}
~370: [W20] '/rv-08-
AA371: [W20] '{home}{branch \O}{branch \O}
F372: [W9] iIFCD372>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
F373: [W9] iIFCD373>=1,+SIS9," ")
F374: [W9] iilIFCD374>=1,+SIS9," ")
F375: [W9] iilIFCD375>=1,+SIS9," ")
Z375: [W11] 'PRINT
AA375: [W20] '{HOME}
F376: [W9] iiUFCD376>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA376: [W20] '{RIGHT 3}
F377: [W9] iilIFCD377>=1,+SIS9, II ")
AA377: [W20] '/PPCRR.{RIGHT 11}{DOWNQ1}-AG
F378: [W9] iilIFCD378>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA378: [W20] , PO
F379: [W9] iilIFCD379>=1,+SIS9," ")
AA379: [W20] '{HOME}{BRANCH\O}{branch \O}
F380: [W9] iIFCD380>=1 ,+SIS9, II ")
F381: [W9] iIFCD381>=1,+SIS9," ")
F382: [W9] iIFCD382>=1 ,+SIS9," ")
F383: [W9] iilIFCD383>=1,+SIS9," ")
.
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NOTE: If you attempt to modify the amortization program while
you are in the dBASE software, you will lose over half of the
program due to memory constraints within dBASE.
e
PROGRAM USER INFORMATION
This dBASE file and accompanying program were created
for the use of Pat Yocum at SwedishAmerican Hospital. The
purpose of this program is to create principal and interest
breakdowns for employee loan payments each pay period. These
breakdowns are then totaled for all of the employee loans
each pay period, as well as quarterly and yearly.
The file structure and program were created using the
dBASE III+ software and WordStar software. In order to load
the dBASE file, you will need to be in the dBASE program.
You will retrieve the file named LOAN DATA. This file is
8 indexed, separating Saver Plan loans from Incentive Saver
Plan loans.
In order to look at or alter the amortization program,
you will need use WordStar or Eight-in-One. You would then
open the file as a NON-document using WordStar or you would
save the program as an ASCII file if using Eight-in-One.
Instructions for the operation of this program are
presented in this manual and sample reports are presented in
Appendix A. The file structure is presented in Appendix B
and the amortization program is listed in Appendix C.
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.INPUTING LOAN INFORMATION
In order to input employee loan data, you will need to
first retrieve the LOAN DATA file and the screen format for
entering the data. This screen format is also named
LOAN DATA. Next, you will want to APPEND the file. This
will take you to the end of the file and allow you to enter
new employee loan data. The screen input format, shown
below, includes all of the information that you will need to









VAR INT RT f
SAVER_LOAN ~:...





APPEND tI<B:>tlLOAN DAT tlRec: EOF/4
.
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.When you have entered all of the new employee loan
information, you will exit the APPEND mode by hitting CONTROL
and END simultaneously to make sure that this data will be
saved. You should then re-INDEX the file on SAVER LOAN +
CORPORATE + LNAME + FNAME. This will ensure that the saver
loans are separated from the incentive saver loans in your
reports.
When you are inputing employee loan information after
the beginning of the year (for new employee loans), you will
need to recalculate the principal and interest breakdowns
from the time of the first employee loan paYment forward.
For instructions on how to do this, please see the section
.
entitled "What to do if a paYment was missed", as the steps
used are the same for both situations.
It is suggested that you not enter new employee loan
information until the first pay period that the employee is
scheduled to make a loan paYment to avoid extra work.
.
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you will need to have the database file LOAN_DATA in use.
You will then type "DO LOANPRG" at the dot prompt (if you are
in the assist/menu mode, you will need to use the escape key
.
RUNNING THE AMORTIZATION PROGRAM
In order to run the employee loan amortization program,
to get to the dot prompt). The amortization program will
then ask you to input the starting pay period date. If you
are calculating for the full year, you should input a 1 for
the first pay period. A list of the 1990 pay period dates
and the pay period numbers is shown on the next page. If you
are not calculating for the entire year, then please see the
.
section entitled "What to do if a paYment was missed".
The amortization program will then run and automatically
calculate the principal and interest breakdowns for all of
the employees for each paYment. These breakdowns will be




























































name of the desired report in the blank. ) A list of the
available reports for 1990 is shown on the next page. These
reports have been set up to subtotal Saver Plan loans and
.
PRINTING REPORTS
After you have calculated the principal and interest
breakdowns, you will want to print pay period, quarterly, and
year end reports. All of these reports have been set up
already. In order to print reports, you will need to
RETRIEVE REPORTS and choose the report that you wish to
print. (If you are using the dot command, you would issue
the command "Report form to print", inserting the
8 Incentive Saver Plan loans separately. In light of this, you
need to make sure that you have re-INDEXED your database
files after new employee information has been input in order
to facilitate these subtotaled reports.
It is suggested that you not print all of the reports
for the year immediately, as new employee loans may be added
and paYments may be missed during the year, causing these
reports to be incomplete and inaccurate. Thus, you will
probably want to edit the records, run the amortization
program, and print the current report each pay period in





































.WHAT TO DO IF A PAYMENT WAS MISSED
This section describes what you need to do if an
employee has missed a loan payment or an employee has just
begun to make payments on a new employee loan. It also
describes what to do in the case of two loan payments being
made in one pay period. If a payment has been missed or two
payments have been made, the first thing that you need to do
is to EDIT that employee's loan information and enter the
amount actually paid in interest and principal for that pay
period. In order to edit this information, you would NOT
want to have the LOAN DATA screen on. Please make sure that
.
you exit a record that you are editing by entering CONTROL
and END to be certain that your new information is saved.
Next you will need to recalculate principal and interest
breakdowns from that point forward until the end of the year.
In order to recalculate these payment breakdowns for only a
portion of the year (in case of a new employee loan, a
payment missed, or two payments made in one pay period), you
will need to type "DO LOANPRG" at the dot command.
(Remember, if you are currently in the assist/menu mode, you
will need to use the escape key to get to the dot prompt.)
The amortization program will then ask you to enter the
starting pay period date. In the case of a missed or doubled
payment, you will want to enter the number of the pay period
.
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date when prompted by the amortization program.
By following these steps, calculations will begin at
the desired point and continue to the end of the year. It
.
following the missed or doubled payment. In the case of a
new employee loan, you will want to enter the number of the
pay period in which the first employee payment is made. If
the last payment of the year (pay period 12/28/90) is
altered, you will need to recalculate the year end balances.
You would do this by entering 27 for the starting pay period
should be noted that you will then want to print updated
reports for these pay periods. Also remember that a listing





Form letters can be used to send out yearly loan
activity statements to employees. These can be created with
virtually any word processing program; you would need to see
the user manual to find out how to create form letters. The
directions given here pertain to PFS: Professional Write.
In order to create the form letter, you would type the
letter into the word processing program and insert the field
name in between asterisks where you want the information from
the database to appear. (As an example, you would enter
*FNAME* *LNAME* into the letter where you want the employee's
.
full name to appear.)
When you have the form letter finished, you would then
need to go into dBASE and select the EXPORT option under the
TOOLS menu to create an ASCII file that can be read by the
word processing package so the database information can merge
into the form letters.
You then will go back into Professional Write and call
up your form letter and print your letters. To do this, you
will go to the print menu and tab down until you get to the
prompt entitled "Data file to merge". At this prompt, you
.
would enter the name of the ASCII file that you just created
from your database files. You would then hit the FI0 key
twice and your form letters will print automatically.
- 11 -
.HOW TO UPDATE THE PROGRAM
First of all, you will need to change the file structure
and the amortization program to reflect the different pay
period dates for the next year. You may also want to write a
program to get the current year end information to be
inserted into the beginning of the year information for the
following year in order to reduce keypunching. You will also
need to change all of the reports in order to reflect the new
field names.
It should be noted again that the amortization program
.
LOANPRG is too larqe to be modified in the dBASE software and
information will be lost if this is attempted. You may use
Eight-in-One to modify the amortization program but REMEMBER
TO SAVE THE FILE TO AN ASCII FILE when saving your changes.
Otherwise, it will not be readable by dBASE. When altering
the amortization program for the next year, you will find the







EMPLOYEE SSN PAYMENT PRINCIPAL INTEREST
NAME AMOUNT PAID PAID
**
SAVER PLAN LOANS, INCENTIVE SAVER PLAN LOANS N
SAMPLE TWO 222-22-2222 14.42 9.36 5.06
** Subtotal ** 14.42 9.36 5.06
**
SAVER PLAN LOANS, INCENTIVE SAVER PLAN LOANS Y
DANITA BRADBERRY 339-62-4509 20.00 10.39 9.61
SAMPLE ONE 111-11-1111 43.64 13.62 30.02
SAMPLE THREE 333-33-3333 59.87 55.46 4.41
**
Subtotal









Saver and Incentive Saver Loans
Principal and Interest Breakdown









** SAVER PLAN LOANS, INCENTIVE SAVER PLAN LOANS Y
DANITA BRADBERRY 339-62-4509 62.94 57.06
SAMPLE ONE 111-11-1111 82.64 179.20










Saver and Incentive Saver Loans
Principal and Interest Breakdown















** SAVER PLAN LOANS, INCENTIVE SAVER PLAN LOANS YDANITA BRADBERRY 339-62-4509 283.53 236.47
SAMPLE ONE 111-11-1111 375.22 759.42













Saver and Incentive Saver Loans
Principal and Interest Breakdown













structure for database: B:LOAN DAT.dbf
Number of data records: 4
~
of last update : 03/04/90
~d Field Name Type Width
1 LNAME Character 20
2 FNAME Character 12
3 ADDRESS 1 Character 25
4 ADDRESS2 Character 25
5 ADDRESS 3 Character 25
6 SSN Character 12
7 CLOCK NO Numeric 4
8 VAR INT RT Logical 1
9 SAVER LOAN Character 1
10 BAL 1-1 90 Numeric 10
11 INT-RATE Numeric 5
12 PMT-AMT Numeric 6
13 PMTS LEFT Numeric 4
14 PR JAN 12 Numeric 8
15 INT JAN 12 Numeric 8
16 PR JAN 26 Numeric 8
17 INT JAN 26 Numeric 8
18 PR FEB 9 Numeric 8
19 INT FEB 9 Numeric 8
20 PR FEB 23 Numeric 8
21 INT FEB 23 Numeric 8
22 PR MAR 9 Numeric 8
23 INT MAR 9 Numeric 8
24 PR MAR 23 Numeric 8
.
5 INT MAR 23 Numeric 8
6 PR 1ST QTR Numeric 10
27 INT 1ST QT Numeric 10
28 BAL-MAR-31 Numeric 10
29 PR APR 6 Numeric 8
30 INT APR 6 Numeric 8
31 PR APR 20 Numeric 8
32 INT APR 20 Numeric 8
33 PR MAY 4 Numeric 8
34 INT MAY 4 Numeric 8
35 PR MAY 18 Numeric 8
36 INT MAY 18 Numeric 8
37 PR JUN I Numeric 8
38 INT JUN 1 Numeric 8
39 PR JUN 15 Numeric 8
40 INT JUN 15 Numeric 8
41 PR JUN 29 Numeric 8
42 INT JUN 29 Numeric 8
43 PR 2ND QTR Numeric 10
44 INT 2ND QT Numeric 10
45 BAL-JUN-30 Numeric 10
46 PR JUL 13 Numeric 8
47 INT JUL 13 Numeric 8
48 PR JUL 27 Numeric 8
49 INT JUL 27 Numeric 8
';0 PR_AUG_I0 Numeric 8
~1 INT AUG 10 Numeric 8
52 PR AUG 24 Numeric 8
53 INT AUG 24 Numeric 8
54 PR SEP 7 Numeric 8
















































56 PR SEP 21 Numeric 8 2
- - Numeric57 INT SEP 21 8 2
- - Numeric58 PR 3RD QTR 10 2
59 INT_3RD_QT Numeric 10 2
.~
BAL SEP 30 Numeric 10 2
- - NumericPR OCT 5 8 2
- - Numeric62 INT OCT 5 8 2
- - Numeric63 PR OCT 19 8 2
- - Numeric64 INT OCT 19 8 2
- - Numeric65 PR NOV 2 8 2
- - Numeric66 INT NOV 2 8 2
- - Numeric67 PR NOV 16 8 2
- - Numeric68 INT NOV 16 8 2
- - Numeric69 PR NOV 30 8 2
- - Numeric70 INT NOV 30 8 2
- - Numeric71 PR DEC 14 8 2
- - Numeric72 INT DEC 14 8 2
- - Numeric73 PR DEC 28 8 2
- - Numeric74 INT DEC 28 8 2
- - Numeric75 PR_4TH_QTR 10 2
76 INT_4TH_QT Numeric 10 2
77 PR 1990 Numeric 12 2
78 INT 1990 Numeric 12 2
79 BAL 12 31 Numeric 12 2
















INPUT "ENTER STARTING PAY PERIOD DATE (EX. 1): .. TO X





REPLACE ALL INT_JAN_12 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
REPLACE ALL PR_JAN_12 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_JAN_12
REPLACE ALL PR JAN 12 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ENDIF
IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_1_1_90 - PR_JAN_12
REPLACE ALL INT_JAN_26 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATEj2600)







IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_1_1_90 - PR_JAN_12 - PR_JAN_26
REPLACE ALL INT_FEB 9 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATEj2600) - .005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT_AMT






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_1_1_90 - PR_JAN_12 - PR JAN 26
PR FEB 9
- -REPLACE ALL INT_FEB_23 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATEj2600) -






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL 1 1 90 - PR JAN 12
--- --PR FEB 9 - PR FEB 23
- - --REPLACE ALL INT MAR 9 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATEj2600) - .005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT AMT






-IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL 1 1 90
ALL INT JAN 12 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT RATEj2600)
- - -ALL INT_JAN_12 WITH PMT_AMT - PRINCBAL FOR PRINCBAL
ALL INT JAN 26 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR JAN 26 WITH PMT AMT - INT JAN 26
- - - --ALL PR JAN 26 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
INT_FEB_9 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
PR_FEB_9 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_FEB_9
PR FEB 9 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
ALL INT FEB 23 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_FEB_23 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_FEB_23
ALL PR FEB 23 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
PR JAN 26
ALL INT_MAR_9 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL PR_MAR_9 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_MAR_9
ALL PR MAR 9 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
6
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_1_1_90 PR_JAN_12 PR JAN 26
PR_FEB_9 - PR_FEB_23 - PR_MAR_9











IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL 1 1 90 - PR JAN 12
--- --PR_FEB_9- PR_FEB_23 - PR_MAR_9 - PR_MAR_23
REPLACE ALL PR_1ST_QTR WITH (PR_JAN_12 + PR_JAN_26 +
PR_FEB_9 + PR_FEB_23 + PR_MAR_9 + PR_MAR_23)
REPLACE ALL INT_1ST_QT WITH (INT_JAN_12 + INT_JAN_26 +
INT_FEB_9 + INT_FEB_23 + INT_MAR_9 + INT_MAR_23)
REPLACE ALL BAL_MAR_31 WITH PRINCBAL
REPLACE ALL INT_APR_6 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATE/2600) - .005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT AMT






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_MAR_31 - PR_APR_6
REPLACE ALL INT_APR_20 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATE/2600)







IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL MAR 31 - PR APR 6 - PR APR 20
REPLACE ALL INT_MAY 4 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATE/2600) - ~005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT AMT






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL MAR 31 - PR APR 6 - PR APR 20
PR_MAY_4 - - - - --
REPLACE ALL INT_MAY_18 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATE/2600) -






INT MAR 23 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -PR_MAR_23 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_MAR_23
PR_MAR_23 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
PR JAN 26
- -
ALL INT APR 6 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR APR 6 WITH PMT AMT - INT APR 6
- - - --ALL PR APR 6 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
ALL INT APR 20 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR APR 20 WITH PMT AMT - INT APR 20
- - - --ALL PR APR 20 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
ALL INT_MAY_4 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL PR_MAY 4 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_MAY_4
ALL PR_MAY_4 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL INT MAY 18 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR MAY 18 WITH PMT AMT - INT MAY 18
- - - --





IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_MAR_31 - PR_APR_6 - PR_APR_20
PR_MAY_4 - PR_MAY_18
REPLACE ALL INT_JUN_1 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT RATEj2600) - .005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT_AMT






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12
ALL INT JUN 1 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_JUN_1 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_JUN_1
ALL PR JUN 1 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_MAR_31
PR MAY 4 - PR MAY 18 - PR JUN 1
- - - - --REPLACE ALL INT_JUN_15 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATEj2600) -






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL MAR 31 - PR APR 6 - PR APR 20
- - - - -PR MAY 4 - PR MAY 18 - PR JUN 1 - PR JUN 15
-REPLACE ALL INT_JUN_29-WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATEj2600) -






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13 .OR. X = 14
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_MAR_31 - PR_APR_6 - PR_APR_20
PR_MAY_4 - PR_MAY_18 - PR_JUN_1 - PR_JUN_15 - PR_JUN_29
REPLACE ALL PR_2ND_QTR WITH (PR_APR_6 + PR_APR_20 + PR_MAY_4
+ PR_MAY_18 + PR_JUN_1 + PR_JUN_15 + PR_JUN_29)
REPLACE ALL INT_2ND_QT WITH (INT_APR_6 + INT_APR_20 +
INT_MAY_4 + INT_MAY_18 + INT_JUN_1 + INT_JUN_15 + INT_JUN_29)
REPLACE ALL BAL JUN 30 WITH PRINCBAL
- -REPLACE ALL INT_JUL_13 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATEj2600) -






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 ,.OR. X = 11 .OR. X
PR APR 6 - PR APR 20
- -
ALL INT_JUN_15 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL PR_JUN_15 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_JUN_15
ALL PR JUN 15 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
ALL INT_JUN_29 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL PR JUN 29 WITH PMT AMT - INT JUN 29
- - - --ALL PR_JUN_29 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL INT JUL 13 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_JUL_13 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_JUL_13























IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13 PR_JUL_27
REPLACE ALL INT_AUG_10 WITH PRINCBAL















IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13
PR_AUG_10
REPLACE ALL INT_AUG_24 WITH PRINCBAL






-IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13- PR_JUL_27
PR_AUG_10
REPLACE ALL INT_AUG_24 WITH PRINCBAL
* (INT_RATE/2600) _REPLACE ALL INT_AUG_24 WITH PMT_AMT - PRINCBAL FOR PRINCBAL
PRINCBAL WITH BAL JUN 30 - PR JUL 13
INT JUL 27 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT RATE/2600)
INT_JUL_27 WITH PMT_AMT - PRINCBAL FOR PRINCBAL
ALL INT JUL 27 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_JUL_27 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_JUL_27
ALL PR_JUL_27 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
.OR. X = 15
ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13
ALL INT_JUL_27 WITH PRINCBAL
* (INT_RATE/2600)ALL INT_JUL_27 WITH PMT_AMT- PRINCBAL FOR PRINCBAL
ALL INT JUL 27 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_JUL_27 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_JUL_27
ALL PR JUL 27 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
ALL INT AUG 10 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_AUG_10 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_AUG_10
ALL PR AUG 10 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
.OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16
ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13 - PR_JUL_27
ALL INT_AUG_10 WITH PRINCBAL
* (INT_RATE/2600)-ALL INT AUG 10 WITH PMT AMT - PRINCBAL FOR PRINCBAL
- -
ALL INT_AUG_10 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL PR AUG 10 WITH PMT AMT - INT AUG 10




INT_AUG_24 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
PR_AUG_24 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_AUG_24










IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13
PR_AUG_10 - PR_AUG_24
REPLACE ALL INT_SEP_7 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATE/2600) - .005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT AMT






IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17 .OR. X = 18
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13 - PR_JUL_27
PR_AUG_10 - PR_AUG_24
REPLACE ALL INT_SEP_7 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATE/2600) - .005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT AMT






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30
PR_AUG_10- PR_AUG_24- PR_SEP_7
REPLACE ALL INT_SEP_21 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATE/2600)-






IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17 .OR. X = 18 .OR.
X = 19
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30
PR_AUG_10 - PR_AUG_24 - PR_SEP_7
REPLACE ALL INT_SEP_21 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATE/2600)-






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
ALL INT AUG 24 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_AUG_24 WITH PMT_AMT- INT_AUG_24




ALL INT SEP 7 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_SEP_7 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_SEP_7
ALL PR SEP 7 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
INT SEP 7 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -PR_SEP_7 WITH PMT_AMT- INT_SEP_7





ALL INT SEP 21 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR SEP 21 WITH PMT AMT - INT SEP 21




ALL INT SEP 21 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR SEP 21 WITH PMT AMT - INT SEP 21





REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13 - PR_JUL_27
PR_AUG_10 - PR_AUG_24 - PR_SEP_7 - PR_SEP_21
REPLACE ALL PR_3RD_QTR WITH PR_JUL_13 + PR_JUL_27 +
PR_AUG_10 + PR_AUG_24 + PR_SEP_7 + PR_SEP_21
REPLACE ALL INT_3RD_QT WITH INT_JUL_13 + INT_JUL_27 +
INT_AUG_10 + INT_AUG_24 + INT_SEP_7 + INT_SEP_21
REPLACE ALL BAL SEP 30 WITH PRINCBAL
REPLACE ALL INT OCT-5 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATE/2600) - .005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT_AMT






IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17 .OR. X = 18 .OR.
X = 19 .OR. X = 20
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_JUN_30 - PR_JUL_13
PR AUG 10 - PR AUG 24 - PR SEP 7 - PR SEP 21
- - - - - - --REPLACE ALL PR_3RD_QTR WITH PR_JUL_13 + PR_JUL_27 +
PR_AUG_10 + PR_AUG_24 + PR_SEP_7 + PR_SEP_21
REPLACE ALL INT_3RD_QT WITH INT_JUL_13 + INT_JUL_27 +
INT_AUG_10 + INT_AUG_24 + INT_SEP_7 + INT_SEP_21
REPLACE ALL BAL SEP 30 WITH PRINCBAL
REPLACE ALL INT:OCT-5 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATE/2600) - .005
FOR PRINCBAL > PMT AMT






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X









IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17 .OR. X = 18 .OR.
X = 19 .OR. X = 20 .OR. X = 21
REPLACEALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL SEP 30 PR OCT 5
- - --REPLACE ALL INT_OCT_19 WITH PRINCBAL






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 ,.OR. X = 11 .OR. X
ALL INT_OCT_5 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL PR_OCT_5 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_OCT_5
ALL PR_OCT_5 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
PR JUL 27
ALL INT_OCT_5 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL PR OCT 5 WITH PMT AMT - INT OCT 5
- - - --ALL PR_OCT_5 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0




INT OCT 19 WITH PMT AMT - PRINCBAL FOR PRINCBAL
- -
ALL INT OCT 19 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_OCT_19 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_OCT_19
ALL PR_OCT_19 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL INT OCT 19 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR OCT 19 WITH PMT AMT - INT OCT 19





IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17 .OR. X = 18 .OR.
X = 19 .OR. X = 20 .OR. X = 21 .OR. X = 22 .OR. X = 23 .OR. X =
24
REPLACE








IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_SEP_30 - PR_OCT_5 - PR_OCT_19
PR_NOV_2 - PR_NOV_16 - PR_NOV_30
REPLACE ALL INT_DEC 14 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATEj2600) -







IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17 .OR. X = 18 .OR.
X = 19 .OR. X = 20 .OR. X = 21 .OR. X = 22 .OR. X = 23 .OR. X =
24 .OR. X = 25
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL SEP 30 - PR OCT 5 - PR OCT 19
- - --PR NOV 2 - PR NOV 16 - PR NOV 30
- - - - --REPLACE ALL INT_DEC_14 WITH PRINCBAL * (INT_RATEj2600) -






IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_SEP_30 - PR_OCT_5 - PR_OCT_19-
PR_NOV_2 - PR_NOV_16 - PR_NOV_30 - PR_DEC_14
REPLACE ALL INT_DEC_28 WITH PRINCBAL
*
(INT_RATEj2600) -







IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17 .OR. X = 18 .OR.
X = 19 .OR. X = 20 .OR. X = 21 .OR. X = 22 .OR. X = 23 .OR. X =
24 .OR. X = 25 .OR. X = 26
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_SEP_30 - PR_OCT_5 - PR_OCT_19-
PR_NOV_2 - PR_NOV_16 - PR_NOV_30 - PR_DEC_14
REPLACE ALL INT_DEC_28 WITH PRINCBAL
* (INT_RATEj2600) -
ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_SEP_30 - PR_OCT_5 - PR_OCT_19
PR NOV 16
ALL INT_NOV_30 WITH PRINCBAL
* (INT_RATEj2600) -ALL INT_NOV_30 WITH PMT_AMT - PRINCBAL FOR PRINCBAL
INT NOV 30 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -PR_NOV_30 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_NOV_30
PR_NOV_30 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL INT_DEC_14 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
ALL PR DEC 14 WITH PMT AMT - INT DEC 14
- - - -ALL PR DEC 14 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
ALL INT DEC 14 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR DEC 14 WITH PMT AMT - INT DEC 14
- - - --ALL PR DEC 14 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -
ALL INT DEC 28 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
- -ALL PR_DEC_28 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_DEC_28










IF X = 1 .OR. X = 2 .OR. X = 3 .OR. X = 4 .OR. X = 5 .OR. X =
6 .OR. X = 7 .OR. X = 8 .OR. X = 9 .OR. X = 10 .OR. X = 11 .OR. X
= 12 .OR. X = 13
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_SEP_30 - PR_OCT_5 - PR_OCT_19-
PR_NOV_2 - PR_NOV_16 - PR_NOV_30 - PR_DEC_14 - PR_DEC_28
REPLACE ALL PR_4TH_QTR WITH (PR_OCT_5 + PR_OCT_19 + PR_NOV_2
+ PR NOV 16 + PR NOV 30 + PR DEC 14 + PR DEC 28)
-REPLACE ALL-INT-4TH QT WITH-(INT OCT 5 + INT OCT 19 +
INT_NOV_2 + INT_NOV_16 +-INT_NOV_30 +-INT=DEC_14 + INT_DEC_28)
REPLACE ALL PR_1990 WITH PR_1ST_QTR + PR_2ND_QTR +
PR_3RD_QTR + PR_4TH_QTR
REPLACE ALL INT_1990 WITH INT_1ST_QT + INT_2ND_QT +
INT_3RD_QT + INT_4TH_QT
REPLACE ALL BAL 12 31 WITH PRINCBAL
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH 0
ENDIF
IF X = 14 .OR. X = 15 .OR. X = 16 .OR. X = 17 .OR. X = 18 .OR.
X = 19 .OR. X = 20 .OR. X = 21 .OR. X = 22 .OR. X = 23 .OR. X =
24 .OR. X = 25 .OR. X = 26 .OR. X = 27
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH BAL_SEP_30 - PR_OCT_5 - PR_OCT_19-
PR_NOV_2 - PR_NOV_16 - PR_NOV_30 - PR_DEC_14 - PR_DEC_28
REPLACE ALL PR_4TH_QTR WITH (PR_OCT_5 + PR_OCT_19 + PR_NOV_2
+ PR_NOV_16 + PR_NOV_30 + PR_DEC_14 + PR_DEC_28)
REPLACE ALL INT_4TH_QT WITH (INT_OCT_5 + INT_OCT_19 +
INT_NOV_2 +INT_NOV_16 + INT_NOV_30 + INT_DEC_14 + INT_DEC_28)
REPLACE ALL PR_1990 WITH PR_1ST_QTR + PR_2ND_QTR +
PR_3RD_QTR + PR_4TH_QTR
REPLACE ALL INT_1990 WITH INT_1ST_QT + INT_2ND_QT +
INT_3RD_QT + INT_4TH_QT
REPLACE ALL BAL 12 31 WITH PRINCBAL
REPLACE ALL PRINCBAL WITH 0
ENDIF
INT_DEC_28 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
PR_DEC_28 WITH PMT_AMT - INT_DEC_28
PR_DEC_28 WITH 0 FOR PRINCBAL = 0
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